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1. Introduction

Archaeometry and cultural heritage have lately taken great advantage of develop-
ments in scientific techniques, offering valuable information to archaeology, art history,
and conservation science, involving both instrumental and non-instrumental approaches.
Among the possible techniques, X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) has become one of the most
applied techniques for cultural heritage elemental material characterization, due to its
user-friendliness; fast, short acquisition times; portability; and most of all, its absolutely
non-destructive nature. For this reason, besides often being a first choice for a prelimi-
nary overall materials investigation, XRF spectrometers and spectra data handling meth-
ods have continuously improved, giving rise to many variations of the same technique;
portable spectrometers, micro-probes, and large area scanners are all variations of a very
flexible technique.

2. Review of Issue Contents

This Special Issue collects papers dealing with several analytical techniques and appli-
cations related to XRF spectroscopy, with special attention toward the application to cultural
heritage materials. Paper subjects include instrumentation and technical developments,
case studies on various materials requiring methodological innovations, and new data
handling. Beside traditional XRF configuration, both energy dispersive and wave disper-
sive, Macro-XRF and the use of synchrotron radiation have also been considered. Indeed,
most of the variations of XRF spectroscopy have been considered: portable or mapping
spectrometers, synchrotron based XRF, and synergic association with other non-destructive
analytical techniques.

In the paper by Ruschioni and co-authors [1], the project for a low-cost home-made
XRF portable spectrometer is presented, for all those cases where there is not enough
financial support to buy a commercial device. The FUXYA2020 spectrometer was intended
mostly for cultural heritage (CH) applications and meets the requirements for both low Z
matrix objects, such as glasses and ceramics, and medium-high Z materials, such as metals.
First application shown (on pigments, ceramics and gold alloys) demonstrate that a simple
and inexpensive prototype can be of great help for a rapid and reliable characterization of
cultural heritage materials whenever commercial devices are unaffordable.

Portable instrumentation was also used in [2,3]. In the former paper, a mandolin by
Antonio Stradivari has been investigated for the first time by non-invasive reflection Fourier
transformed infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy and X-ray fluorescence (XRF) on different areas
previously selected by UV-induced fluorescence imaging. The combined spectroscopic
approach allowed us to hypothesize original materials and finishing procedures similar
to those used in violin making, and XRF results proved to be essential to support FT-IR
findings and to detect possible iron-based pigments in the finishing layers. The paper by
Fornacelli et al [3] presents a provenance study on ceramic sherds by means of portable
XRF instrumentation coupled with statistical analysis. Indeed, the combined application
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of this kind of analytical technique and statistical analysis to the investigation of a large
repertory of ceramic fragments allowed for the grouping of the assemblage by identifying
geochemical clusters. Assuming a correlation between compositional patterns and local
production centers, cultural relations between communities and regions were investigated
starting from the pottery manufacturing and trade.

WD-XRF (wave dispersive XRF) was instead exploited in the work by Fragata and
co-authors [4], where the floor mortar layers of the high imperial mosaics of a Roman
housing in Braga, Portugal, were investigated, showing that their composition was clearly
related to the stratigraphic position and to the external conditions and treatments to which
they were submitted.

A few papers were devoted to macro-XRF (MA-XRF) instrumentation and related
issues. The traditional field of application in CH materials, i.e., painting, was the subject of
a research in the frame of the INFN-CHNet, the Cultural Heritage Network of the Italian
National Institute of Nuclear Physics. They designed and developed an MA-XRF scanner
easy to transport for in situ use. In the paper submitted for this special issue [5], they
present results of a painting by the Flemish artist Rogier van der Weyden, belonging to
the collection of the Uffizi gallery in Florence, Italy. The painting was analyzed during
conservation treatments at the Opificio delle Pietre Dure in Florence. Also in this case,
MA-XRF proved to be a powerful technique that can be easily utilized as an early non-
invasive and non-destructive analytical method as a guide for a subsequent, more accurate,
scientific analysis. The same scanner was used in the work by Sottili et al. [6] for an
uncommon application to furniture at the Centro di Conservazione e Restauro “La Venaria
Reale” (Turin, Italy), a leading conservation center in the field. The use of the MA-XRF
technique on furniture has provided information on the elemental–spatial distribution
of the decorative layers, such as gilding and ivory, on the polychromatic surfaces of a
chinoiserie lacquered cabinet of the 18th century and a desk by Pietro Piffetti (1701–1777).

Again on MA-XRF, the work by Orsilli and co-authors [7] summarizes the advantages
and limitations of MA-XRF, here considered as an imaging technique. This allows a better
synergy with other hyperspectral methods, or the combination with spot investigations.
A pioneering analysis protocol (STEAM) based on the spectral angle mapper algorithm is
also presented, unifying the MA-XRF standard approach with punctual XRF, exploiting
information from the mapped area as a database to extend the comprehension to data
outside the scanned region, and working independently from the acquisition set-up.

Last, but of great interest, is a paper regarding synchrotron X-ray μ- and nano-probes
applied to CH materials, in particular to ancient ceramics study [8]. Fine and varnished
wares are the case study for exploring challenges offered by synchrotron X-ray microprobes
optimized to collect microchemical and phase-distribution maps, capable of providing
relevant clues for discriminating workshops and exploring technological aspects, which
are fundamental in answering the current archaeological questions on ceramic findings.
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Abstract: The project FUXYA2020 was intended to design and prototype a low-cost basic energy
dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometer for all those cases where there is not enough financial
support to buy a commercial device. Indeed, home-made instruments are ideal when funds are low
but constant over the years, as this approach allows the costs to be spread over a longer period of
time. The FUXYA2020 was intended mostly for cultural heritage (CH) applications: we optimized
the geometry to meet the requirements for both low Z matrix objects, such as glasses and ceramics,
and medium-high Z materials, such as metals; besides, we designed a positioning system through
Arduino components to obtain good results and repeatability for samples with a complex geometry.
The FUXYA2020’s performance was tested both for qualitative and quantitative analyses, the former
on pigment layers, and the latter on gold-based certified alloys, exploiting Axil-QXAS software for
data elaboration. The classification of ancient ceramics based on multivariate analysis obtained
through R environment was also carried out. The qualitative data on pigments have also been
compared with the same data obtained by a commercial XRF spectrometer, demonstrating how our
very simple and inexpensive prototype can be of great help for a rapid and reliable characterization
of cultural heritage materials whenever commercial devices are unaffordable.

Keywords: EDXRF; cultural heritage materials; pigment analysis; ceramics classification; metal alloy
quantitative analysis

1. Introduction

Energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) is a very suitable analysis method for
the examination of cultural heritage materials and is widely used, thanks to its relative
straightforwardness of use and its totally non-destructive character, allowing for analysis
without any sample preparation. EDXRF has numerous applications in this field, as it
is able to detect elements from sodium to uranium, and in certain cases can go down
to carbon [1], moreover the data treatment (e.g., qualitative analysis, PCA [2,3], semi-
quantitative analysis [4–6], quantitative analysis) makes this technique suitable to answer
numerous questions. Thus, EDXRF is commonly used to perform provenance studies on
ceramics, coins and glass [3,7–9], to evaluate corrosion processes on metals [10,11], find
restorations in paintings [12–14] or fake objects [15], or to identify worn out pigmentation
in ancient polychromies [16–19]. These are just few examples of potential applications.

Anyway, we also must consider that XRF investigates deep into the artifacts (depend-
ing on the energy of the fluorescence radiation and the composition of the sample, the
volume investigated can be a few tens of micrometers for light matrices to less than one
micrometer for metals). The technique is then not always suitable when the aim is to
distinguish the composition of the different layers composing the sample, and it is only a
comprehensive elemental composition that is obtained. The only way to distinguish the

Appl. Sci. 2022, 12, 1006. https://doi.org/10.3390/app12031006 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci5
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layers is to get a priori knowledge of the composition of the sample, or to analyze the bulk
if feasible. Nevertheless, new set-ups are now also being developed to analyze layered
samples [20–22]: for example, performing an angular scanning [23–25], evaluating the ratio
of the fluorescence lines [26,27], exploiting MA-XRF mapping [28–30], or through Monte
Carlo simulations [11,31,32].

In the last twenty years, several portable and handheld EDXRF spectrometers have
become commercially available, each with its own distinguishing features and fields of
application. Their diversity of designs and their features affect the final price of this kind of
instrumentation, making it accessible to a small circle of researchers. It must be pointed out
that some hand-held instruments do not offer the easy possibility of working on raw spectra,
but only to gain a quantitative evaluation of element concentrations [2,33]. This aspect
makes these instrumentations fake user-friendly, as they require high skills to handle and
customize the routines and analytical modes provided by the manufacturer. Moreover, not
all the materials pertaining to the cultural heritage field can be described in terms of element
concentration, as, for instance, is the case of pigments [34], where dilution, binder and layer
thickness highly affect the possibility (and the meaningfulness) of having a quantitative
evaluation. The same applies to the study of any layered sample, such as lustered or glazed
ceramics [35], or to ink decorations [16]. From these starting considerations, in the last
decade some research groups have developed their own homemade spectrometers; some of
them clearly demonstrated that basic spectrometers can be useful for the characterization of
CH materials held in the Museums [36]. In 2010, a research group from the Physics Institute
of the UNAM, Mexico, developed SANDRA (sistema de analisis no destructivo por rayos
X or system for non-destructive analysis using X-rays) especially for the study of Mexican
Cultural Heritage collections [37]. This system is equipped with changeable tubes (namely,
75 W Mo, Rh and W X-ray tubes) and detectors (Amptek Si-PIN and Cd-Te detector) that
are selected and combined depending on the elemental range of interest. One year later,
LABEC laboratory of Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN), in collaboration with
ICVBC of Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR), developed a custom-realized portable
XRF spectrometer [38]. The system features a high efficiency for a wide range of elements
down to sodium, thanks to the use of two tubes with different anodes and to the presence
of a continuous helium flow in front of the tubes and the detector, with the declared aim to
overcome the usually limited performance of compact XRF systems for in situ analyses.
An interesting project was presented in Campos et al. [39], where a low-cost portable
system for in situ elemental mapping by XRF was developed. The basic components (i.e.,
X-ray tube and detector) are very close to ours, but the final aim, and thus the design, are
highly different, because, for a good scanning system, more attention must be given to the
positioning system, the acquisition time and the ability to reconstruct elemental maps with
good spatial resolution, while quantitative analyses is not considered.

Some homemade micro-XRF spectrometers were also studied [40], but their discussion
is out of the scope of the present paper.

The aim of the FUXYA2020 (fluorescence X-ray analysis) project was to create a
low-cost portable prototype for EDXRF analysis that was compact, lightweight, easily
transportable, and attachable to a tripod for convenient positioning. In the FUXYA system,
the two most expensive elements are obviously represented by the X-ray source and the
detection unit. These are mandatory for a reliable spectrometer, but with a homemade
project it is possible to spread the purchasing on different periods. In the following, we will
discuss the design, the choice of elements and the performances of FUXYA2020 when it is
used for the characterization of cultural heritage materials, namely pigments, ceramics, and
metal alloys. Despite its basic features, the FUXYA spectrometer demonstrates its capability
for work with rapid and reliable characterization on cultural heritage materials whenever
commercial devices are unaffordable.
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2. FUXYA2020 Design and Characteristics

2.1. X-ray Source

The X-ray source used is the MINI-X2 X-ray tube (Amptek, Bedford, MA, USA) with a
maximum power of 4 W (50 kV, 200 μA) and a transmission rhodium anode. The choice
of this material for the anode was made for several reasons: the characteristic lines of
the K series of rhodium are present at relatively high energies and produce very definite
Compton and Rayleigh diffusions that can be useful for the quantitative analysis of light
matrix materials [3,6,41,42]; rhodium is rarely present in cultural heritage materials and
this decreases the possibility of interference with the sample. Indeed, when choosing the
anode, it is of the utmost importance to consider that the element of the anode cannot
be evaluated in the samples, and that the anode line may interfere with the fluorescence
line of the element of interest present in the sample. Employing a silver anode in the field
of cultural heritage, for example, will limit the analysis of silver in metal sample, and
thus, will limit the analytical capability of the instrument. In Table 1, we summarized the
interferences of the four anode materials available for the MINI-X2 X-ray tube, where the
inference is highlighted if the energy of anode characteristic line differs from the line of the
element for less than 250 eV. The lines considered are Kα, Kβ, Lα, Lβ, Mα, while we do not
consider the noise due to the detection system.

Table 1. Interference of the anode material lines on different elements, the interference is detected if
any line of the analyte has an energy difference of less than 250 eV with any line of the anode.

Anode L/K K/K or L/L L/M M/K

Mo P, S, Cl Zr, Nb, Tc, Ru, Pt Au, Hg, Tl, Pb,
Bi, Po, At

Rh S, Cl, Ar Tc, Ru, Pd, Ag Po, At, Rn, Fr,
Ra, Ac, Th, Pa

Ag Cl, Ar, K Rh, Pd, Cd, In, Sn Fr, Ra, Ac, Th,
Pa, U

W Ni, Zn, Ge, Br,
Kr, Rb, Sr, Y

Tm, Yb, Lu, Hf, Ta,
Re, Os, Ir, Au, Hg

Al, Si, P

Au Zn, Ge, Sr, Y,
Zr, Nb, Mo

W, Os, Ir, Pt, Hg,
Tl, Pb, At, Rn P, S

The Mini-X2 focuses radiation in the designated output direction, and we verified
the radiation levels external to the X-ray tube housing with the brass safety plug on.
Nonetheless, the FUXYA system was housed in a radiation shielded chamber allowing the
operator to work from outside the chamber. For maximum safety, the door switch and the
red warning light were integrated with the Mini-X2 interlock circuit.

Two brass collimators with aluminum inserts (with 1 mm and 2 mm diameter holes)
are provided to geometrically decrease the diameter of the outgoing X-ray beam in order to
have a fairly small measuring spot, suitable for applications in cultural heritage [43].

The Mini-X2 is also equipped with a set of filters to modify the output spectrum of
the tube, filters are used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio for the elements of interest
and attenuate the unwanted characteristic lines of the anode and the materials of which
the X-ray tube is made [44]. In Figure 1, we report the different spectra produced by the
X-ray tube when equipped with the available filters, namely: Al (254 μm), Cu, Mo, Ag,
W (25.4 μm). Spectrum emitted with no filter was given by the producer, while filtered
ones were obtained by calculating for each energy the radiation absorption given by the
specific filter. The choice of filter usually depends on the source anode. If the K lines of
the anode are used to excite the sample, one can employ filters made of the same material
of the anode, absorbing the energies above the absorption edge, and obtaining a quasi-
bichromatic source. Otherwise, we can employ the element with atomic number Z = ZA −
2 or Z = ZA − 1, where ZA is the atomic number of the anode; in this case the absorption
edge of the filter falls between the Kα and Kβ lines of the source, highly absorbing the
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latter, and transmitting the former, obtaining in this way a quasi-monochromatic source.
Finally, usually an Al filter can be employed to absorb the bremsstrahlung at low energies,
increasing the signal to noise, S/N, ratio for low Z elements.

Figure 1. Attenuation of X-ray tube spectra by Al (254 μm), Cu, Mo, Ag and W (25.4 μm) filters.

2.2. Detector

The X-ray detector used is a complete SDD spectrometer (XGL-SPCM-DANTE-25
model) from XGLAB Bruker Nano Analytics, Milan, Italy, with 17 mm2 active area, 500 μm
thickness and 12.5 μm Be window. The energy resolution for an SDD detector is usually
given as FWHM of the Mn Kα line (5.9 keV); for our spectrometer, the nominal energy
resolution is 140 eV with peak-shaping time of 96 ns, or 125 eV with 1 μs peak-shaping time.
In our working conditions (0.8 μs shaping time) we measured the detector resolution on a
pure metal Mn target obtaining 130 eV as expected; for count rate of about 1 Mcps, we have
a dead time of about 2%. In order to better detect the X-ray fluorescence emitted by the
sample eliminating fluorescence from the detector itself, it is necessary to use collimators
in front of the detector Be window, in addition to the internal one. We used a 2 mm lead
collimator completely lined in pure aluminum (total thickness of the collimator 5 mm), so
that no detectable lines are added. To allow an easy change of the collimator, whose best
diameter can vary depending on the object to be studied, a cap for the detector window has
been designed and 3D printed. This expedient also introduces an indirect protection to the
thin Be window, but slightly increases the distance between the detector and the sample. In
the geometric configuration of the FUXYA system, the angle between the X-ray tube and
the detector was set at 90◦ (Figure 2) in order to better separate the Compton scattering
peak from the Rayleigh scattering peak and to obtain information about light elements
when necessary [45].
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Figure 2. Geometrical configuration of FUXYA2020 spectrometer.

2.3. Assembling

Once the geometric configuration of the tube-detector was established, the final inte-
gration between these two components was designed using a 3D design software (Figure 3).
The enclosure includes a base with four support feet at the bottom, and three holes to
secure a Manfrotto 200PL rapid plate so that it can be attached to a tripod. In addition,
the X-ray source and the detector unit have been positioned so that the intersection point
between the X-ray beam from the X-ray tube and the detector axis, i.e., the “focus” of the
instrument, is about 10 mm away from the base of the instrument; the distance between
the X-ray tube and the sample is thus about 14 mm, while that between the sample and
the detector is about 34 mm. The current distance between the instrument and the sample
can be reduced simply by shifting the components on their axis; nevertheless, choosing a
45◦–45◦ geometry, the size of the detector head must be considered. If a significantly lower
distance is preferred, the geometry should be changed, either by reducing the scattering
angle and keeping the irradiation angle equal to the detection angle, or by maintaining a
90◦ scattering angle with a different geometry (such as a 60◦–30◦ geometry).

Figure 3. Positioning of the components for FUXYA2020 spectrometer. Dimensions are given in mm.

Thanks to the 3D design software [46], the measurement spot is easily calculated on
a flat sample: when using the 1 mm collimator for the X-ray tube, the area irradiated on
the sample is about 8 mm2 and has an obviously elliptical shape (Figure 4). To complete
the FUXYA2020 system, a cover was created, which includes a cooling system exploiting
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two USB fans (5 V), one positioned at the top, in correspondence with the detector, and the
other laterally, close to the X-ray tube (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Sample irradiated area when using the 1 mm collimator for the X-ray tube (a ∼= 1.91 mm, b
∼= 1.35 mm).

Figure 5. FUXYA2020 external case. Dimensions are given in mm.

Furthermore, inside the case we placed a positioning system run through an Arduino
UNO board and composed of the following electronic components (Figure 3): a laser
sensor module (KY-008) with a spot size of 5 mm (outer diameter of 6 mm) to verify the
investigated area, and a VL6180X time of flight (ToF) distance sensor to position the sample
in correspondence with the focus of the instrument, maximizing the spectra intensity and
allowing repeatable and comparable measurements. The VL6180X is an optical module
that includes a proximity sensor, an ambient light sensor, and a VCSEL (vertical cavity
surface emitting laser) light source which emits in the near-IR at a wavelength of 850 nm.
The distance sensor has a spatial resolution of 1 mm and an accuracy of about 1% at 50 mm
distance. We did not choose an ultrasonic sensor as it is not suitable for non-flat surfaces;
moreover, differently from an IR sensor (whose range of distance is also out of the scope
of the present project), ToF measure should be independent from the sample reflectance.
We also integrated an I2C 1602 LCD display to show the distance measured by the sensor,
a button to easily turn on and off the laser module and two LED diodes that light up
according to the distance from the sample. All these components can be bought at a low
price, according to the financial availability of the research group.

To make a low-cost instrument, all the structural components of the FUXYA system
were 3D printed in PLA (polylactic acid) except for the base, which was cut out from a
PVC sheet for greater structural strength (Figure 6). The maximum footprint of the FUXYA
system is 295 × 210 × 76 mm, similar to the size of an A4 sheet of paper.
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Figure 6. FUXYA spectrometer and its internal set up.

3. FUXYA2020 Performance on Real Cases in Cultural Heritage Field

The FUXYA’s performance was tested on the qualitative analyses of pigment layers,
on semi-quantitative analyses of archaeological ceramics for provenance classification and
on quantitative analyses on gold alloys, thus covering three main materials in the CH
field. For the first material, we had compared the minimum detection limit (MDL) for
the pigment characterizing elements obtained from FUXYA and the one achieved with a
commercial spectrometer. In the case of ceramics studies, the results obtained by applying
a semiquantitative analysis were checked with the archaeological evidence and finally the
element concentrations from quantitative analysis on metal alloys were compared with the
certified values.

3.1. Pigments

In the last 20 years, EDXRF has proved to be a very suitable and widely used tool
for the examination of paintings, also for its fast response and its totally non-invasive
character [47]. Analysis of pigment layers using the FUXYA was conducted on laboratory-
made panels (Figure 7), choosing single layers (monolayers) of historical and modern
pigments, as reported in Table 2. The unfiltered tube spectrum was used as incident
radiation, thanks to the low background of the instrument at low energies. The operating
conditions were 40 kV and 0.06 mA, with an acquisition time of 200 s for each measurement.
As many factors influence the pigment stratigraphy (binder, dilution, and thickness of the
layers, which also depend on many factors) when dealing with pigment layers, it is more
useful and sensible to perform a qualitative analysis, as a quantitative analysis is not only
not feasible but will not be useful to characterize the nature of the pigment.

Figure 7. Analysis of pigment layers by FUXYA spectrometer: the laser beam for positioning and the
red light indicating the correct distance are visible.
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Table 2. Pigment layers considered and elements detected by FUXYA spectrometer. (*) Layer B6,
labelled as Mount Amiata cinnabar, revealed to be a counterfeit pigment.

Layer Pigment
Characterizing Elements

from Known Composition
Detected

Elements (Traces)

A1 Natural Lapis Lazuli S, Si (Si, K, Fe)
A2 Smalt Blue Co, K, Si Co, K, (Si, Fe)
A3 Cobalt Blue Co Co, Zn
A4 Azurite Cu Cu (Fe)
A5 Verdigris Cu Cu
A6 Green Earth Fe, K Fe, K (Mn, Ti)
A7 Raw Earth Umber Fe, Mn Fe, Mn (Ti)
A8 Tin-Lead Yellow Pb, Sn Pb, Sn, (Cu)
A9 Minium Pb Pb
A10 Cinnabar S, Hg Hg (S)
A11 Red Ochre Fe Fe (K, Ti, V)
A12 Burnt Sienna Fe (Mn) Fe (K, Ti, V)
B1 Cerulean Blue Co, Sn Co, Sn, Zn, Ti
B2 Naples Yellow Pb, Sb Pb, Sb, Zn (V, Mn)
B3 Malachite Cu Cu (Fe)
B5 Chromium Orange Cr, Pb Cr, Pb

B6 Mount Amiata
Cinnabar * S, Hg Ti, Ba, Zn, Sr

Test panels of pure pigment layers were painted on different substrates, with different
binders: panel A (binder: egg tempera) is a wooden board with gypsum preparation, while
panel B (acrylic binder) is an industrial canvas applied on cardboard. The pigments used for
these tests were natural and artificial lapis lazuli, smalt blue, cobalt blue, azurite, verdigris,
titanium green, umber, lead yellow, minium, cinnabar, red ochre, burnt sienna (panel A)
and cerulean blue, Naples yellow, malachite, cinnabar, chromium orange (panel B). As the
pigments layers are very thin, during an XRF measurement is possible to detect elements
coming from the preparation underneath (except in cases where heavy metals are used,
such as lead), thus preparation of both panels was also investigated as reference. For panel,
A, Ca, Sr and S traces were detected from gypsum preparation, with impurities of P, Fe, Cu,
Zn, Zr; for panel B, the analyses determined the presence of titanium white (Ti dioxide)
and Ca, with impurities of P, Fe, Cu, and Zn. These elements are reported in Table 2 only
when attributable to pigment layers; each spectrum also presents the K emission of Ar from
the atmosphere. As evident from Table 2, all pigments were positively detected within the
XRF limits, except sample B6, Mount Amiata cinnabar, which revealed itself to be a case of
forgery, as no presence of Hg (nor any other red chromophore) was detected. The barium
presence can be attributed to barium sulphate, commonly used as a pigment extender with
lakes. A rapid check with other analytical techniques confirmed the use of a red lake with
a mixture of white pigments, coherently with FUXYA results. Further comments should
also be done on sample A12, burnt sienna earth, where Mn could be expected. Indeed,
sienna is a yellow ochre, containing from 50% to more than 70% iron oxide (Fe2O3), (the
higher the iron concentration, the better the quality) [47] and, even if it is often considered
a mixture of Mn and Fe oxides, Mn oxide (gray or black in color) is quite low, and it is
present in quantities up to 10% [48], while a greater amount of Mn oxides are typical of
umbers. Coherently, some spectra databases [49] indicate sienna earth also in the absence
of Mn.

In Figure 8, the spectra acquired with FUXYA spectrometer on lapis lazuli layered
pigment (sample A1 in Table 2) is reported; the Si Kα lines are evident in the enlargement
of low energy region.
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Figure 8. Spectra obtained by FUXYA for Layer A1, lapis lazuli (Si K line is highlighted in the blown
up area).

Besides verifying the capability of our spectrometer to identify pigments, pigment
spectra were also used to verify the ability to distinguish the signal with respect to fluc-
tuations of the background. With this aim, peak areas were normalized to the acquisition
time and anode current, and the instrumental limit of determination (ILD) was defined
as: ILD = 3

√
cps(mA), according to the definition usually given for the concentration

MDL [50]. We did not normalize with respect to the irradiated surface on the sample, as we
wanted to compare performance in standard working conditions for each spectrometer. We
did not opt for the normally used MDL as, in this case, the passage to concentration values
would be aleatory; anyway, ILD and MDL are proportional. Moreover, ILD depends on the
instrument, the specimen matrix composition and the element considered and can thus be
used for comparing the performance of different instruments used in the same analytical
context. The results (see Table 3) were then compared with those obtained measuring the
same samples with a commercial portable micro-XRF spectrometer (Bruker ARTAX 200)
equipped with a Mo anode X-ray tube, collimated down to 0.65 mm in diameter (excited
sample area of 0.33 mm2). The Artax 200 mounts an SDD detector and exploits the principle
of optical triangulation for the adjustment of the distance between sample and measuring
head, and a CCD camera to visualize the sample. The system has an exchangeable filter
slide with three filter positions; in this work, no filter has been used. The working con-
ditions were 40 kV and 0.6 mA with an acquisition time of 200 s for each measurement;
the distance between the analyzed spot and both the source and the detector was 1.3 cm.
Bruker Spectra 5.1 software was used to perform peak deconvolution. As evident from
Table 3, even if the results are similar to those obtained in a former publication [51], they
cannot be directly compared, as in that case the Artax source was filtered by a 12.5 μm
Mo transmission filter. It is worth noting that, in this same paper, the MDL for the Assing
Lithos portable and Niton handheld spectrometers were also considered; in particular,
our spectrometer can be compared with Lithos for dimensions, features and portability,
showing a better performance when using non-filtered X-ray tube emission in standard
working conditions.

When dealing with qualitative XRF analysis, an obvious limit is the difficulty in
detecting low energy signals, as for instance for Sb and Sn L lines, and Si K lines, because
the probability of emission is lower for light elements and for L lines. To better visualize
the different performances, in Figure 9, we report the comparison between FUXYA and
Artax spectra for samples A8 and B2 in their standard operating conditions. The spectra
of the considered yellow layers are reported in linear scale for both FUXYA and Artax
spectrometers. Spectra have been normalized for the measurement time, the applied
amperage and the irradiated area. The FUXYA spectra show a lower intensity, but also
a lower background; for this reason, we can see trace element peaks in a clearer way.
Moreover, the better resolution allows us to better distinguish Si and P peaks. It is worth
saying that even though Sn and Sb can be easily detected by their K lines with FUXYA
device when non-filtered radiation is used, we are considering their L emissions as a clear
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example of the sensitivity at lower energies which is increased in the FUXYA system thanks
to the lower background. Moreover, the detection of both K and L series for such elements
can help in reconstructing the stratigraphy of the pigment layers

Table 3. Comparison of ILD in cps/mA of different elements.

Element FUXYA Artax Element FUXYA Artax Element FUXYA Artax

Si (Kα) 4.42 9.32 Mn (Kα) 16.18 14.32 Zr (Kα) 12.85 10.79
P (Kα) 5.68 9.50 Fe (Kα) 17.68 11.65 Sn (Kα) 11.68 7.87
S (Kα) 7.14 8.69 Co (Kα) 15.54 13.99 Sn (Lα) 6.54 7.89
K (Kα) 9.80 8.90 Ni (Kα) 9.87 6.52 Sb (Kα) 11.32 5.28
Ca (Kα) 9.57 10.28 Cu (Kα) 18.12 7.93 Sb (Lα) 8.96 10.08
Ti (Kα) 17.62 12.20 Zn (Kα) 17.54 11.45 Hg (Lα) 9.25 7.57
Cr (Kα) 10.43 8.75 Sr (Kα) 11.49 11.78 Pb (Lα) 13.42 9.59

Figure 9. Spectra of the yellow layers A8 (upper) and B2 (lower) for both FUXYA and Artax spec-
trometers. Spectra have been normalized for the measurement time, the applied amperage, and the
irradiated area.
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Please note that the air path of the detection system is not the same: in fact, in FUXYA
the detector is placed further away with respect to the Artax. This different geometry is
responsible for the different order of magnitude in spectra intensities both for the different
air paths, and for the subsequent different solid angles. In addition, the FUXYA spectra
show the scattered L lined from Rh anode of the X-ray tube between 2.6 and 3.1 keV.

3.2. Ceramics

A semi-quantitative test on archaeological ceramics samples has also been done,
verifying the possibility of using the FUXYA spectrometer for archaeological material
classification. Eight Roman amphorae were considered, of which the factory, and thus
the production place, were known from archaeological information, such as seals, as
summarized in Table 4. No archaeological consideration will be made in this work, as this
research is still in progress and we are now interested only in the FUXYA’s performance,
but it is worth noting that we chose a small group with the same local provenance, and a
few samples of various non-local provenance to have an easy test for our set up.

Table 4. Analysed ceramics.

Sample N. of Spectra Archaeological Classification

4 3 Non-local (NA)
5 3 Non-local (MA)
7 3 Non-local (AA)
9 3 Non-local (BA)
14 2 local
15 2 local
16 2 local
17 4 local

We used the unfiltered continuous radiation from the X-ray tube and semi-quantitative
evaluation, avoiding the determination of element concentrations [6].

The XRF spectra were acquired on fractures and/or cleaned areas; where necessary,
cleaning was performed with pure water on some cotton wool to eliminate visible earth
traces. A variable number of measuring points was considered for each sample to check
the homogeneity of the artifacts [52]; for a few samples, Cr (7_3), Cu (7_1, 17_4) or Rb (9_3)
showed peaks below the detection limit (see Section 3.1); in these few cases, to perform
statistical analyses, we substituted the missing data with a random value between 0 and the
detection limit itself [8,53]. All the 22 spectra were then considered for statistical analysis on
closed data. Statistical elaboration was obtained by using R 3.6.3 [54], a free environment
for statistical computing and graphics. It compiles and runs on UNIX platforms, Windows
and MacOS. In particular, the FactoMineR 2.4 [55] and pca3d 0.10.2 [56] packages have
been used. Data elaboration was performed once again in the perspective of a low-cost
project, requiring no expensive licenses. PCA was applied, exploiting the correlation matrix
as relative concentrations have different scales and we wanted to standardize data; relative
concentration was closed to 100% for multivariate analyses and classification to eliminate
the differences among samples due to different silicate presence or firing temperatures,
which could induce a varying weight loss also in samples with similar raw materials.
This procedure is particularly advisable whenever samples contain indefinite amounts of
extraneous material, such as temper (i.e., crushed shell or crushed stone) [8,57].

The working conditions were 40 kV and 0.06 mA with an acquisition time of 200 s
for each measurement. The detector proprietary software was used to perform peak
deconvolution and calculate areas.

In Figure 10, the loading plot for the first two PCs is reported: even if the cumulative
variance is relatively low (61.2%) and the samples are few, the various groups are well
separated and allow the discrimination between different provenance which occupies
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different areas in the PCs cartesian plane. In fact, the local samples (14, 15, 16, 17) were
grouped together, well-spaced from the non-local samples.

Figure 10. Loading plot for the first two PCs: cumulative variance is 61.2%; larger dots are the
centroids for provenance groups.

3.3. Metals

The FUXYA’s capability to get reliable quantitative evaluation on metal alloys was
tested measuring the binary and ternary gold alloys (1 mm thickness) reported in Table 5
with the obtained results. We coupled the X-ray tube with a Cu filter (25.4 μm of thickness)
so that incident radiation could be considered quasi-monochromatic at the Rh Kα line at
20.2 keV (see Section 2.1). Spectra deconvolution and elemental determination were made
by AXIL/QXAS, a free quantitative analysis package developed by IAEA [58]. Calculations
were made considering monochromatic excitation, single element reference standards (i.e.,
a pure Cu certified metal plate, a pure Ag certified metal plate, a pure Au certified metal
plate), individual instrumental constants and applying normalization for the obtained
concentrations. The acquisition parameters were 40 kV and 60 μA for 600 s. Characteristic
emissions considered were Kα for Cu, and Lα for Ag and Au. The same was done for 100 s
acquisitions, still obtaining the right concentrations, even if with higher errors, especially
on Ag concentration (data not shown).

Table 5. Results obtained for quantitative analysis on certified gold alloys for monochromatic incident
radiation. Errors are calculated by AXIL/QXAS considering statistical errors on both peaks and
background fitting.

Alloy
Ag Au Cu

Certified Calculated Certified Calculated Certified Calculated

AgAuCu1 25 25.07 ± 2.30 60 60.21 ± 0.22 15 14.72 ± 0.19
AgAuCu3 10 8.96 ± 1.45 80 80.79 ± 0.52 10 10.25 ± 0.17
AgAuCu5 - - 80 79.52 ± 0.53 20 20.48 ± 0.12

4. Conclusions

The FUXYA project produced a compact and light prototype for a low-cost EDXRF
portable spectrometer. The home-made solution allowed the costs of the X-ray tube and
detector to be spread over a relatively long period of time; all the other components were
cheap, and the software used for data analysis was free. The case and the structural
components were 3D printed. The maximum dimensions were 295 × 210 × 76 mm3.
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FUXYA2020 performance was tested both for qualitative and quantitative analyses,
the former on pigments layers, and the latter on gold-based certified alloys, exploiting
Axil-QXAS software for data elaboration. The classification of ancient ceramics based on
multivariate analysis obtained through R environment was also carried out. Qualitative
data on pigments have also been compared with the same data obtained by a commercial
XRF spectrometer, demonstrating how our very simple and inexpensive device can be of
great help for a rapid and reliable characterization of cultural heritage materials.

For the future, several improvements to the FUXYA system are foreseen, such as the
use of a small camera that, together with the laser pointer, would create a better positioning
system, based on the principle of optical triangulation, as in the Artax 200 spectrometer. In
this way the distance sensor, not very reliable on reflective surfaces, could be replaced.

Another improvement is to use a Raspberry Pi instead of the Arduino UNO board. The
main difference between these two systems is that Arduino UNO is a simple microcontroller
board that is programmed using the Arduino IDE and can only run the compiled code;
while Raspberry Pi is a single-board computer that can operate as a stand-alone system.
The necessary software (Mini-X2 Controller for the X-ray tube and DANTE for the detector)
could be installed directly on the Raspberry Pi, optimizing the communication between
the programs. Eliminating Arduino and the breadboard would also save space so that the
source controller and the detector electronics could be housed inside the case, achieving a
fully integrated system. All this would lead to completely discarding the laptop in favor of
an even more portable and compact system, with no cost increase.
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Abstract: In this work, one of the two existing mandolins made by Antonio Stradivari has been
investigated for the first time, as a rare exemplar of the lesser-known class of plucked string instru-
ments. The mandolin was studied by non-invasive reflection Fourier transformed infrared (FT-IR)
spectroscopy and X-ray fluorescence (XRF) on different areas previously selected by UV-induced
fluorescence imaging. The analytical campaign was aimed at (i) identifying the materials used by
Stradivari in the finishing of the mandolin, (ii) comparing these materials with those traditionally
used in violin making, and (iii) increasing the knowledge of materials and techniques applied by
Stradivari in the rare production of plucked string instruments. The combined spectroscopic ap-
proach allowed us to hypothesize original materials and finishing procedures similar to those used
in violin making: a possible sizing treatment of the wood with protein-based materials and silicates,
externally coated with an oil–resin varnish. XRF results were essential to support FT-IR findings
and to detect possible iron-based pigments in the finishing layers. Moreover, it permitted us to
distinguish original areas from the restored areas, including the purflings on the top plate and the
varnished area on the treble side of the mandolin for which the originality was assumed.

Keywords: Stradivari; musical instrument; mandolin; varnish; coatings; multi-layered structure;
XRF; reflection FT-IR; spectroscopy

1. Introduction

In recent decades, research efforts have dramatically advanced the knowledge of histor-
ical musical instruments in terms of finishing techniques and analytical approaches applied
to characterize the utilized materials [1,2], focusing attention on bowed string instruments
of the Cremonese tradition between the 17th and 18th centuries. The most famous luthier
of this period is the renowned Master Antonio Stradivari (Cremona, 1644–1737), who
left numerous excellent musical instruments and several traces of his works, including
drawings, molds, and tools [3], but not written sources of his finishing techniques. For
this reason, the role of scientific investigation is crucial to characterize the finish of the
instruments, which was revealed to be a complex multi-layered coating system where each
layer is likely representative of a specific step of the finishing procedure.

Regarding the composition of the excellent Stradivari’s varnish, chemical analysis
performed on several violins made by the great Master, dated from 1679 to 1724, often
identified a mixture of siccative oil and natural resins [4–7]. In some cases, the varnish was
enriched with low concentrations of mineral pigments, mostly Fe-based earth or organic
colorants, to give a slightly colorful appearance while keeping the transparency and glossy
effect [8–11]. Bone ash and pumice have been also suggested as minerals added to stabilize
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and increase the rate of drying of the varnish [12]. Under the varnish, a ground layer was
often detected and described as a mixture of protein-based materials with a dispersion of
inorganic fillers, such as silicates or sulfates [13]. Moreover, the presence of a pre-treatment
of the wood has been suggested by several authors, although it was barely detected and
identified [14–16].

The contribution of Antonio Stradivari to instrument making is not only limited to
bowed string instruments, i.e., violin, viola, and cello, but also includes plucked string
instruments such as guitars, lutes, harps, and mandolins. His wide production is con-
firmed by tens of drawings and molds of different kinds of musical instruments currently
conserved in the Museo del Violino in Cremona, Italy [3]. Among the plucked string
instruments of Stradivari, only two mandolins are known to have survived: the oldest,
named “The Cutler-Callen”, made in 1680 and conserved in the National Music Museum
in Vermillion, South Dakota, USA [16]; and the “Coristo” mandolin that was made between
1700 and 1710, currently conserved in the Museo del Violino in Cremona (Figure 1; high-
resolution images are reported in Figures S1–S6 in Supplementary Information). The latter
extraordinary example of the Stradivari musical instrument is the object of this study.

 

Figure 1. Images in visible light (a–c), and UV-induced fluorescence (d–f) of the front, the back, and
the right treble side of the “Coristo” mandolin.

From historical sources, we know that the mandolin probably derived from an ancient
Arab instrument similar to a small lute, and it succeeded in Italy principally over the 17th
and 18th centuries due to an important production of music made on purpose for this
type of instrument [17,18]. Concerning the materials used to finish a mandolin, though,
little information is available [19]. In this view, for the first time, the analytical results
on the “Coristo” mandolin made by Stradivari are here presented, using a combined
approach of three non-invasive techniques: UV-induced fluorescence imaging, reflection
Fourier transformed infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy, and X-ray fluorescence (XRF). These
complementary techniques were selected based on the capability of UV, IR, and X-ray
radiations to obtain information from different organic and inorganic materials, allowing
us to non-invasively characterize the coating system. The goals of the study were to:
(i) identify the materials used by Stradivari in the finishing processes of the mandolin,
(ii) compare these materials with those used in violin finishing, and (iii) increase the
knowledge of materials and techniques applied by the Master in the less-explored class of
plucked string instruments.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The “Coristo” Mandolin

The “Coristo” mandolin is currently owned by a private collector. It belonged to an
American museum, which sent it for sale by auction in the 1970s. As described by the
collector Beare, when the mandolin was sold, “it showed a neglected state of conservation,
it was dirty, showing several—not original—added layers of varnish. It was successively
restored, and the added varnishes were removed to show again the typical Stradivari
varnish” [18]. Based on a preliminary observation of the surface with visible and UV light
and the investigation of the structural features of the mandolin through X-ray radiography
(not reported in this paper), a good state of conservation characterized the instrument
when it was analyzed.

2.2. The Methodological Approach

The deterioration of an ancient musical instrument can cause varnish detachments
or thinning of the coating, especially in correspondence with worn-out areas produced by
contact with the musician, exposing the inner layers. To approach the non-invasive strati-
graphic investigation of the Stradivari’s mandolin, without any sampling, the analyses were
performed on both well-conserved and worn-out areas to give insight into the materials
and methods used by the Master. A preliminary observation of the instrument surface was
performed in visible light while UV-induced fluorescence imaging was used to highlight
variations in the optical properties, likely due to chemical inhomogeneities of the materials
and potentially the presence of additional layers [20,21], or even the thinning of the existing
one. Finally, the selected areas of interest were investigated by two spectroscopic tech-
niques, namely X-ray fluorescence (XRF) [22,23] and reflection Fourier transform infrared
(FT-IR) [5,24,25], to achieve both elemental and molecular information, respectively.

A Nikon D4 full-frame digital camera (Minato, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a 50 mm
f/1.4 Nikkor objective was used. Visible light images (f/11 and ISO 100) were obtained
using a Softbox LED lamp, while UV-induced fluorescence ones (30 s exposure time, f/11,
and ISO 400) were collected by illuminating the samples with two Philips TL-D 36W BBL
IPP low-pressure Hg tubes (emission peak at 365 nm). In order to highlight and label areas
of interest on the surface of the instrument, the UV Analyzer software, self-developed by
the Arvedi Laboratory at the University of Pavia, was used [26–28].

Reflection FT-IR spectra were recorded using the Alpha portable spectrometer (Bruker
Optics, Etringen, Germany; Billerica, MA, USA) equipped with a SiC globar source, a
permanently aligned RockSolid interferometer with gold mirrors, and a DLaTGS de-
tector. Measurements were performed at a working distance of 15 mm by an external
reflectance module with an optical layout of 23◦/23◦. Pseudo-absorbance spectra (log(1/R);
R = reflectance) were acquired between 7500 and 375 cm−1 with a spectral resolution of
4 cm−1 and acquisition time of 1 min. A gold flat mirror was used as the background. Reflec-
tion spectra were transformed to absorbance spectra by applying the Kramers–Kronig (KK)
algorithm, included in the OPUS 7.2 software package, and the mid-IR spectral range is ex-
hibited in the figures. The FT-IR analytical spots acquired on the top plate, shell, and treble
side of the mandolin are shown in Figure S7 (green circles) in Supplementary Information.

X-ray fluorescence spectra were acquired by a portable energy-dispersive XRF spec-
trometer ELIO (Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA). The excitation source works with
an Rh anode and the beam is collimated to a spot diameter on the sample surface of about
1.3 mm. XRF measurements were carried out by fixing the tube voltage at 40 kV and the
tube current at 80 μA for a measured time of 480 s (8 min) and setting acquisition channels
at 2048. The data were processed by ELIO 1.6.0.29 software (Bruker Corporation, Billerica,
MA, USA). To qualitatively estimate the abundance of the elements, the net area count
of each element was normalized by dividing the Kα peaks (except for Ba and Pb where
Lα was used) by the averaged net area counts of the coherent scattering peak of Rh. It is
worth clarifying that due to the working conditions used in this study, i.e., air as medium
or the presence of multi-layered substrates with variable thicknesses, the detection of light
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elements such as silicon, sulfur, and phosphor may result underestimated because their
secondary radiations can be severely attenuated by the air and/or any dense material
superimposed [10,29]. At any event, even though a fully semiquantitative analysis was
not possible, the use of the same geometry, voltage, and current conditions for different
points of analysis allowed a reasonable qualitative comparison. The XRF analytical spots
acquired on the top plate, shell, and treble side of the mandolin are shown in Figure S7 (red
squares) in Supplementary Information.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Selection of the Areas of Analysis

Based on the UV-induced fluorescence colors of the mandolin surface in Figure 1,
seven areas of interest were highlighted through the UV Analyzer software shown in
Figure 2. In the top plate, two UV-induced fluorescence colors were observed: a fairly
homogeneous blue hue over the majority of the plate and some light-brown spots. These
two areas were identified by the UV Analyzer in Figure 2a as A and B, respectively. The
well-conserved varnished area on the shell of the mandolin showed a yellow-brown
UV-induced fluorescence color, while worn areas displayed a blue-greenish fluorescence,
respectively identified as C and D areas in Figure 2b. In correspondence with the treble
side of the mandolin (Figure 1f), an orange UV fluorescent area appeared, which was
identified as area E in Figure 2c. The purflings on the top plate and shell which showed a
dark UV-induced fluorescence color were identified as F in Figure 2.

 

Figure 2. Images of the top plate (a), shell (b), and treble side (c) processed by the UV Analyzer. The
colors correspond to different areas of interest according to the UV-induced fluorescence color: area A
in light-blue, area B in red, area C in green, area D in yellow, area E in magenta, and area F (purflings)
in black.

3.2. Reflection FT-IR Spectroscopic Analysis

All the reflection FT-IR spectra acquired on the top plate of the mandolin (area A
in Figure 2) show similar features, where the prevalent signals derive from the wooden
substrate. Typical spectral features of wood include a broad OH bond vibration band at
around 3350 cm−1, weak and poorly resolved CH stretching vibrations around 2900 and
2800 cm−1, and the bands at 1720 cm−1 attributed to unconjugated C=O. In addition, wood
shows intense multiple signals between 1150 and 1050 cm−1 assigned to the stretching of
C-O bonds and glucose ring stretches in cellulose [30,31]. The bands attributed to the wood
are marked with black rhombus in the KK-transformed spectrum in Figure 3a. In addition,
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poorly resolved features at 1660–1650 cm−1 and 1550 cm−1 appeared in the KKT spectra
(marked with a triangle in Figure 3a,b), suggesting the presence of proteinaceous com-
pounds at 1660 cm−1 (amide I) and 1550 cm−1 (amide II) [13,32]. In the pseudo-absorbance
spectra, the Restrahlen band at 1015 cm−1 (marked with an asterisk in Figure 3a,b) suggests
the presence of silicates [33,34]. Furthermore, the detection of sharp CH stretching bands
at 2920 cm−1 and 2850 cm−1, particularly intense in the right and bottom areas of the
top plate, along with CH bending bands between 1400 and 1350 cm−1, and a weak and
not-resolved C=O signal around 1710 cm−1 appearing as a shoulder in the KKT spectra of
Figure 3, could possibly suggest the additional presence of organic materials. However, a
clear identification of this class of compounds was not permitted due to poor intensity of
the bands and the predominance of wood signals in the spectral profile. Some KKT spectra
collected on area B, highlighted in red in Figure 2, display sharp peaks at 1260 cm−1 and
around 800 cm−1 (marked with circles in Figure 3b), which may correspond to Si-CH3
stretching bonds [35], presumably related to a modern silicone-based product used to
superficially treat and polish the wood. Organosilicon compounds were also revealed
on the “San Lorenzo” violin made in 1718 by Stradivari as a residue of a contemporary
polishing treatment [11].

 
Figure 3. Reflection FT-IR spectra in pseudo-absorbance (grey line) and after KK transform (black
line) acquired on area A (a) and B (b) of the top plate as identified by the UV Analyzer in Figure 2a.
Markers for proteins (triangle), wood (black rhombus), silicates (asterisk), and silicon-based material
(circle) are displayed.

The FT-IR spectrum representative of the well-conserved areas of the shell (area C in
Figure 2b) exhibits the signals of an oil–resin varnish, likely linseed oil in mixture with
a terpenic resin [6,28,31], with typical CH stretching bands at 2920 cm−1 and 2850 cm−1,
CH bending at 1462, 1376, and 1385 cm−1, and a broad C=O stretch around 1715 cm−1

in the KKT spectrum (Figure 4a) [31,36,37]. The carbonyl band is broadened due to a
double contribution from the ester groups (oil) around 1740 cm−1 and the acid groups
(resin) around 1715–1690 cm−1, which broadens with degradation and oxidation [38–40].
Interestingly, the spectrum acquired on the worn-out areas of the shell (area D in Figure 2b)
shows signals increasing around 1650 and 1550 cm−1, in the KK-transformed spectrum, and
around 1015 cm−1 in the pseudo-absorbance spectrum, marked in Figure 4b, previously
observed on the top plate, respectively ascribable to protein-based products and silicates
used as sizing treatment. The detection and identification of proteins and silicates on
wood is still a discussed topic in scientific literature. However, in accordance with many
studies, the detection of these compounds in an area where the varnish was almost totally
detached or significantly thinned by the use of the mandolin during its history seems to
support fairly well the hypothesis of a wood sizing treatment applied before varnishing.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that an oil–resin varnish was applied on the surface of
the mandolin and, where the varnish layer is consumed, the underneath treated wooden
surface is revealed.
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Figure 4. Reflection FT-IR spectra in pseudo-absorbance (grey line) and after KK transform (black
line) acquired on C (a), D (b), and E (c) areas of the shell as identified by the UV Analyzer in
Figure 2. Markers for oil–resin varnish (circle), proteins (triangle), silicates (asterisk), and shellac
(white rhombus) are displayed.

Finally, area E, highlighted in magenta in Figure 2c, corresponds fairly well with the
reference spectrum of shellac (Figure 4c). This animal resin, excreted from lac beetles,
shows typical CH stretching bands at 2920 cm−1 and 2857 cm−1, CH2 scissoring bands
at 1465 cm−1, a C=O stretching doublet at 1735 cm−1 and 1715 cm−1 due to the ester and
acid groups, respectively [32], and the characteristic intense peak at 1252 cm−1 due to C-O
stretches of ester bonds [4]. Shellac was used in Italy as early as the 18th century, and it is
also commonly used in mixture with alcohol in the so-called French polish technique in
musical instruments conservation to enhance the aesthetic features of the varnish [41].

3.3. XRF Results

A qualitative evaluation of XRF data acquired on different areas of the mandolin
is reported in Table 1. The results obtained on the top plate and the shell reveal high
counts of potassium (K) and calcium (Ca). These elements are naturally found in wood,
as displayed in Figure 5a; however, their increment along with not negligible counts of
sulphur (S) and phosphorus (P) and the signals of proteinaceous material obtained from
FT-IR analysis (Section 3.2) could imply the presence of protein-based wood treatments,
such as animal glue and/or potassium/calcium caseinate, which could have been applied
before varnishing the surface [10]. The addition of bone ash or pumice to the varnish, as
proposed by other authors [12], could explain the increment of Ca, K, and P, but FT-IR
analysis did not reveal hydroxyapatite, which is the main constituent of bone, while the
presence of silicate, also contained in pumice, seemed to be likely located within the inner
layer rather than in the varnish.
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Table 1. List of the elements detected by XRF in different areas of the mandolin, listed according to their normalized peak
area counts, from the most (>10) to the least (<1) abundant. The sign “-” in the table means “no elements”.

Area of the Mandolin >10 1–10 <1

Top plate - K, Ca Si, P, S, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Sr, Pb
Shell - K, Ca Si, P, S, Ti, Fe, Cu, Pb

Restoration material on the treble side - Ca, Fe, Zn S, K, Cr, Mn, Ni, Cu, Sr, Ba, Pb
Purfling on the shell (SP) Fe K, Ca Si, P, S, Ti, Cr, Mn, Cu, Zn, Sr, Pb

Fingerboard Fe K, Ca Si, P, S, Ti, Mn, Cu, Zn, Sr, Pb
Purfling on the top plate (TP) - K, Ca, Fe Si, P, S, Ti, Cr, Mn, Ni, Cu, Zn, Br, Sr, Pb

 

Figure 5. XRF representative spectra acquired on the top plate and the shell (a) and on the treble side of the mandolin (b).
Numbers refer to different XRF spectra collected on Picea abies reference wood (1), areas A (2), C (3), and E (4) as identified
through the UV Analyzer in Figure 2.

The detection of manganese (Mn) in the top plate, in combination with iron (Fe),
may suggest the use of umber earth pigment, which is composed mainly of Fe and Mn
oxides [41]. Conversely, no Mn was detected on the well-conserved areas of the shell. The
presence of zinc (Zn), nickel (Ni), and chromium (Cr) was detected only on the top plate
and not on the shell and could be related to pollutants. Silicon (Si) was revealed in each
point of analysis, both on the top plate and the shell. Although the related counts may
be severely underestimated, the occurrence of silicon can be ascribable to silicate-based
particles, as highlighted also by the results obtained through reflection FT-IR and described
in Section 3.2 (a schematic overview of the results is reported in Table S1 in Supplementary
Information). Lead (Pb) was always detected and its presence could imply, according to
the literature, the use of oils or oil–resin products, since Pb-based siccative agents, e.g.,
massicot (PbO) and white lead (2PbCO3·Pb(OH)2), were added to accelerate the drying of
oil [42–44].

The XRF data acquired on area E of the treble side of the mandolin are displayed in
Figure 5b, showing remarkable differences from those acquired either on the top plate or
the shell of the mandolin. Zn together with barium (Ba) could suggest the presence of
lithopone, a mixture of ZnS and BaSO4 [45] used since the early 19th century in cold-water
paints, although this hypothesis was not supported by FT-IR. Furthermore, in the same
spot, Fe, Cr, and Mn increase in counts, likely suggesting the addition of a pigment in the
finishing treatment. These results enabled us to hypothesize the application of an additional
colored and pigmented coat on worn areas to resemble the original appearance [11]. To
deepen the investigation of the complex stratigraphies present in this type of work of art,
i.e., a historical musical instrument, high-performance techniques such as XRF mapping,
micro-XRD, and micro-tomography at synchrotron facilities would be considered along
with grazing-angle methods.
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The purfling analyzed on the shell (SP), as well as the fingerboard (FB), show Fe counts
one order of magnitude greater than all the other analyzed areas. In addition, S, Cu, and
Zn signals increase, suggesting that wood was probably dyed with iron–gall ink, which
contains mineral components such as iron sulfate and minor portions of copper sulfate and
traces of zinc impurities. In ancient times, indeed, dyeing wood was a very widespread
practice to obtain substitutes for the rare, hard-to-work, and expensive ebony [19,44,46,47].
When compared to SP and FB in Figure 6a, the purflings on the top plate (TP_1 and TP_2,
respectively) show lower counts of Fe, Cu, and Zn, reported as Fe/Cu and Cu/Zn ratios
in Figure 6b, likely due to the use of naturally black wood such as ebony. Moreover,
bromide (Br) was detected in TP_1 and TP_2, and this occurrence led us to hypothesize
the application of methyl bromide during a fumigation pest treatment, as typical from the
1930s to modern times [48]. In the “Coristo” mandolin, the detection of Br occurred only in
the purflings on the top plate; hence it is reasonable to assume that only those decorative
elements were replaced with modern fumigated wood.

 

Figure 6. Estimation of elements detected by XRF on the top plate purflings (TP_1 and TP_2), on the
shell purflings between the staves (SP), and on the fingerboard (FB). The values correspond to the net
area counts of five different peaks (S-, Fe-, Cu-, Zn-, and Br-Kα) divided by net area counts of the
peak of Rh-Kα, and they are displayed in a logarithmic scale (a). Elemental ratios calculated from net
peak area counts (b).

4. Conclusions

This study presents the first analytical results obtained on the “Coristo” mandolin,
one of the two existing mandolins made by Antonio Stradivari, through the combination
of XRF and reflection FT-IR spectroscopic non-invasive techniques. The results revealed
that the shell of the instrument was finished with an oil–resin varnish, as already identified
in previous research on violins and other bowed string instruments made by Stradivari,
while the top plate was left probably unvarnished, although FT-IR spectra revealed organic
materials difficult to characterize. A proteinaceous sizing with silicates as inorganic fraction
was detected both on the top plate and the worn areas of the shell, suggesting a treatment
of the wood, in accordance with the findings in other Stradivari instruments. In addition,
residues of posthumous maintenance treatments were detected in some spots on the top
plate and on the treble side, where shellac varnish was used along with fillers and iron-
based pigments to resemble the original surface. Regarding the black purflings on the
top plate and between the staves of the shell, we characterized two different elemental
compositions. The purflings on the shell were made of wood dyed with iron–gall ink
rather than the more expensive and exotic ebony. The purflings on the top plate were
probably substituted in modern times with naturally black wood, likely ebony, fumigated
with methyl bromide on the basis of the detection of bromide limited to this part of the
mandolin. According to the non-invasive results achieved so far, we can conclude that the
materials and finishing procedures used in the Stradivari’s mandolin were the same as
those used in violins; therefore, the typical features of the workshop are also recognizable
in plucked string instruments.
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Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2076-341
7/11/24/11626/s1, Figure S1: Image at high resolution in visible light of the front of the “Coristo”
mandolin, Figure S2: Image at high resolution in visible light of the shell of the “Coristo” mandolin,
Figure S3: Image at high resolution in visible light of the treble side of the “Coristo” mandolin, Figure
S4: Image at high resolution in UV light of the front of the “Coristo” mandolin, Figure S5: Image at
high resolution in UV light of the shell of the “Coristo” mandolin, Figure S6: Image at high resolution
in UV light of the treble side of the “Coristo” mandolin, Figure S7: UV images of the front (a), the
shell (b), ande the treble side (c) with the FT-IR and XRF analytical spots market with green circles
and red squares, respectively, Table S1: Summary of the findings achieved with UV-vis Imaging,
Reflection FT-IR and XRF.
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Abstract: The characterization of archaeological ceramics according to their chemical composition
provides essential information about the production and distribution of specific pottery wares. If
a correlation between compositional patterns and local production centers is assumed, pottery
manufacturing and trade and, more generally, economic, political, as well as cultural relations
between communities and regions can be investigated. In the present paper, the combined application
of portable XRF and statistical analysis to the investigation of a large repertory of ceramic fragments
allowed us to group the assemblage by identifying geochemical clusters. The results from the
chemical and statistical analysis were then compared with reference ceramic samples from the
same area, as well as with macroscopic and petrographic observations to confirm, coalesce or sub-
divide putative sub-divisions. The study of 141 samples from different sites located within a wide
area spanning across the Colline Metallifere and the coast (Monterotondo Marittimo, Roccastrada,
Donoratico, and Vetricella) provided new clues for a new interpretive archaeological framework that
suggests that there was a well-defined organization of pottery manufacturing and circulation across
southern Tuscany during the early medieval period.

Keywords: pXRF; PCA; pottery

1. Introduction

The characterization of archaeological ceramics according to their elemental compo-
sition provides essential information about the circulation and consumption of specific
pottery wares in the territory [1].

In recent years, the application of pXRF analysis to archaeological issues has become
attractive in many ways. It has fast acquisition times and low experimental costs, and
facilitates the scanning of large repertories in a non-destructive manner. Handled and
portable devices also promote the in situ analysis of a wide range of materials [2].

Despite the challenges and limitations of using portable XRF techniques with source ce-
ramics, the use of statistical methods has helped develop a fundamental tool for discerning
between different pottery samples [3]. Aside from the accuracy of both the measurement
and data processing, the way the results are inferred relies on how precisely the geo-
graphic location of the source material can be defined [4]. When a precise definition of
the geographic location of the source material is not possible, or the geographical range
is represented by a wide and highly heterogeneous area, the analysis of the reference
materials (both concerning clays and/or reference pottery samples) becomes essential for
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inferring possible ancient exchange routes [4,5]. Several studies have demonstrated that
pXRF analyses are applicable to the provenance studies of ceramics when the geological
variability of the region and/or the inclusion of reference materials are also considered [6].

In this way, pXRF produces compositions and, subsequently, clusters that can be
compared with other information (such as shape, surface finish and functional typology, as
well as the indications that can be obtained via traditional mineralogical and petrographic
observations) to confirm, coalesce or sub-divide putative sub-divisions of the pottery
assemblage under study.

In the last few years, the interdisciplinary, ERC-advanced nEU-Med project promoted
an in-depth archaeometric examination of a wide repertory of different ceramic fragments
and raw materials that have been obtained from the main clay sources identified in the
Colline Metallifere area [7]. Within this framework, the present study aims to describe
how the application of pXRF to the screening of a large repertory of ceramic fragments has
supported the acquisition of new data that helps to delineate the production and circulation
of pottery during the Early Middle Ages (8th–10th centuries) within the Colline Metallifere
area (southern Tuscany).

The archaeological site of Vetricella is a peculiar case study, as the archaeological data
collected so far (not only concerning the ceramic findings) indicate that this settlement was
the center of a royal property active between the 8th and 11th centuries [8]. Thanks to the
archaeological campaigns promoted by the nEU-Med project, Vetricella represents the first
Italian context of a royal property that has been extensively excavated so far.

Portable XRF has been used here for a preliminary analytical survey of a wide reper-
tory of 141 ceramic fragments from Vetricella and the nearby archeological sites of Mon-
terotondo Marittimo, Roccastrada and Donoratico (Figure 1). The pXRF analysis is also
supported by further statistical, mineralogical and petrographic analyses. The chemical
investigation and the subsequent statistical grouping also aim to optimize sample selection
for a further in-depth characterization of clusters and outliers via high-resolution methods.
The variability of the ceramics has been determined through a new approach that is based
on the unsupervised classification of chemical elements that results from handheld XRF
measurements [9], albeit controlled by archaeological and typological classifications, as
well as traditional mineralogical and petrographic analysis.

 
(a) 

Figure 1. Cont.
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1. (a) Map of central Italy where the locations of the ceramic assemblages that have been
explored in the text are reported. (b,c) The site of Vetricella.

2. Application of Portable XRF for Ceramic Investigations: The State of the Art

Highly sensitive benchtop analytical techniques for a chemical investigation of het-
erogenous samples, such as inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), X-ray
fluorescence (XRF), neutron activation analysis (NAA) and scanning electron microscopy
and energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (SEM-EDX), have been extensively used for
the geochemical characterization of both ceramic materials and clay sources [10–13]. De-
spite their high accuracy and precision, these methods suffer from high costs and long
acquisition times, together with the partial or total destruction of the sample [4].

In the last decades, the use of non-destructive methods in conservation science has
gained general acceptance [14–18], however due to the reduced sensitivity to trace elements,
the use of XRF in the investigation of archaeological materials remained poor compared to
more accurate analytical techniques [19].

The successful application of pXRF to the investigation of highly heterogeneous
materials, such as ceramics and soils, is, however, still strongly discussed [20–28]. Central
to the debate is the complex nature of the matrix itself and the quest for both high analytical
precision and reproducibility [29,30].

A number of dedicated analytical strategies have been proposed so far to overcome
the main disadvantages that affect the application of pXRF to the investigation of ceramics.
The analysis of homogenized powdered samples and the acquisition of multiple spots
are methods used to average and assess the variations caused by the heterogeneity of the
fabric (typically consisting either of a clay matrix and a mineral skeleton and/or a temper
of variable particle size) and the possible presence of surface alterations (caused by firing
or post-depositional conditions) or coatings [20,21,31].

A semi-quantitative estimation of the chemical concentration of each element could
be achieved by the application of several calibration methods. Portable XRF spectrometers
offer built-in calibration packages for a number of different substrates. Internal calibra-
tions methods can also be adjusted by the user thanks to the measurement of certified
reference materials (CRMs), or standards, which improves the accuracy of the reported
concentrations within a specific dynamic range [23].

The application of built-in calibrations is, however, strongly matrix dependent, and
the reduced versatility of internal software represents one of the main disadvantages to
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the use of pXRF in ceramic studies [19,20,23,32]. While pre-installed calibrations that
are based on commercial algorithms are considered satisfactory for more homogenous
substrates, the development of a material-specific calibration is strongly recommended to
help users manage the complex nature of more heterogeneous materials. Previous studies,
in particular, reported relative errors of around 50% for most factory calibrations, while
custom standardizations typically induced a relative error of less than 10% [32–34].

The development of an empirical calibration for ceramic studies has thus been consid-
ered mandatory for obtaining valid and solid results for an inter-instrument comparison
with data extracted by the tests, or for a future evaluation of a database outside the orig-
inal experiment [21,32,35,36]. Nevertheless, despite the high reliability of the correction
coefficients that is provided by empirical matrix-matched calibrations, the accuracy of an
intra-instrument comparison is not without issues, since different instruments have been
demonstrated to report varying values even following the same calibration method [37].
On the other hand, if the comparability of the dataset to others could not be assured, solid
empirical evidence proves the adequacy of the application of built-in calibration routines
for obtaining internally consistent result for archaeological interpretations [35,38].

The validation of dedicated internal calibrations in the analysis of ceramics represents
an important challenge for making pXRF more accessible. For many users, a lack of access to
more sensitive analytical techniques (e.g., ICP-OES, or NAA) for collecting calibration data
for the creation of a matrix-matched calibration can be highly problematic and expensive,
as can the acquisition of commercial calibration standards that are suitable for unprepared
archaeological samples [24].

The recent advancements in hardware and software development for pXRF led to
the release of more precise internal calibrations, and recent studies have called for an
overall acceptance of specific built-in calibration algorithms for the semi-quantitative
characterization of archaeological materials [3,24,28,29,38,39].

Robust multivariate statistical methods have been widely and successfully applied to
the analysis of large chemical databases for provenance studies and for the recognition and
characterization of local ceramic production to identify possible trading activities [4,25,40,41].

To better represent the high variability of a geochemical dataset, a pre-processing stage
is thus required to standardize data and reduce distinctions in the magnitudes between
major and trace elements [6,42,43]. While some recent studies have stressed the advantages
of applying log ratio transformations to raw data [44–47], the use of standardized log10 data,
combined with multivariate statistical methods, has been demonstrated to satisfactorily
represent the fluctuations in the absolute concentrations of a geochemical dataset [48,49].

Qualitative pXRF analyses are frequently used in archaeology to determine the relative
composition of a substance with the main aim of detecting distinguishable elements
for further provenance studies [3,36–39]. A number of recent studies explored both the
potentialities and limitations of the analysis of pottery using pXRF, which has thus been
proven to be feasible tool for the investigation of individual assemblages of various ceramic
wares [30,50].

One of the most frequently highlighted limitations of the use of pXRF in provenance
studies is that is has a more restricted range of detectable elements than traditional ana-
lytical methods. Despite the fact that the sensitivity and number of elements that can be
measured by pXRF devices is between 10 and 20, only a variable range of 5–10 elements are
in general found to be useful. Moreover, the distinction between different ceramic groups
is generally based upon elements that XRF methods are not great at detecting (e.g., rare
earth elements) [6].

More sensitive analytical methods (e.g., INAA, ICP-MS, etc.) have been so far exten-
sively used in provenance studies because they can be used as part of a high dimensional
dataset (for INAA and ICP-MS, this is 23 and 19 elements, respectively), which comprehen-
sively incorporates part of the spectrum of rare earth elements (REE), meaning that they can
precisely segregate elemental groups on a microregional scale [1,51]. By contrast, most of
these methods involve long analytical times, together with complex and destructive sample
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preparation. Even though the sample preparation issue could be solved by using laser
ablation ICP-MS, its application to the analysis of heterogeneous materials is frequently
semi-quantitative at best [35,52].

Despite the non-negligible discrepancies that are registered in the absolute elemental
concentrations, non-destructive pXRF has been demonstrated to be able to distinguish
between geochemically different ceramic pastes and identify groups in ways that closely
correlate with those indicated by traditional methods [19–24]. In a recent paper [6], LeMoine
provides important insights and suggestions, showing how pXRF and INAA produced
comparative broad ‘macro-provenance’ groupings, with some ability of INAA to provide a
more detailed sub-division of large groups.

Even though pXRF cannot substitute traditional analytical methods as a general
elemental provenance-identifying procedure for ceramics, it can represent an extremely
powerful alternative in cases where the internal grouping of ‘closed’ populations of delicate
and/or highly abundant repertories is required [19]. The identification of carefully tailored
measurement and processing protocols might provide good statistical results in accordance
with those that are obtained through lab-based methods and can strongly support the
archaeological interpretation [53].

The petrographic and microtextural investigation of selected fragments can help
with identifying temper- and mineral-related variations that could influence the chemical
database, as well as with evaluating various technological aspects to strengthen the interpre-
tation of pXRF results [3,54]. The provenance may also be inferred from the mineralogical
composition of the reference groups [13].

The characterization by pXRF of fragments whose provenance has been already
determined by OM and/or traditional chemical analysis can support the definition of
a database for the pXRF examination of unstudied samples from the same archives in
collections where intrusive sampling is not allowed. On the other hand, the initial extensive
pXRF screening of large ceramic repertories also promotes the preliminary definition of
compositional clusters and outliers which can provide a selection of the most representative
samples to be further investigated via more sensitive analytical methods. The in-depth
characterization of selected samples, based on chemical grouping, can then help to refine
the data processing by providing further indications about those elements which could
properly describe the chemical dataset [5,55].

Within this framework, the present study aims to validate the great potential of pXRF
to help with the investigation of a large repertory of pottery samples. In view of the results,
the advantages of the application of a tailored analytical method to a set of reference
samples are discussed together with some preliminary outcomes that have resulted from
the analysis of samples which have an unknown provenance.

3. Archaeological Background

Previous archaeological studies on early medieval ceramic production in Tuscany
have stressed the existence of a fragmented manufacturing base that consisted of only a few
dispersed production sites until the 10th century. Within this framework, the archaeological
evidence suggested that there was a local manufacture of cooking, table and storage wares,
with a scattering of highly skilled ateliers being documented in some areas, including the
Colline Metallifere [56–59].

The archaeological studies that have been carried out in the last few years within the
framework of the ERC nEU-Med project [7] aimed to provide a more accurate chronological
contextualization of the production of some of these ceramic classes between the 7th and
10th centuries. This also encouraged intense research activity that has been focused on the
revision of past studies on some ceramic assemblages from different sites located within
the Colline Metallifere [60–64]. In the wake of the recent advances in ceramic studies that
have been promoted within the nEU-Med project, the more in-depth characterization of
pottery manufacture in the Colline Metallifere area provided a solid point of comparison
with the exceptional findings of Vetricella.
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Vetricella and its surrounding territory formed an important royal property that
preserved its status until the end of the 11th century. Since its discovery in 2005 during
an aerial archaeology survey of the wide Maremma Grossetana coastal plain (southern
Tuscany), the site of Vetricella immediately claimed the attention of scholars due to its many
peculiarities. In particular, thanks to the exceptional variety of findings and its peculiar
location in a territory that resembled many other coastal landscapes of the early medieval
western Mediterranean, at a crucial junction between the sea and the Colline Metallifere,
the site of Vetricella was then identified as key site within the framework of the nEU-Med
project [8].

The extensive archaeological excavations carried out at Vetricella in the last years
returned a variety of indicators (numismatic, ceramic and glassy materials, together with a
large amount of archaeometallurgical, archaeozoological and archaeobotanical findings).
The exceptional nature of these findings, combined with a detailed investigation of the
historical documents, provided clues about the definition of the site as a royal property,
characterized as it was by extensive economic and productive activity dating between the
9th and 11th centuries, while evidence of an earlier occupation (7th–8th centuries) was also
observed [65].

Due to the variety of findings returned at Vetricella, the integration of the archaeo-
logical research with disciplines that include geoarchaeology, archaeobotany, archaeomet-
allurgy, physical anthropology, and physical chemistry was first of all essential to recon-
structing a general history of the landscape, as well as for defining the correlations between
Vetricella and the exploitation of the widely heterogeneous natural resources of the Colline
Metallifere [7,8].

The ceramic assemblage of Vetricella includes a large repertory of pottery belonging to
different ceramic functional classes, such as cooking ware, tableware and storage products
(jars, jugs, pots, bowls and small amphorae), as well as the highly skilled Forum and sparse-
glazed wares. The significant amount of pottery dedicated to different uses and related
to well-defined stratigraphical contexts represented an optimal repertory with which to
deepen the investigation into pottery production in south-western Tuscany during the
Early Middle Ages.

A preliminary comparison of the ceramic assemblage returned at Vetricella with those
from other sites located within the Colline Metallifere (e.g., Monterotondo Marittimo and
Roccastrada) and the coast (Donoratico) allowed us to define the existence of a complex
and well-organized manufacturing base that was characterized by large-scale distribution
within the territory (dating back to the 7th–8th centuries and with a recognizable increase
from the 9th until the 11th centuries).

The multidisciplinary investigation then started to help us form an in-depth char-
acterization of the ceramic assemblages as they related to different sites that are located
within the broad and heterogenous Colline Metallifere area, which would in turn help us to
identify possible production areas and distribution flows within the territory. The results
from this study also provided new perspectives on the distribution of goods within Colline
Metallifere during the 7th–11th centuries and suggested that Vetricella played a key role as
a central site dedicated to the collection and re-distribution of a wide and heterogeneous
range of locally produced materials.

4. Geological Background

The geological setting of the area is the result of a sedimentary and tectonic evolution
that affected the Italian peninsula between the Oligocene and the Pliocene, and which
was strongly connected to the several superimposed compressive stages that led to the
formation of the nappes of the Northern Apennines [66]. The heterogenous structural and
stratigraphic setting of southern Tuscany is therefore derived from different deformational
processes that are related to the convergence between the Corsica–Sardinia and Apulia
microplates [67] and to the following post-collisional extensional tectonics [68].
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Between the Oligocene and lower Miocene, the compressional deformations related to
the collisional episodes resulted in the development of a nappe sheet stack consisting of
different paleogeographic domains.

From the late Miocene, post-collisional magmatism affected southern Tuscany and
the northern Tyrrhenian Sea. The diffused acidic peraluminous intrusive bodies (Elba,
Montecristo, Giglio, Gavorrano, Campiglia Marittima) and cogenetic volcanic products
(rhyolites of San Vincenzo, Roccastrada, La Tolfa) originated from the intense igneous
activity that today defines the so-called Tuscan Magmatic Province (TMP) [69]. The TMP
consists of three main magmatic typologies (melts originating from crustal anatexis, melts
resulting from the mixing of acid crustal and basic subcrustal melts, and mantle-derived
melts) among which the Roccastrada rhyolite represents the most acidic term [70].

The emplacement of magmatic rocks and the related intense hydrothermal circulation
led to the formation of several mineral deposits [71]. Polymetallic sulphidic deposits
(Cu-Pb-Zn-Ag) of southern Tuscany are mainly hosted along a belt which extends from the
Tyrrhenian coast towards the province of Siena.

Between the middle Miocene and the Pliocene, the occurrence of extensional tecton-
ics and crustal thinning led to the development of sedimentary basins with significantly
different tectonic and stratigraphic features [72]. The sediments filling the extensional
basins formed the so-called Neo-autochthonous Complex [73], representing the uppermost
post-orogenic sedimentary succession of southern Tuscany and mainly consisting of lime-
stone breccias, fluvial conglomerates and calcareous tufa, together with lacustrine-marine
(late Tortonian-Messinian), marine (Pliocene) and lacustrine-fluvial (early Villafranchian-
Quaternary) clays [66,72,74] (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Geological map of southern Tuscany.

5. Materials and Methods

For the present study, the selected ceramic repertory from the Vetricella archaeological
site includes 83 fragments (Supplementary Materials, Table S1), together with reference
samples (Supplementary Materials, Table S2) consisting of 58 fragments from Montero-
tondo Marittimo (16), Roccastrada (13) and Donoratico (29).

The ceramic assemblage (Figure 3) consists of fine- to coarse-grained pottery for
different uses (tableware, storage ware, cooking ware) which dates back to the 7th–10th
centuries. Some of the samples are characterized by the presence of a Pb-based coating on
the external surface (sparse-glazed ware).
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Figure 3. Some fragments from the investigated ceramic assemblage: (A–C) cooking ware; (D) table
and storage ware; (E,F) small transport amphorae; (G,H) sparse-glazed ware.

5.1. Experimental

The geochemical investigation of the repertory was carried out via a combined pXRF
and is supported by references to traditional mineralogical and petrographic studies.

The mineralogical and structural investigation was performed on thin sections using
a LEICA DMRX optical polarizing microscope to provide a detailed characterization of
both the matrix (homogeneity, color, iso-orientation and porosity) and the inclusions
(composition, grain size, frequency, roundness, sorting) that are either naturally present
or artificially added. The textural elements were estimated using suitable comparative
charts [51,75,76].

The chemical characterization was performed using portable X-ray fluorescence
(pXRF) with an Olympus INNOV-X Delta Premium DP-6000-C that was equipped with a
40 kV, 4 W and 200 microampere X-ray tube, Rh anode and a large-area SSD detector. All
of the pottery samples were cleaned with water and an ordinary nylon-bristle toothbrush
to remove the soil and particulate matter that was loosely adhered to the surface. Coatings
were also removed when present. A representative portion of each fragment (proportional
to the average crystal size) was then powdered to ensure the proper homogenization of the
sample [77].

The analysis was performed in soil mode, which has proved in the past to be suitable
for ceramic studies [78,79]. Even though major elements, such as Mg, Si or Al, cannot be
determined, ‘soil’ mode analysis yields a large suite of minor and trace elements. The
selected lifetime of the measurements, which were carried out in air, was 30 s for each
sample, measuring in three energy ranges (two at 40 KeV and one at 15 KeV) for the
analysis of the elements with the lowest atomic weight. During each measurement, a
photograph of the analyzed area was recorded with the integrated camera. All of the
samples were analyzed at three different spots in order to account for any uncertainties that
were potentially introduced by the method or by the selection of the measurement area. In
previous studies, up to five measurements have been suggested for the pXRF analysis of
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coarse ceramics in order to collect results with adequate precision [24]. A set of 33 elements
were measured, but those with concentration values below or near the LOD were cleared
from the list. Fourteen elements were at last used for an initial statistical evaluation: As,
Ca, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mn, Ni, Pb, Rb, Sr, Ti, Zn and Zr.

The soil method is a Compton normalization approach that is calibrated for the
analysis of elements whose chemical concentration is less than 2%, although good results
can also be obtained for higher concentrations [80]. To ensure the highest reproducibility
of the measurements, the instrument was used in benchtop mode and the samples were
placed in special Teflon sample holders and sealed with a Mylar film.

5.2. Data Processing

In order to determine the most suitable set of elements for investigating the variance
of the whole repertory of ceramic fragments, the relative standard deviations (RSD) were
calculated (Table 1).

Table 1. The RSDs that are representative of each element, calculated from all assays taken from the powdered samples.
RSD values of the whole repertory, as well as from the assemblages from the reference sites of Castellina, Donoratico,
Monterotondo Marittimo and Roccastrada, are reported.

TOTAL

Element K Ca Ti Cr Mn Fe Ni Cu Zn As Zr Pb Rb Sr

Mean (ppm) 26,868 26,662 4197 221 639 34,949 75 29 76 40 209 1781 186 163
Population STD 4240 28,373 815 141 356 10,049 42 13 20 67 59 4790 58 104

RSD % 16 93 19 64 56 29 56 46 26 167 28 269 31 64

Castellina

Element K Ca Ti Cr Mn Fe Ni Cu Zn As Zr Pb Rb Sr

Mean (ppm) 28,360 29,768 4139 171 567 31,807 60 25 72 34 228 482 214 192
Population STD 4284 28,531 743 101 311 9820 31 10 19 30 63 2107 52 96

RSD % 15 89 18 59 55 31 52 40 26 87 27 437 24 50

Donoratico

Element K Ca Ti Cr Mn Fe Ni Cu Zn As Zr Pb Rb Sr

Mean (ppm) 24,651 5588 4982 440 695 43,026 139 30 78 51 210 3916 128 69
Population STD 2089 1380 320 107 414 7874 23 10 15 110 33 5522 10 10

RSD % 8 25 6 24 59 18 16 34 20 216 15 141 8 14

Monterotondo Marittimo

Element K Ca Ti Cr Mn Fe Ni Cu Zn As Zr Pb Rb Sr

Mean (ppm) 27,318 39,202 4339 178 924 39,742 70 35 90 30 147 24 146 171
Population STD 4529 20,773 687 23 336 5501 28 11 13 23 29 6 50 97

RSD % 17 53 16 13 36 14 40 30 15 75 20 24 34 57

Roccastrada

Element K Ca Ti Cr Mn Fe Ni Cu Zn As Zr Pb Rb Sr

Mean (ppm) 22,435 8285 3120 152 510 29,533 41 26 67 35 159 39 201 82
Population STD 2728 2643 538 47 339 7915 13 8 17 44 43 10 47 38

RSD % 12 32 17 31 66 27 32 31 25 127 27 27 24 47

If the whole repertory of samples is considered, most of the elements showed an RSD%
ranging between 16 and 93%, with the exception of As and Pb, which were characterized
by higher values (167% and 269%, respectively). From a more in-depth investigation of
the single repertories from the reference sites, the reasons for the high RSD values for As
and Pb were found to have resulted from their being mainly correlated to the sparse-glazed
ware samples from Donoratico, suggesting that an external factor was responsible for the
observed Pb fluctuations. The sparse-glazed wares consisted of single-fired lead-glazed
ceramics, where a suspension of PbO (alone or mixed with SiO2) was applied to leather-
hard bodies to obtain a transparent coating [81]. Depending on the firing conditions, a more
or less extended diffusion of lead within the ceramic body could occur and the detection of
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high levels of lead in some of the glazed samples was considered to be a consequence of
the incomplete removal of the external layers during sampling procedures.

The exploitation of a number of different lead deposits during the late Roman and
early medieval periods has been widely documented [59,82–84]. Arsenic (together with
other elements, such as silver, iron, or zinc) is frequently associated with poly-metallic
sulfide deposits and could be present as an impurity in the final product [85].

The investigation of Pb and As levels in glazed ware samples showed a peculiar
correlation between those fragments where the use of lead from southern Tuscany was
assumed [10] and the presence of high levels of arsenic was again related to the diffusion
of the glazing mixture within the ceramic body (Figure 4). The Roccastrada assemblage
was also characterized by a high RSD% value for As. The reasons for the As anomaly were
in this case related to the geology of the area and, in particular, to the intense hydrothermal
activity that affected the primary rhyolitic rocks and which caused an enrichment in
As [70,86].

Figure 4. Pb/As bi-plot of glazed ware. Trend line and r2 are reported.

Despite the fact that As could represent a marker that would help us discriminate
between the use of raw materials from Roccastrada and other contexts, the anomaly that
was registered for Donoratico suggested that lead and arsenic should be excluded from the
analysis. Together with Pb and As, those elements that are known to be affected by other
external factors (Cl, P, Ba and S) have also been excluded [21]. Due to the diffused presence
of mixed sulfide formations in southern Tuscany, the inclusion of Cu and Zn in the dataset
was considered to be significant for a more detailed grouping of the samples.

The chemical dataset was then pre-treated in order to minimize the influence of matrix
effects and reduce distinctions in the magnitudes between major and trace elements [87].
Previous studies have discussed the identification of a more suitable type of transforma-
tion for investigating a closed archaeological dataset [42,44,47,48,88–90]. Among other
techniques, the normalization of the data according to titanium and the standard log10
transformations have been compared in the present study.

Normalization according to a major element (or signals from the cathode) allowed
us to limit experimental errors and fluctuations (e.g., irregular surfaces, small variations
of the sample–instrument distance) and helped us ensure a higher level of analytical
reproducibility [91,92]. Spearman’s correlation was used to investigate the relationships
between major, minor and trace elements, and titanium was then identified as the most
representative element for the present chemical dataset [47,93].

On the other hand, log10 transformation was considered, as it compensates well for
the differences in magnitudes between the major elements and the trace elements [42,87].

6. Results

The petrographic investigation of reference samples allowed us to identify the main
mineralogical features that correspond to different areas of production (Table 1).
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The fragments from Donoratico (fabric group DON, Figure 5a) were characterized by
quartzose–feldspathic inclusions, which were the main mineralogical phases, with minor
quantities of micas, opaque minerals, secondary calcite and rare pyroxenes. Lithic frag-
ments were also observed, which mainly consisted of meta-arenites and siltites, together
with rare intrusive rocks. Previous studies on the mineralogical and chemical features of
these samples [10] also showed the diffuse presence of Fe and Ti oxides, together with
lower amounts of spinel (mainly from the chromite series), titanite, monazite, and apatite.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

  
(g) (h) 

Figure 5. Microphotograph of selected samples from the fabric groups identified following the
petrographic investigation: (a) sample DON194a, fabric group DON; (b,c) samples RA22 (fabric
group MR1) and MR21 (fabric group MR2) from Monterotondo Marittimo; (d) sample RS35, fabric
group RS1; (e) sample RS87, fabric group RS2; (f) sample RS24, fabric group RS3; (g) sample CSN124,
fabric group RS4; (h) sample CSN221, fabric group EXT.
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The ceramic assemblage from Monterotondo Marittimo was characterized by its
having calcareous pastes where the predominant mineralogical inclusions were represented
by quartz, together with feldspars (both plagioclase, K-feldspar), biotite, secondary calcite
granules, sub-rounded rock fragments quartz arenite, siltstones and siliceous limestones.
Minor amounts of clay pellets, opaque minerals and relics of microfossils (mainly ostracods)
were also observed (fabric group MR1, Figure 5b), while rare mafic intrusive rock inclusions
were detected in some of the samples (fabric group MR2, Figure 5c).

The fabrics from Roccastrada were characterized by the use of high-silica mineral inclu-
sions, which were mainly represented by mono-crystalline quartz grains with sub-angular
shape and a high degree of particle size standardization, suggesting a deliberate addition
of a siliceous sand to the clay (fabric groups RS1, RS2, RS3 and RS4, Figure 5d–g, respec-
tively). Subordinate amounts of rock fragments (poly-crystalline quartz and quartzite) and
inclusions of volcanic origin (sub-rounded fragments of rhyolite and/or glass) were also
observed, together with feldspars (mainly plagioclase), biotite, clay pellets, rare pyroxenes
and opaque minerals.

Petrographic observations of the Vetricella assemblage allowed us to assign most
of the samples to the above-described fabric groups. Only a few glazed ware samples
showed peculiar features, suggesting the different provenance of the raw materials (likely
extra-regional). A further fabric group was then identified (fabric group EXT, Figure 5h).
All of the samples belonging to EXT group were characterized by large amounts of calcare-
ous/dolomitic pastes where the predominant mineralogical phases were represented by
quartz (mono and polycrystalline) and feldspars, together with frequent carbonates and
micas. The carbonates mainly consisted of variable amounts of spathic and/or micritic
calcite, together with rare bioclastic and/or dolomitic inclusions. Subordinate quantities of
opaque minerals, rock fragments (flint and rare sandstone with clayey matrix) and rare
pyroxenes and garnet inclusions were also observed.

Principal component analysis of the Ti-normalized and Log10 datasets was first of all
performed on reference samples. Four components were extracted that represented 79.23%
and 80.39% of the total variance of Ti-normalized and Log10 data, respectively. Biplots of
the two first components of each PCA are shown in Figure 6a,b.

For the Ti-normalized dataset, PC1 (principal component 1) represented 38.90% of the
total variance and allowed us to distinguish between high-Ca and low-Ca pastes, as well
as between more weathered items (such as Rb-rich kaolinized intrusives, or shales). On
the other hand, PC2 represented 15.24% of the total variance and was influenced by the
presence of Cr- and Ni-bearing mineral phases.

The log10 statistical dataset, where PC1 and PC2 described 37.47% and 24.42% of
the total variance, respectively, provided a better grouping of the samples. Contrary to
Ti-normalized dataset, PC1 and PC2 are herein described by the nature of the mineral
inclusions and the nature of the clay, respectively. From both the Ti-normalized and log10
PCAs it was possible to easily distinguish between the pastes from Donoratico from those of
the internal areas (Monterotondo Marittimo and Roccastrada), where the main discriminant
in represented by the use of a different temper in association with more or less calcareous
clays. Due to the calcareous/dolomitic nature of the clays that were used for glazed ware
pastes, the samples belonging to the EXT group represented the more calcareous terms of
the series, but they could not be discriminated from local high-Ca pastes.

Once the main features of the reference samples were defined, the statistical analysis
was then extended to the whole repertory to investigate the chemical variance of the
samples from Vetricella. Four components were extracted that represented 79.91% and
80.19% of the total variance of Ti-normalized and Log10 data, respectively. Biplots of the
two first components of each PCA are shown in Figure 6c,d. PC1 and PC2 represented,
respectively, 32.35–29.91% and 36.02–20.74% of the total variance for Ti-normalized and
log10 PCAs, respectively.

The PCA analysis of the whole repertory showed the highly heterogenous nature of
the ceramic assemblage from Vetricella, with data superimposed on the groups that were
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identified by the reference samples. The petrographic analysis of the samples also provided
a better assessment of the variations due to temper-related issues.

The combined use of PCA and petrographic analysis indicated a large incidence of
Roccastrada pastes among the Vetricella fabrics (67%), while Monterotondo Marittimo
(19%), Donoratico (10%) and extra-regional (4%) pastes were less represented.

The incidence of the different ceramic functional classes or shapes within the Vetricella
assemblage is reported in Figure 7a. If the results from the petrographic and chemical
analysis are considered, the samples belonging to the Roccastrada ateliers consisted of
small amphorae (55%), likely used for the transportation of goods (so-called small transport
amphorae, or STA), cooking ware (23%) and table and storage ware (21%). On the contrary,
the samples with a geochemical and mineralogical association with the Monterotondo
Marittimo area showed a higher incidence of table and storage ware (50%), together with
minor amounts of STAs (38%) and cooking ware (13%). Finally, glazed ware represented the
only ceramic class representative of the Donoratico region and extra-regional production
(Figure 7b).

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 6. Bivariate plots from the PCA analysis of the Ti-normalized and log10 datasets relative to:
(a,b) the reference ceramic samples; and (c,d) the whole repertory.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Outline of the main features of the Vetricella assemblage investigated in the present study
according to the results from the archaeological, geochemical and petrographic analyses: (a) pie chart
showing the main ceramic functional classes; (b) tree charts showing where the Vetricella assemblage
is associated with different production areas depending on the mineralogical and geochemical nature
of the pastes. The incidence of each ceramic functional class is also reported.

7. Discussion

The results of the investigation of the reference samples indicated how assemblages
and materials can be distinguished from each other through the combined use of petro-
graphic and non-destructive pXRF analysis. Based on the elements used in this analysis,
the geochemical signatures of the samples showed more or less pronounced differences
between the ceramic assemblages originating from different sites, while the petrographic
investigation of the ceramic pastes provided a more detailed contextualization of the
geochemical data.

Both mineralogical and geochemical data were strongly in agreement with the complex
geology of southern Tuscany.

The reference samples from Roccastrada mainly consisted of cooking ware where
the intentional addition of a temper, represented by abundant quartz with subordinate
and variable amounts of clay pellets, rhyolite and volcanic glass, was observed. In the
PCA bi-plots, the samples from Roccastrada formed a more dispersed group that was
characterized by a good correlation with Rb, where the abundance and the mineralogical
composition of the temper played a significant role in the definition of slight discrepancies
in the geochemical signature.

The geology of the Roccastrada area is characterized by a diffused presence of Miocenic
marine clays, represented by fine-grained blue clays with quite abundant micro-fauna
(Argille Azzurre Formation) and gray clays with intercalated fine-grained sandstones (Tor-
rente Raquese Formation, or Pycnodonta clays). The abundance of refractory materials, such
as volcanic rocks (rhyolite and volcanic glass) and highly siliceous rock assemblages, pro-
moted an intense production of refractory ceramic, such as cooking ware and technical
ceramic for smelting activities.

The rhyolites of Roccastrada mainly consist of glass (53%), quartz (14–15%), K-feldspar
16%, plagioclase (8–9%), biotite (3–6%) and cordierite (2%), with minor apatite and zir-
con [70]. Rb+ substitutes frequently for K+ in K-feldspars, micas and clay minerals, with
a natural tendency to concentrate during the weathering of the parent rock due to ion
exchange and adsorption mechanisms. In magmatic systems, Rb+ highly concentrates
during late stages and could substitute for K+ in K-bearing phyllosilicates (such as mica
and biotite) and, to a lesser extent, in K-feldspar [86]. During the first weathering stages,
the dismantling of biotite and the plagioclase present in rhyolitic rocks leads to a depletion
in Rb. In the last stages, following the decomposition of K-feldspars and the alteration of
zircon, a consequent increase in Rb depletion, together with K and Zr, is documented [70].
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As observed for the samples of Roccastrada, the heterogeneous textural and miner-
alogical features observed for the fragments from Monterotondo Marittimo represented
the main reason for higher fluctuations in the chemical composition. Most of the fine-
and medium-grained vessels from this group were mainly represented by a good correla-
tion with Ca (together with Sr) and K, while some coarse ware fragments constituted an
intermediate cluster that was represented by Rb.

The correlation of fine- and medium-grained samples with Ca was in accord with the
geology of Monterotondo Marittimo, as it is mainly represented by the diffuse presence
of Miocenic blue marine clays, together with limestones, marl and polygenic marine
conglomerates. Quartzose-feldspathic-micaceous sandstone (Macigno Formation) are
also abundant, while sporadic gabbroic intrusions have been observed within the more
extended outcrops related to Palombino shales. The use of a quartzose-feldspathic temper
and/or a less purified clay, or at least a different clay source, was assumed to be responsible
of the peculiar association of the coarser fabrics with Rb.

As for the fine-grained ware from Monterotondo, the glazed ware fragments belonging
to the EXT group were well represented by Ca. The chemical and mineralogical composition
of this group accords well with the geology of the Roman and northern Latium areas,
characterized by the presence of Pliocenic marls and basic volcanites [94,95].

Finally, the sparse-glazed ware from Donoratico represented a well-defined group
characterized by a peculiar correlation with Cr, Ni and Ti. Highly serpentinized ophiolite
fragments, in addition to the presence of chromite and abundant quartz, together with
minor amounts of Cr-spinel and Cr/Ni-rich pyroxene, have been documented in the
sedimentary materials from Val di Cecina [96]. The identification of Cr- and Ni-bearing
minerals was closely associated with the fractioning processes that are produced by the
weathering and dismantling of the ophiolitic outcrops present in the area.

Previous studies on sparse-glazed ware manufacture in Donoratico confirmed the
existence of dedicated ateliers in the area and the exploitation of local raw materials [59].

The introduction of the fragments from Vetricella in the statistical database revealed
a wide distribution within the compositional clusters that was defined by the reference
samples and which suggested the existence of a wide circulation of pottery converging
towards the southern Tuscany coast.

The results from the PCA were in agreement with the petrographic analysis of the
fabrics and paved the way for important considerations about the circulation and con-
sumption of ceramics in the area during the Early Middle Ages that could be supported by
further archaeological and archaeometric investigation on a large scale.

The first indications arising from the results of the present study stressed the central
role of Vetricella as a collector of goods from different areas of southern Tuscany and
provided impetus for future investigations that might help formulate a more detailed
definition of the trading routes to and from Vetricella (Figure 8).

The comparison of the results of the geochemical and petrographic examinations of the
studied repertory suggested a well-defined exploitation of raw materials across the Colline
Metallifere in relation to the manufacture of artefacts with different intended uses. From the
analysis of the whole repertory, it was possible to observe how coarse-grained pastes mainly
showed a higher incidence of geochemical and mineralogical markers for Roccastrada,
while fine- and medium-grained fabrics were equally distributed among the Monterotondo
and Roccastrada fabric groups, as well as within the geochemical clusters. The sparse-glazed
ware from Vetricella finally showed strong analogies with the Donoratico assemblage.
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Figure 8. Outline of the results from the geochemical investigation of the ceramic assemblage from
Vetricella, overlaying the geographical maps of the area. The pie chart represents the Vetricella
assemblage according to the provenance of the pastes from different areas.

Small amphorae (STA) represent an interesting case study. This peculiar, double-
handled closed shape was first identified during previous archaeological investigations
in different sites in southern Tuscany [7]. As it stands at present, it is not possible to
provide an exhaustive contextualization of the use and circulation of STAs in the region.
Nevertheless, the exceptional number of STA fragments returned from the last excavations
in Vetricella provides new clues to support further research within this framework.

In the present study, STAs represented 48%, 55% and 38% of the whole ceramic
assemblage from Vetricella, Roccastrada and Monterotondo Marittimo, respectively. STA
fragments from Vetricella, in particular, had a highly heterogenous composition where
the chemical and mineralogical markers of both Monterotondo Marittimo (23%) and
Roccastrada (77%) were observed. Previous studies also showed the presence in Vetricella
of a few fragments related to some ateliers located in the coastal area [61].

The relevant amount of STAs produced with local raw materials suggested the ex-
tensive manufacture of handled closed shapes, likely intended for circulation as a local
alternative to the import of amphorae from the south of the peninsula, though this traffic
is still scarcely documented along the coastal and sub-coastal strip of Tuscany [97], and
evidence regarding the nature of the transported materials are still poor.

Further investigations will be thus vital to provide an accurate characterization of
STA manufacture and consumption, as well as a detailed definition of the exchange routes
within the territory.

8. Conclusions

The present work aimed to contribute to the long-lasting debate surrounding the
successful use of pXRF with archaeological materials. While the widespread application
of portable analytical methods to archaeological issues prompted a number of multidis-
ciplinary studies, the non-negligible limits in the investigation of highly heterogenous
materials restricted the use of pXRF to pottery assemblages.

Based upon the indications arising from the comparison with the more solid pet-
rographic analysis and the application of statistical methods, pXRF was here used as a
powerful tool for a broad ‘screening’ of a large repertory of fragments and provided a
reliable internal grouping of a ‘closed’ population of samples.

In the future, the limitations arising from the detection of chemical elements within a
restricted dataset could be reduced via the application of more sensitive analytical methods
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on selected samples. The detection of a wider array of chemical elements (comprehensive of
light elements and REE) will help to more accurately distinguish between the sub-groups,
and lead to the creation of a well-defined database to support further pXRF examinations
of additional unstudied fragments.

The combined use of pXRF and statistical analysis facilitated the geochemical grouping
of the ceramic assemblage, providing clues about the convergence of different commercial
routes towards the site of Vetricella that reveal its key role as a central site dedicated to
the collection and re-distribution of a wide and heterogeneous range of goods that were
produced in the area, as also indicated by the presence of glazed pottery that required
highly skilled labour.

The petrographic investigation also supported a more in-depth analysis of the fabrics,
particularly concerning those samples where the chemical clustering was uncertain.

Despite the fact that the repertory that we studied here represents just a limited
selection of samples from all of the sites cited in the present work, the results allowed us to
show how ceramic manufacture was diffused via trading capillaries across a wide area, i.e.,
the Colline Metallifere. In contrast with previous studies, the study also suggested that
the diffused ateliers were tightly interconnected, while the archaeological data indicated
how the ceramic production was strongly dependent on the complex management of local
resources that were under the control of the royal authority.

In the debate about pXRF application in the archaeological sciences, the recent huge
increase in the use pXRF instruments by conservators and archaeologists represents another
controversial point [19]. Beside the purely analytical and technical issues, the present
work also wanted to stress the importance of tight cooperation between scientists and
archaeologists, which would help us to develop a more solid analytical strategy and
provide reliable answers to archaeological and historical questions.

The interdisciplinary interpretation of the analytical data here also paves the way for
the organization of future investigations that are focused on different and more specific
topics where the application of more solid analytical methods could help to delineate a
more accurate picture of pottery circulation to and from Vetricella on a larger scale.
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timo, Roccastrada and Donoratico. Samples have been grouped after the identification of the area of
provenance of the raw materials according to the mineralogical composition of the ceramic bodies.
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Abstract: This paper intends to characterize the floor mortar layers (nucleus, rudus and statumen) of
the high imperial mosaics of the domus integrated in the Museum of Archeology D. Diogo de Sousa,
the oldest roman housing testimonies known in Braga, Portugal. It offers an important archaeological
and historical contextualization and first chemical characterization attempt on the mortars. The study
of 13 mortar samples was carried out at a chemical level through X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy
(XRF). All samples presented low lime content when compared to similar studies. A high chemical
similarity between nucleus mortars (opus signinum) and chemical composition differences between
rudus and statumen mortars was determined, confirmed by statistical analyses. Their composition was
distinctly related to the stratigraphic position of each floor mortar layer, following Vitruvius’ model,
and to the external conditions and treatments (e.g., capillary rise with soluble salts and application of
chemical treatments), to which they were submitted.

Keywords: roman mortar; historic mortar; mosaic floors; XRF; Bracara Augusta

1. Introduction

Roman mortars are noted for their high durability and complex technological knowl-
edge, related with its composition and execution methods. Their study provides funda-
mental information regarding the knowledge of the archaeological sites. Some studies have
been developed on the characterization of roman mortars in Portuguese archaeological
sites, such as Beja-Pisões, Tróia, Conimbriga and Marvão-Anmaia [1–4]. The roman floor
mosaics’ substrate has several preparatory mortar layers, carefully built (in terms of num-
ber, thickness and composition). Specifically, these kind of mortar substrates are under
study elsewhere, such as Greece, Italy, Slovenia and Spain [5–12]. However, in Bracara
Augusta, the Roman name of Braga (Portugal), the roman mortars from its archaeologi-
cal sites are poorly analyzed and there is no known bibliographic references concerning
their characterization.

The Roman city of Bracara Augusta, and its evolution between the end of the first
century BC and Late Antiquity (V-VII centuries) is known based on the numerous remains
recovered by urban archaeology over the last 40 years, in the context of the “Campo Ar-
queológico de Braga” (CAB; Braga archeological Campus) and the Bracara Augusta Project,
created in 1976 [13], within the scope of preventive archaeology interventions, conducted
by the Archaeology Unit of the University of Minho (UAUM) and the Archaeology Office of
the Municipality of Braga (GACMB). In this process, the role of the Museum of Archaeology
D. Diogo de Sousa (MDDS), by its contribution in supporting research to the defense and
preservation of the archaeological heritage of Braga, must be highlighted. Braga is a city
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with more than 2000 years of history, founded by the emperor August, around 16–15 BC,
in the context of the administrative reorganization of the Northern Hispania [14,15]. Bracara
Augusta was one of the most important Roman cities of the Hispania northwest, capital
of Conventus, in the High Empire, of the Gallaecia, under Diocletian, and of the Suebic
Kingdom, roughly from 411 AD.

Since 1976, dozens of archaeological excavations allowed us to understand the evolu-
tion of the city history and the knowledge about its construction techniques and employed
materials. In the Stables (Cavalariças, in Portuguese) Archaeological Site of Braga (CVL),
in 1991, two mosaic floors were exhumed, covering two compartments belonging to one of
the domus located to the south of the city forum.

1.1. Archaeological Background

Bracara Augusta was an ex nuovo foundation, perfectly planned, and its urban fabric
has been recognized through excavations carried out since the 70’s [14,15]. The Stables
Archaeological Site of the Braga, also known as Zone P1 [16], is located in the southern half
of the city, in a prime area (south of the forum) on both sides of the maximum kardo, east of
the blocks occupied by the group of best-known public buildings in the city: the Roman
Baths of Alto da Cividade and the Theatre (Figure 1) [17,18].

Figure 1. Location of the Stables Archaeological Site in the plan of the roman city, low imperial and
medieval walls. Adapted from [19].

This is the largest excavated area in the southern part of the ancient Roman city and
currently houses the facilities of the MDDS, open to the public since 2006. In this place,
there were two rectangular buildings, used as stables, dating from the beginning of the 20th
century, and located at an elevation of approximately 184 m above sea level. These buildings
are surrounded in the west by the Bombeiros Voluntários Street and in the east by an unbuilt
area [19,20]. The archaeological work was spread over four excavation campaigns that
took place between 1986 and 2002. The first intervention occurred in 1986, to assess the
archaeological potential of the area (three surveys) [16]. Between 1988 and 1989, there was
a second campaign, covering the entire area of the Museum implantation (24 surveys) [20],
followed by a third one, in 1996, extending the intervention to the Museum’s gardens [19].
Finally, the fourth and last campaign took place in 2002, at a time when the Museum was
already built, in the gardens, on the eastern part of the building [19]. The work carried out
allowed the identification of the archaeological remains belonging to several insulae of the
Roman city, some of which had housing functionalities, chronologically set between the
1st and the 7th century, allowing us to understand the evolution of the city in the blocks
located to the south of it. Therefore, it is a large area, which was left out of the medieval
city, having certainly been transformed into agricultural spaces, which contributed to the
preservation of the existing ruins. Testimonies of the various stages of occupation were
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found, such as pavements of opus signinum, a pavement of carved stones in the shape of
diamonds and rectangles, various mosaics, and walls [16,19,20]. The interpretation of this
set allowed the identification of two blocks of the Roman city, designated, respectively, by
A and B arranged on each side of the south segment of the maximum kardo. Block A was
occupied by a domus, from which most of the central structures were recovered. From block
B, the data collected was more dispersed and complex, and did not allow for a reliable
interpretation [19]. The essential part of the exhumed archaeological remains is now buried,
apart from the mosaic targeted by this study, which formalized the soil of a room in a
house, preserved and musealized in the basement of the MDDS service block [16,20].

1.2. The Bracara Augusta Mosaics and the Findings of the Stables Archaeological Site

Braga’s mosaics were studied by Abraços [21,22], in the coordination of a large team.
The first set identified was discovered in the “Campo das Carvalheiras” area, in the context
of the construction of the new Orphans Seminary; however, most of the documented
elements result from the work carried out since 1976, with the formation of the CAB and
the UAUM. The large number of archaeological excavations carried out by the UAUM
have allowed the identification, registration, safeguarding and collection of materials and a
better understanding of the Bracara Augusta mosaics. The city has been known, throughout
its history, by diverse periods of building construction and economic growth [14,15,23],
associated with successive changes in its status, which manifested themselves in various
programs for the city’s beautification, which integrates the mosaic decoration of many of
its public and private buildings. Few of the city’s mosaics remain in situ, the majority being
deposited in MDDS [22]. A set of 69 mosaic coverings, including elements from Dume
and Falperra, essentially decorated with geometric motifs, and some sets decorated with
aquatic motifs and vases, were documented. Mosaics from the 1st century are known,
however most of these panels date from the 3rd to 4th centuries, as a result of the intense
construction and urban renewal program that the city experienced by that time [22].

With specific regard to the mosaics of the CVL archaeological site, there are five records.
The first identified set was in 1991, composed of two panels dating from the 1st century,
which covered the floor of two rooms of a housing complex. The second, later, dating from
the Suevo-Visigothic period, was identified in 1986 in the Museum gardens, and matches a
pavement in opus sectile and opus tesselatum, both preserved in situ. Three fragments were
also discovered in works carried out in 1988, testimonies of the opus tesselatum technique,
whose dating was not possible to specify, given the size of the archaeological discovery
and context [22].

The mosaic pavement, analyzed in this present study, and the associated structures,
such as walls and pipes, were in a reasonable state of conservation [24]. The rarity of this
type of mosaic in the region is due to its size and constitution, and the soil acidity that does
not favors its conservation, besides the fact that is considered the oldest Roman housing
testimonies known until now in Braga [25], dating from the August period.

1.3. The Presence of Marble and Lime in Bracara Augusta

The raw material most used by the builders of the Roman city was granite, an abundant
rock-type in this region (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. (a) Geological setting of the study area in the Iberian Peninsula; (b) Braga and the Stables
Archaeological site geological context [26]. Adapted from [27].

Furthermore, several types of Braga’s ceramics [28], as well as lime and marble [29]
were imported from other places in the Roman Empire, such as Lusitania. The importance
of marble, one of the most relevant stone resources in the Roman period, from the Marble
Triangle (Estremoz, Borba, Vila Viçosa—Portugal), to Asturica Augusta, was studied in [30],
and referenced therein. These being the marble suppliers of Bracara Augusta. However, as
documented by a study of the city’s architectural elements [31], in a universe of 356 ana-
lyzed pieces, only six were in marble. In addition to the above, its absence may also be
justified by the costs associated with its acquisition or, possibly, an economy of reuse, very
common in the Roman times and in the medieval world, in the context of the construction
of new buildings, or even its reduction to obtain lime, an element of great importance
in the Middle Ages. Similar to what was documented in the excavations of the Saint
Raymond Museum, in Toulouse [32], there would be kilns for reducing marble pieces,
including statuary, to obtain lime. Additionally, the assumptions related to the cost of the
material and its reuse are in fact admissible, however the importation of marble and lime
to Braga cannot be excluded and could have been superior to the scarce archaeological
evidence available.

2. Description and Conservation of the Mosaic’s Pavement

The construction techniques and materials used by the Romans were described, in the
1st century AC, by Vitruvius, in the work entitled “De Architectura” [33], according to the
following down to top layers (Figure 3): (a) a first preparatory layer (statumen), consisting
of rolled pebbles and stones, measuring about 12 cm (the size of a fist); (b) over, the rudus
layer was placed, consisting of 3/4 of sand or gravel and small pebbles and 1

4 of lime in
a layer with ~22 cm (3/4 of a roman foot), to protect the mosaic against humidity and
infiltrations; (c) the nucleus, a opus signinum layer, consisting of a thin lime mortar with
fragments of tile, or ground brick, to level the floor to receive the tesserae, in a 1.5 cm layer;
finally, (d) the tesserae was placed over the nucleus, in a layer of 2 to 3 mm, consisting of
lime and very fine marble dust, that filled the interstices.
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Figure 3. Stratigraphy of Roman mosaic floor according to Vitruvius’ description [33].

Many of these Vitruvius model mosaics have subsisted until our days, but this structure
was not always strictly respected, leading to a faster deterioration of the mosaic pavement.

In Figure 4, a section of the pavement of the mosaic of the MDDS crypt was drawn,
in which can be observed the local adaptation of the different stages of the mosaic con-
struction according to the Vitruvian model. In this case, not all the layers that support the
mosaic respect the thickness of the Vitruvius’ model. In Figure 5 it is shown the layers
corresponding to the nucleus, rudus and statumen of the MDDS crypt mosaic floor.

 
Figure 4. Section of the East profile of the mosaic floor of the Museum crypt [24,34].

 
Figure 5. Mosaic floor layers—nucleus and rudus (left) and statumen (right). (Photos generously
provided by MDDS).
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The protection of the area of the mosaic structure was carried out during the building
construction for prior conservation actions (Figure 6a), although it was not efficient in
controlling successive floods due to the low quota, at groundwater level, in comparison to
the top of the hill located to the west—Hill of Cividade. Archeologists decided, to improve
the protection of the area, to bury the mosaic floors until 1997, when the construction of the
space that houses the mosaics was finished. The protective materials were removed (except
the thin layer of sand that covered the mosaic floors) and some uncovered structures
were consolidated and restored with a mortar based on hydraulic lime and gravel and
a biocide, applied in the areas with biological colonization. A year later, when the sand
was removed it was observed that the tesserae as well as other structures (walls, pipes and
mortar pavements) were in a reasonable state of conservation. In 2003 and 2004, in order
to drain the excess of water that reached the mosaic floors, a gallery was built, although
it was not efficient. The floor mosaics were submitted to several treatments to remove
the biological colonization [24,33], however it is still present (Figure 6b) due to room
unfavorable humidity and temperature conditions. The anomalies in the structure of the
crypt’s mosaics may be the result of the high accumulation of water due to: (i) capillary rise
of groundwater, likely through the more permeable materials of the mosaic structure; and
(ii) rising damp due to the accumulation of surface water near the structure surrounding
the mosaics. The lack of drainage system around the mosaic floor and lack of ventilation
had unfavorable results on the mosaics [35,36].

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Protection of the area of the structure of the mosaic during the building construction
(photo gently provided by MDDS); (b) mosaic floor integrated in the crypt of the Museum of
Archeology D. Diogo de Sousa.

The mosaic 1 feature squares were made of granite tesserae alternated with squares
made of white limestone tesserae (Figure 7). The tray included, to this end, a drainage
opening also covered with mosaic but with small squares with about 8 to 9 cm on the side.
Mosaic 2 was decorated with squares of hourglass lines, equally made with granite and
limestone tesserae (Figure 7). The mosaic covered a room whose maximum dimensions
are 2.23 m in width and 3.22 m in length, with squares of approximately 20 cm on each
side. In both cases, the limestone tesserae is poorly preserved [22] and only the granitic
features remain preserved. The characterization of the tesserae composition determined
that the white ones are composed of limestone, and the dark ones by granite, possibly pink
granite from the Conde area, in Braga, assuming that this mosaic was made with local raw
material [24].
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of the mosaic floor of the Museum crypt and sampling areas
(Schematic representation gently provided by MDDS).

The durability of the floor mortars that supports those mosaic pavements is remark-
able, although some conservation actions may be needed, as some cohesion loss was
observed in those renders. No prior studies considering chemical characterization of those
mortars in Braga were found. To achieve this, a study on those mortars was handle in
this paper.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Materials

The study was conducted in the four different areas of the mosaic floor integrated in
the crypt of the MDDS building. Micro-sampling was performed and carefully removed to
prevent contamination and following the protocol of the technicians of MDDS.

This investigation was based on the characterization of 13 samples collected from
the different mortar layers of the mosaic floor considering four different areas (MA, MB,
MC, MD) of the mosaic floors (Figure 7). The samples were collected from original and
well-preserved floor mortars (although some cohesion loss was observed during sampling,
mainly in nucleus layer) and were macroscopically grouped, considering the color and
the removal depth, in five different layers: layer 1—five samples from nucleus upper zone
(MA2, MA3, MB1, MC1, MD1), layer 2—five samples from nucleus lower zone (MB2, MC2,
MC3, MC4, MD2), layer 3—one sample between nucleus and rudus (MA4), layer 4—one
sample from rudus (MD3) and layer 5—one sample from statumen (MA1) (Table 1).

The bedding mortar, a very thin layer consisting of lime and very fine marble (Figure 2),
was not visible and, if it existed, may be below the original tesselatum; it was not possible
to collect samples from this layer. Samples from the nucleus layer were removed from
the nucleus upper layer (layer 1, close to the outer surface that previously was in contact
with bedding mortar) and from the nucleus lower layer (layer 2, close to the rudus layer)
to investigate compositional differences. Additionally, it was only possible to collect one
sample from the interface between nucleus and rudus (MA4), and from rudus (MD3) and
from statumen (MA1) layers; these samples need to be removed from deep and only one
zone at the mosaics’ floor mortars was defined by the museum technicians, to avoid as
much damage as possible. The thickness of floor mortar layers varies. During nucleus
sampling it was difficult to identify which group the samples belonged to in some cases.
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Table 1. Studied samples and their characteristics.

Layer 1: Nucleus—Opus Signinum (Upper Zone of the Layer)

Description Removal depth: ~ 1.0/3.0 cm; color: reddish.

Sample MA2 MA3 MB1 MC1 MD1

Layer 2: Nucleus—Opus Signinum (Lower Zone of the Layer)

Description Removal depth: ~3.0/5.0 cm; color: reddish.

Sample MB2 MC2 MC3 MC4 MD2

Layer Layer 3: Between Nucleus and Rudus Layer 4: Rudus Layer 5: Statumen

Description Removal depth: ~5 cm;
color: pinkish

Removal depth: ~5/10 cm;
color: brown

Removal depth: ~25/30 cm; color:
dark brown

Sample MA4 MD3 MA1

3.2. Methods

This present study aims to characterize the chemical composition of the mosaic floor
mortars. The chemical analyses were performed on finely crushed mortar samples by X-ray
fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) through a Panalytical Axios spectrometer PW4400/40
X-ray (Marvel Panalytical, Almelo, The Netherlands) equipped with Rh tube under ar-
gon/methane, at University of Aveiro (UA), using Omnian37 and Pro-Trace2021 software
for major and minor elements analyses, respectively. The loss of ignition (LOI) was de-
termined by heating the mortars samples at 1000 ◦C, using an electric furnace for 3 h.
The major elements analyzed were Al2O3, CaO, Cl, Fe2O3, K2O, MgO, MnO, Na2O, P2O5,
SiO2, SO3, and TiO2 with detection limit of 1%. The detection limits of the trace elements
analyzed were: As = 4.06 mg/kg, Ba = 6.90 mg/kg, Br = 0.78 mg/kg, Co = 4.54 mg/kg,
Cr = 1.96 mg/kg, Cs = 4.78 mg/kg, Cu = 2.84 mg/kg, Ga = 0.94 mg/kg, Nb = 0.84 mg/kg,
Ni = 2.00 mg/kg, Rb = 0.64 mg/kg, Sn = 3.02 mg/kg, Sr = 0.72 mg/kg, Th = 2.52 mg/kg,
V = 2.78 mg/kg, Zn = 1.28 mg/kg and Zr = 0.80 mg/kg. Precision and accuracy of analyses
and procedures were monitored using UA internal standards, certified reference material
and quality control blanks. Results were within the 95% confidence limits. The relative
standard deviation was between 5% and 10%.

All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS® statistics v25. The normality
of the data was verified (Shapiro–Wilk’s test, p > 0.05). ANOVA, Tukey’s test, t-student,
K-means, cluster and discriminant analysis were used to determine groups and statistically
significant differences (p < 0.05).
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4. Results and Discussion

The chemical compositions, related to the binder and aggregates of the mosaic floor
mortars samples, are detailed in Tables 2 and 3. The K-Means Cluster analysis of all samples
identified two sets of samples in both major and trace elements, with MA1, MA4 and MD3
forming a cluster clearly separated from the remaining samples. The ANOVA 1-way
analysis showed that the variables with significant statistical influence to define these two
groups were Al2O3, K2O, SiO2, Ba, Cs, Ga, Nb, Rb, Sn (p = 0.00), MgO, Zr (p = 0.001), P2O5
(p = 0.002), Ni (p = 0.003), Br, Sr (p = 0.006), Na2O (p = 0.007), and Fe2O3 (p = 0.015).

Table 2. Chemical concentrations of the major components of the mortars samples (in %).

Sample Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 P2O5 SO3 Cl K2O CaO TiO2 MnO Fe2O3 LOI

MA2 0.34 1.10 30.93 35.42 2.98 0.24 0.13 2.60 5.11 1.25 0.06 8.38 11.24
MA3 0.30 1.16 32.49 37.07 1.50 0.40 0.10 2.68 3.65 1.30 0.07 8.48 10.62
MB1 0.27 1.35 32.68 38.53 3.45 0.86 0.04 3.43 2.14 1.35 0.13 8.62 6.93
MC1 0.33 0.97 29.27 31.87 4.64 3.82 0.11 2.46 5.48 1.12 0.10 7.58 11.96
MD1 0.43 1.11 33.02 32.90 4.57 0.41 0.19 2.76 3.85 1.27 0.11 8.63 10.53

MB2 0.18 1.28 34.97 36.16 3.46 0.35 0.03 2.86 1.52 1.37 0.09 8.91 8.59
MC2 0.26 0.99 34.09 34.63 4.35 0.32 0.10 2.52 2.41 1.22 0.17 8.09 10.63
MC3 0.22 1.14 34.03 35.65 3.87 0.26 0.03 3.35 1.46 1.62 0.10 11.07 6.84
MC4 0.19 1.35 35.93 36.42 3.50 0.17 0.07 2.70 1.70 1.28 0.16 8.50 7.78
MD2 0.43 1.47 34.08 34.91 3.39 0.23 0.15 3.26 2.41 1.38 0.08 8.69 9.22

MA4 1.11 2.25 22.27 47.31 0.74 0.21 0.07 6.70 5.60 1.37 0.10 7.01 4.83

MD3 1.74 1.70 20.71 54.06 1.98 0.07 0.03 7.07 2.01 1.22 0.07 6.22 2.76

MA1 0.23 1.56 26.11 47.56 0.86 0.13 0.03 4.73 1.11 1.54 0.13 7.80 7.77

Table 3. Chemical concentrations of the trace elements of the mortars samples (in mg/kg).

Sample As Ba Br Co Cr Cs Cu Ga Nb Ni Pb Rb Sn Sr Th V Zn Zr

MA2 23.1 350 60.2 5.6 45.4 18.6 23.7 36.0 31.4 11.6 59 270 28.4 85 36.4 50.4 77 300
MA3 17.3 360 52.4 5.1 47.4 22.2 27.0 37.1 32.3 13.3 51 250 23.2 65 37.0 56.1 87 300
MB1 51.9 520 30.6 8.4 46.4 20.8 67.2 34.5 29.2 13.8 71 290 21.0 160 42.2 67.9 170 340
MC1 55.6 420 67.4 8.6 40.1 20.6 55.8 33.3 29.9 11.2 240 240 21.9 87 34.2 60.6 78 250
MD1 24.9 440 85.8 8.4 50.0 18.6 57.5 37.3 32.2 14.3 56 250 23.6 90 37.9 57.3 190 280

MB2 76.6 380 35.1 8.8 51.8 19.8 55.7 38.1 33.5 13.7 61 260 24.4 70 40.9 63.6 120 310
MC2 58.5 330 65.0 15.2 45.6 18.9 71.4 36.1 32.2 12.4 170 250 23.6 67 36.2 69.6 130 270
MC3 61.5 560 38.1 8.0 58.3 22.2 58.9 44.7 37.6 14.6 660 290 29.6 88 48.1 87.5 130 400
MC4 45.7 370 42.1 15.6 48.4 20.5 62.5 38.0 34.3 13.2 77 250 25.1 59 36.8 68.0 200 300
MD2 25.3 440 65.4 4.9 48.2 19.9 64.0 36.1 31.3 15.0 53 270 21.3 89 39.2 65.7 190 340

MA4 4.9 950 20.3 7.3 32.9 17.5 35.3 21.2 18.6 7.8 44 380 10.5 210 37.8 62.5 170 450

MD3 14.4 970 12.5 <LOD 41.0 15.0 36.8 20.1 16.0 8.6 38 400 10.7 260 36.5 61.8 82 400

MA1 42.1 560 23.4 7.3 60.9 12.5 57.8 22.0 19.0 12.1 44 330 9.4 92 41.7 77.2 83 540

LOD: Limit of detection.

All samples were characterized by low CaO content (1.1–5.5%) and high concentration
in F2O3 (6.2–11.1%) and Al2O3 (20.7–35.9%), when compared with the same elements from
other studies on roman mortars [8,10,37]. A study on Pompeii mortars [38] found low
percentages of CaO (3.81%) and attributed this low content to the high content of volcanic
rock fragments as well as to the to the chemical composition of the binder composed by a
mixture of lime and clay. Another possible explanation can be related to the degradation
of those present study mortars (some cohesion loss was observed) as a result of the unfa-
vorable humidity conditions to which the mosaic floor has been submitted that may lead
to the leaching of the lime, as cohesion loss was observed during sampling [39]. The SiO2
content was higher than Al2O3 in all samples, although in samples MA4 (between nucleus
and rudus), MD3 (rudus) and MA1 (statumen), this difference was much more evident, with
over 2X’s. The highest SiO2 content was found in samples MA4, MD3 and MA1, with
47.3%, 54.1% and 47.6%, respectively. These samples showed lower Al2O3 and higher K2O
content than nucleus ones (layers 1 and 2). MD3 showed the lowest Al2O3 (20.7%) and
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LOI (2.7%) concentrations, among all samples. The low LOI (2.7–11.2%) in all samples,
when compared to other studies, e.g., [8,40], can be related to the high percentage of clay
minerals and its release of OH- and calcite release of CO2 [41].

Nucleus renders (layer 1—nucleus upper zone, and layer 2—nucleus lower zone) also
displayed higher content of Fe2O3 (8.1–11.2%, except in sample MC1 with 7.6%), Al2O3
(29.3–36.0%) and lower SiO2 content (31.8–38.5%), when compared to rudus (MD3) and
statumen (MA1) render samples, which may be the result of ceramic powder presence in
nucleus render composition. The higher content of Fe2O3 is responsible for the rose ochre
color, that can be associated with the brick fragments or powder mixed in the mortar [38],
and may indicate that iron is in its oxide form. Additionally, layer 1 showed higher CaO
content (3.6–5.5%, except in sample MB1 with 2.1%) than layer 2 (1.5–2.4%). The higher
CaO content in layer 1 may result from the influence of the composition of the bedding
mortar that previously existed above the nucleus layer (although was not visible during
sampling) and could be mixed in the nucleus upper zone. According to Vitruvius [33],
it was composed by lime and very fine marble dust. In layer 1, MA2 and MC1 samples
showed the highest CaO content, with 5.1% and 5.5%, respectively. The highest content
in Al2O3 was observed in layer 2 (34.1–36.0%). The higher Cl content was found on the
nucleus upper layer (layer 1), which may be the result of capillary rise with chloride soluble
salts through the mosaic floor and evaporation occurring at the outer surface of the outer
layer, and as a result higher Cl concentration was observed in this layer [42].

Previous studies about the chemical characterization of archaeological and ceramic
materials used the hierarchical cluster analysis on chemical data to obtain a more robust
interpretation [43,44]. The cluster analyses (Ward linkage) of layers 1 and 2, separated
sample MC1 from the others, and defining two other subgroups, one with MA3, MB1, and
MA2 samples, and a second one with MB2, MC4, MC3, MC2, MD2, and MD1 samples
(Figure 8a). The variables cluster analysis also revealed that Al2O3 and SiO2 present a
distinct concentration pattern from the other major elements, in agreement with previous
analysis (Figure 8b). An ANOVA 1-way analysis of these two groups revealed significant
statistical differences in Al2O3 and CaO (p < 0.05). The groups descriptive statistics showed
that Al2O3 concentration mean for layer 2 (36.62%) was higher than for layer 1 (31.68%), and
that CaO mean for layer 1 was higher than for layer 2, with 4.04% and 1.90%, respectively.
Despite differences identified, all the other variables did not present significant differences.
Additionally, discriminant analysis based on the chemical composition of each nucleus
layer (1 and 2) revealed that samples MC2 and MC4 from layer 2 showed more affinity with
layer 1, and samples MA2 and MD1 from layer 1 revealed more affinity with layer 2. This
may result from sampling contamination due to the small thickness of this layer. As this
roman pavement is an archaeological heritage integrated in a museum, it is not possible to
collect more samples.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Cluster analysis of layer 1 and 2: (a) samples; (b) major elements.
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Relatively high trace elements As, Pb and Cu contents (Table 3), when compared
to other studies [38,40], were found. In most of the nucleus samples, the considerably
higher As concentration might be attributed to the application of biocides to remove the
biological colonization of the mosaic floor (e.g., [40]). The relatively high content in Cl, Pb
and Cu (Table 2) can be due to the considerable degree of exposure to modern construction
(concrete and Portland cement), considering that the mosaic floor is integrated in the new
cement and concrete building of MDDS (e.g., [40]).

The dendrogram obtained by cluster analysis on the trace elements chemical data
for all samples is presented in Figure 9. T-student test revealed significant differences
between all variables in layers 1 and 2. An ANOVA 1-way analyses showed significant
statistical differences between the 2 layers in V (p < 0.05) content. The descriptive statistics
showed that the V mean in layer 2 (70.88 mg/kg) was higher than in group 1 (58.46 mg/kg).
All the other variables did not present significant differences between groups. Moreover,
discriminant analysis of layers 1 and 2 trace elements content suggested that samples MC2,
MC3 and MC4 from layer 2 revealed more affinity with layer 1, and samples MC1 and
MD1 from layer 1 showed more affinity with layer 2.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Dendogram obatined by cluster analyses: (a) samples; (b) trace elements—all groups.

These mortars were characterized by low content in CaO and high content of Fe2O3
and Al2O3. The nucleus (layers 1 and 2) was characterized by higher Fe2O3 and Al2O3
than rudus and statumen. Rudus and statumen showed higher SiO2 content than nucleus.
Comparing layers 1 with 2: layer 1 showed higher CaO content and layer 2 higher Al2O3
content. These layers showed relatively high As, Pb and Cu contents.

The statistical analyses enabled the differentiation of the two main nucleus layers
(layers 1 and 2) from the three outlier samples: between nucleus and rudus, rudus and
statumen. The descriptive statistics revealed differences among layers 1 and 2 concerning
mainly Al2O3, CaO and V contents. Considering layers 1 and 2 major elements statistical
analyses, MC2 and MC4 from layer 2 shows more affinity with layer 1 and MA2 and MD1
from group 1 shows more affinity with layer 2; analyses on trace elements revealed that
samples MC1 and MD1 from layer 1 presented more affinity with layer 2 and MC2, MC3
and MC4 from layer 2 more affinity with layer 1.

5. Conclusions

The results obtained on the 13 mortars samples from different floor layers of the high
imperial mosaics of the domus integrated in the crypt space of Museum of Archaeology D.
Diogo de Sousa showed that there are differences on the chemical elements analyzed from
the different layers: nucleus upper layer (layer 1), nucleus lower layer (layer 2), between
nucleus (layer 3) and rudus (layer 4), rudus and statumen (layer 5) layers.
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The chemical characterization of the studied floor mortar layers indicated that their
composition was distinctly related to their stratigraphic position in the substrate, according
to Vitruvius’ model, and to the external conditions and treatments to which each layer was
submitted (e.g., capillary rise with soluble salts and application of chemical treatments).
Mosaic floor mortars showed low content of CaO and high F2O3, Al2O3, Cl, As, Pb and Cu
contents. The statistical analyses using the chemical data on major and trace elements was
robust and confirmed the clear separation between the nucleus layer (layers 1 and 2) and
the other layers.

This study offers an important archaeological and historical contextualization and
a first chemical characterization on the roman mortars of Bracara Augusta. Additionally,
it is focused on mortar investigation of the oldest Roman housing testimonies of Bracara
Augusta musealized in Museum of Archaeology D. Diogo de Sousa, Portugal.

Future studies will focus on the mineralogical analyses of the mosaic floor layers, and
correlate them with the results of the chemical analyses discussed in this present study.
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Abstract: At present, macro X-ray fluorescence (MA-XRF) is one of the most essential analytical
methods exploited by heritage science. By providing spatial distribution elemental maps, not only
does it allow for material characterisation but also to understand, or at least to have a likely idea of,
the production techniques of an analysed object. INFN-CHNet, the Cultural Heritage Network of the
Italian National Institute of Nuclear Physics, designed and developed a MA-XRF scanner aiming
to be a lightweight, easy to transport piece of equipment for use in in situ measurements. In this
study, the INFN-CHNet MA-XRF scanner was employed for the analysis of a painting by the Flemish
artist Rogier van der Weyden. The painting belongs to the collection of the Uffizi gallery in Florence
and was analysed during conservation treatments at the Opificio delle Pietre Dure, one of the main
conservation centres in Italy. The research aims were to characterise the materials employed by the
artist and to possibly understand his painting technique. Although MA-XRF alone cannot provide
a comprehensive characterisation, it nonetheless proved to be an invaluable tool for providing an
initial overview or hypothesis of the painting materials and techniques used.

Keywords: MA-XRF; heritage science; non-invasive analysis; portable equipment; pigment identifi-
cation; van der Weyden; Flemish painting; calco-potassic glass in painting; INFN-CHNet; Opificio
delle Pietre Dure

1. Introduction

Macro X-ray fluorescence mapping, widely known as MA-XRF in the scientific com-
munity [1], is now one of the most valuable tools aiding the heritage science field. MA-XRF
analysis produces elemental distribution maps of a scanned area of an object, proving to
be exceptionally useful not only for material characterisation but also for understanding
an artist’s painting and production techniques. In addition, mapping makes it easier to
associate trace elements with a specific colour or area, even in noisy maps, with respect to
a “traditional” single point measurement. Moreover, as MA-XRF renders not only spectra
but also images, it can also be easily adopted by non-X-ray experts, such as conservators or
art historians.

The technique is relatively fast; the acquisition time naturally depends on the di-
mensions of the area of analysis and the dimensions and characteristics of the instrument
employed. Numerous types of equipment are available nowadays, ranging from small and
easy-to-transport instruments customized for the analysis of areas of only a few cm2 [2,3]
to massive scanners allowing large areas to be analysed in a reasonably short acquisition
time [4–6].

Numerous successful applications of MA-XRF in heritage science have now been de-
scribed in many papers. Many of these applications involve the analysis of paintings [7–10],
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but these applications also range from manuscripts [11,12], painted papers [13], metals [14],
glasses [15], tiles [16], and archaeological sites [17] to furniture [18] and many others.

The research presented here used the MA-XRF scanner specifically designed and
developed for heritage science by INFN-CHNet, the Cultural Heritage Network of the
Italian National Institute of Nuclear Physics [19–21]. There are several partners within this
network, one of these being the Opificio delle Pietre Dure (OPD) in Florence, a reputable
conservation centre belonging to the Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage. The Florence
division of INFN works in close and fruitful collaboration with OPD, mainly for the
analysis of paintings. One of these is the focus of this work, a painting produced by the
famous Flemish painter known as Rogier van der Weyden, who was active in the first
half of the XV century. This painting, the Entombment of Christ, belongs to the collection
of the Uffizi gallery in Florence and was likely painted in 1460. The main aim of this
work was to gain further information on the painting palette and techniques used by
van der Weyden, comparing these results with those from other works by the artist, as
specifically described in the results section. The materials analysis also aimed at supporting
the ongoing conservation intervention.

To accomplish this purpose, the INFN-CHNet MA-XRF scanner has been proven to
be an invaluable tool for an early non-invasive analysis of the elemental composition of the
materials, the most of which could be reasonably hypothesised. Needless to say, MA-XRF
alone cannot conclusively identify most of the pigments or other materials and thus cannot
ascertain their exact nature. Other analytical methods are indeed routinely employed
in combination with a comprehensive material characterisation. It is, however, true that
MA-XRF analysis allows for a relatively fast and complete analysis able to provide, at the
very least, a first overview or hypothesis of the materials and techniques employed by
the artist, as will be demonstrated in this work. These results can be considered a first
reliable basis for material identification and may act as an guide for the use of consecutive
analytical methods.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The Entombment of Christ by Rogier van der Weyden

Rogier van der Weyden, also known as Rogier de la Pasture, is considered one of
the most important and influential Flemish painters of his time, among contemporaries
such as Jan van Eyck. He was born in Tournai in 1399 and settled in Brussels during 1435,
becoming the official painter of the city in just three years, where he died in 1464 [22]. Both
masters were innovative, primarily for their use of multiple thin transparent oil layers that
achieved unprecedented colour intensities. The technique also gave them the ability to
carefully paint fine and minute details, as can be seen, for example, in detailed decorations
of precious textiles or in the abundance of naturalistic details of extremely realistic-looking
scenes. Rogier van der Weyden not only demonstrated his technical skills in naturalistic
detail, but also added emotions as an important element of the naturalism of characters,
painting people moved to tears and covering their faces to express their grief or sorrow.
These features are clearly visible in the Entombment of Christ from the Uffizi (Figure 1),
which was possibly commissioned by the Medici family for their Villa at Careggi, near to
Florence [23]. Moreover, it is likely that the Medici were one of the artist’s Italian clients [22].
Indeed, the fame of the Netherlandish artist had spread throughout Europe by the middle
of the 15th century, and he also travelled to Italy in 1450 where he most likely encountered
Italian artists and works of art. It is therefore realistic that his growing fame attracted an
increasing demand for his work and that he needed the aid of several skilled assistants [24].
This is one of the reasons why works by van der Weyden are rarely securely identified as
his own, as he had a very large productive workshop in Brussels, and in those times works
were not signed by artists. It is thus often difficult to separate the master’s unaided work
from that of his assistants and imitators [25].
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Figure 1. The Entombment of Christ by Rogier van der Weyden.

This painting represents the burial of Christ with the Virgin and Saint John the Evan-
gelist holding his hands (Figure 1). The body is supported by Joseph of Arimathea (an old
man at Christ’s proper right) and Nicodemus (the man dressed in green at Christ’s proper
left); kneeling Magdalene is in the lower foreground. The scene takes place in front of the
tomb located on a rocky and hilly landscape with a city in the distance. Two Marys are on
their way to the tomb in the left side of the background. The scheme of the scene is possibly
inspired by the predella painted by Beato Angelico [23] depicting the Deposition of Christ,
a painting that van der Weyden most likely saw in Florence during his travel in Italy.

The painting (oil on panel) is in pristine condition, and the most recent conservation
intervention at the OPD was aimed mainly at a superficial treatment in the occasion of an
exhibition at the Mauritshuis in 2018 [26].
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2.2. The INFN-CHNet MA-XRF Scanner

The instrument was designed with a special focus on portability and lightness. The tech-
nical characteristics and analytical capabilities (detection efficiency, spatial resolution, etc.)
of this equipment are thoroughly described in [27]. Briefly, the measuring head of the
instrument was composed of an X-ray tube (Moxtek, 40 kV maximum voltage, 0.1 mA max-
imum anode current) and a Silicon Drift Detector (Amptek XR100 SDD, 25 mm2 effective
active surface, 500 μm thickness). A telemeter (Keyence IA-100) that was also installed
on the measuring head, acted for the control and adjustment of the sample-instrument
distance during the scan. This measuring head was mounted on three linear motor stages
by Physik Instrumente, with a 200 mm travel range in the x and y directions for this
version, plus a 50 mm stage along the z perpendicular direction. This was all installed
on a carbon-fibre box containing motor controllers, a signal digitizer (CAEN DT5780),
and other auxiliary elements. The software controlling acquisition and data analysis was
developed by INFN-CHNet. The instrument has been successfully employed in several
heritage science applications over the years [28–30].

During the analysis discussed here, the operating conditions of the X-ray tube for all
measurements were: 30 kV anode voltage, 0.1 mA filament current, and a Mo anode with an
800 μm diameter collimator. The scanning velocity ranged from 1 to 2 mm/s and the equiv-
alent pixel size ranged from 200 to 1000 μm. Typical measuring conditions, which are those
used in the maps shown in this paper, were a scanning speed of 1 mm/s and a pixel size of
1 mm. Different parameters are specified when needed in the Supplementary Materials.

3. Results and Discussion

In the present study, several areas were analysed to investigate the materials employed
in this painting. The materials identified/hypothesised are broadly consistent with those
that were available to artists in the second half of the 15th century. The most interesting
areas of analysis and corresponding XRF maps will be shown and discussed in detail in
this paragraph. Other areas and maps can be found in the Supplementary Materials.

Pb is present almost ubiquitously in the painting, or at least in the areas analysed, most
likely in the form of lead white used in mixtures with other pigments and dyes to achieve
lighter hues. Lead white was possibly employed also in the imprimitura layer, as happened
commonly in paintings during those times and frequently in Flemish paintings after the
second quarter of the fifteenth century (as consistent with the dating of the painting) [31].
Furthermore, calcite traces in lead white were found by de Viguerie et al. [32] in other
works by Rogier van der Weyden. In this painting, the presence of Ca associated to lead
white could not be conclusively established as, for different reasons as will be further
discussed, Ca is likely present also in other pigments/colours.

Blue areas, such as those of the Virgin’s and Magdalene’s robes—the former with
intense hue and the latter in a pale tone—or the blue damask decorations of Nicodemus
(see discussed later and Figure S1, at higher spatial resolution), are characterised by the
presence of Cu, most likely indicating the use of azurite, rather than other Cu-based blue
pigments such as blue verditer or Egyptian blue, as found in other works by the artist
(Figure 2) [33]. Zn traces associated with these Cu-based areas are consistent, though not
common [34], with traces detected in some cases in azurite, corroborating the hypoth-
esis [35] (see Figure S2). Possibly, the few X-ray counts of Ca detected in these blue
areas might also be related to calcite traces in azurite [36] (see Figure S1), though it
cannot be specifically excluded that the Ca detected is also due to the gypsum-based
preparation layer.
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Figure 2. (a) Detail of the blue and purple Virgin’s robe, with relative Cu(Kα) and K(K) XRF maps; (b) detail of Magdalene’s
robe (with purple and blue Virgin’s robe on the back), with relative Cu(Kα) and K(K) XRF maps; (c) spectrum of the blue
sleeve of Mary Magdalene (relative to the dashed area in detail (b)). Detected Ni is due to impurities in the X-ray tube, Mo
is due to the X-ray tube anode, and Ar is due to the air path.

In those times, it was common to use an azurite underpaint layer beneath a more expen-
sive ultramarine thin layer [37], a practice also attested to other works by
Rogier van der Weyden [33,38]. The distribution of K maps, though present in traces,
may suggest that this layering also occurs in the Entombment from the Uffizi (Figure 2).
Indeed, K, though not specifically present in the blue mineral lazurite principal component
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of ultramarine, is characteristic of this precious pigment, as it takes part in the production
process [39,40].

Cu-based compounds, possibly azurite anew, were also contained in the deep purple
robe of the Virgin (Figure 2) and in the reddish/amaranth mantle of Joseph of Arimathea
(Figure 3). Most likely, azurite was mixed with variable amounts of organic dye(s) to
obtain these different hues, as might be hypothesised by the detection of K traces in the
purple robe of the Virgin (Figure 2), characteristic of the alum commonly employed in the
production process of organic dyes and lakes [41]. At the same time, it seems unlikely
that in this case K indicates the use of the expensive ultramarine in such a hue, although
it cannot be completely excluded. Iron oxides/hydroxides compounds (possibly earth or
ochres) are also present in small amounts (Figure 3). Instead, no Hg was detected in these
areas, however it was used in the fur trimming of Joseph of Arimathea’s mantle together
with the Fe-based compounds and lead white (Figure 3).

Figure 3. (a) Detail of the red/amaranth robe of Joseph of Arimathea, with relative Cu(Kα) and Ca(Kα) XRF maps; (b) detail
of the red/amaranth robe of Joseph of Arimathea (lower part), with relative Cu(Kα), Fe(Kα), Hg(Lα), and Ca(Kα) XRF maps.

Ca was also detected in association with these purple/reddish areas (Figure 3) and
might be related to the gypsum preparation layer, as discussed earlier. However, it cannot
be excluded that it might also be due to the use of glass as an additive in the painting layer.
Powdered glass, acting most likely as a drier/siccative of the oil medium, was indeed
used extensively by artists, particularly between the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
in Italy and in Northern European works [42–44]. It was particularly suitable for red
lakes, as it does not affect the typical transparency of these materials. In Netherlandish
paintings, calco-potassic glasses were common, in which the main constituents (other
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than silica) are variable amounts of Ca and K due to ashes and/or lime used in the
production process [45], with lower amounts of Mn in comparison to glasses used in Italian
paintings [46]. Interestingly, it is documented that finely ground Ca-rich glasses were also
used as additives by van der Weyden [33].

The red garment of John the Evangelist, together with other small red areas of the robe
of one of the two Marys in the left side of the background landscape, are characterised by the
presence of Hg, indicating the use of vermilion (Figure 4) as well as red damask decorations
on Joseph of Arimathea’s robe (Figures 3 and S1, at higher spatial resolution). Modelling
was obtained by means of Cu- and Fe oxides/hydroxide-based compounds (both present
in low quantities), as similarly happens in other garments (Figure 4). The red roof of the
building on the right side of the background was painted with a mixture, or overlay, of
vermilion with Fe-based compounds (See Figure S3). Vermilion areas are associated with
Zn traces, as is commonly attested to this pigment [47] (see Supplementary Materials S4). It
is worth noting that Ca was detected in association with red draperies and robes, especially
in the deepest shadows, and is well visible in the red robe of Saint John the Evangelist and
in the red sleeve of Magdalene (Figures 4 and S4). The presence of Ca in these areas may
suggest anew, as previously discussed, the possible presence of Ca-rich glass as an additive
in the red lakes used in the modelling of red draperies, as also attested in other works by
van der Weyden [25].

Figure 4. (a) Detail of the red robe of John the Evangelist, with relative Hg(Lα), Ca(Kα), Cu(Kα), and Fe(Kα) XRF maps;
(b) detail of the red sleeve of Magdalene, with relative Hg(Lα) and Ca(Kα) XRF maps.

Cu is also characteristic of the green garment of Nicodemus (Figure 5). A wide range
of Cu-based greens was available in those times and cannot be conclusively identified by
means of XRF alone. It is worth noting, however, that verdigris and copper sulphates were
detected in other paintings by van der Weyden [38,42]. Sn was also detected in association
with this Cu-based green robe, attesting the likely use of lead-tin yellow in modelling
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(Figure 5). Lead-tin yellow was also employed in the golden damask robes of Nicodemus
and Joseph of Arimathea, where vermilion and Fe-based compounds were employed for
modelling (Figure 5, showing Nicodemus’ robe). Green vegetation, grass, and trees were
painted with Cu-based compounds and lead–tin yellow as well, not necessarily in mixture
but possibly employed in layers to build the volumes of the landscape (Figure 5). Small
amounts of Fe-based compounds were also detected, likely not in association with K and
thus in principle excluding the use of green earth. Ca was also detected in some cases in
association with trees, a presence that could not be conclusively understood (see Figure S5).
It can be hypothesised that the artist made the use of lakes (with powdered glass anew) or
of ivory/bone black, though its presence is difficult to confirm with XRF alone, as will be
further discussed.

Cu-based pigments and vermilion were also employed in light blue/grey and pink
background architectures, respectively (see Figure S3).

Flesh tones were painted using lead white and vermilion with details and outlines
obtained with Fe-based pigments. Cu-based compounds were employed, in small amounts,
in the shadows and eyes (Figures 5, 6, S2 and S6; the latter at higher spatial resolution
where the use of vermilion was highlighted in tiny detail such as the red lacrimal caruncle
of the eye). Hair was obtained with a complex mixture of vermilion, Fe- and Cu- based
compounds, as well as lead-tin yellow (Figures 6, S2 and S5), where different hair tones
were obtained with various mixtures of these pigments. In grey hair, such as that of Joseph
of Arimathea, mainly Cu-based pigments and lead white were employed, together with
small quantities of lead-tin yellow (Figure 6). The blood drops on Christ’s forehead were
painted with vermilion (Figure 6).

Golden lines representing the halos or rays around the character’s heads were realised
with gold (Figures 6 and S2). Any distribution of other elements leads to the thought of the
presence of a preparation layer, though the golden lines are so thin that associations with
their distribution could not be properly evaluated. Upon visual inspection, gildings were
likely applied using the mission technique.

The rocks and cave of the burial were painted in grey/dark tones. Cu is characteristic
of these areas (Figure 6) together with Zn traces, as previously discussed for the blue
areas. Darker tones of the cave entrance were painted with the evident addition of Fe-based
pigments (Figures 5 and 6). The black hat of Nicodemus was painted with a similar mixture,
with the addition of a significant amount of Ca (Figure 5), which was also detected in
the darker zones of the cave (Figure 5). P could not be detected in these areas; thus, it
seems unlikely that van der Weyden used bone/ivory black, although its presence cannot
be conclusively excluded. P XRF detection efficiency is indeed rather low, especially on
varnished paintings. In addition, there was a partial overlap of the escape peak of the
Ca Kα X-ray line with that of P, further encumbering its detection. It is also possible that
the artist added some lakes, with Ca-rich glass, to warm this black hue.
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Figure 5. (a) Detail of Nicodemus, with relative Cu(Kα), Sn(Lα), Ca (Kα), Fe(Kα), and Hg(Lα) XRF maps; (b) detail of the
upper left landscape, with relative Cu(Kα) and Sn(Lα) XRF maps; (c) spectra of the green and yellowish landscape, relative
to the areas indicated in detail (b). The two ROI are roughly of the same area in pixels.
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Figure 6. Detail of Joseph of Arimathea and Christ, with relative Pb(Lα), Hg(Lα), Fe(Kα), Cu(Kα), Sn(Lα), and Au (Lα)
XRF maps. The grey scale in the Cu map is edited to enhance the distribution in flesh tones and hair.

4. Conclusions

The imaging approach of MA-XRF employed in this study allowed to obtain infor-
mation regarding the materials and techniques used by Rogier van der Weyden in his
Entombment of Christ. With a degree of uncertainty due to the technique itself, traditional
materials were determined or hypothesised by XRF. These include azurite, ultramarine,
lead–white, vermilion, Cu-based green, Fe oxides/hydroxides (earth/ochres), lead–tin
yellow, and gold (in thin lines in halos). The detection of Ca traces associated with some
areas possibly suggests the use of dyes or lakes in which a calco-potassic glass, present as
a drier/siccative, is consistent with the Flemish technique during those times. Although
committed by the Medici’s family, this result may also in principle confirm the Flemish
production of the painting and exclude the possibility that it was painted in Florence during
the artists’ journey to Italy, as the Italian glass used for this purpose were Mn-rich rather
than Ca-rich.

As it has been demonstrated also in this study, MA-XRF allows the non-invasive
mapping of the distribution of the different painting materials in sufficient detail, but at the
same time it is true that unfortunately it lacks the specificity for a comprehensive character-
isation of all materials. It is indeed highly recommended to combine, when available, other
analytical methods for an accurate identification of the compounds. However, MA-XRF is
undoubtedly a powerful technique which is a source of relevant information, especially
when employed as an early non-invasive and non-destructive analytical method acting as
a guide for a subsequent more accurate scientific analysis.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3
417/11/13/6151/s1: Figure S1: (a) Detail of the damask robe of Joseph of Arimathea, with relative
Hg(Lα) and Pb(Lα) XRF maps; (b) Detail of the damask robe of Nicodemus, with relative Cu(Lα),
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K(Kα), Hg(Lα), Sn(Lα) and Ca(Kα) XRF maps. Measuring conditions (both areas): scanning speed
2 mm/s, pixel size 250 μm. Figure S2: Detail of the Virgin, with relative Pb(Lα), Fe(Kα), Au(Lα),
Hg(Lα), and Zn(Kα) XRF maps. Figure S3: Detail of the city in the far right of the background, with
relative Hg(Lα), Fe(Kα), Ca(Kα), Cu(Kα), and Sn(Lα) XRF maps. Figure S4: Detail of Magdalene,
with relative Pb(Lα), Fe(Kα), Hg(Lα), Sn(Lα), Zn(Kα) and Ca(Kα) XRF maps. Figure S5: Detail of
the upper left landscape, with relative Ca(Lα), Fe(Kα), Pb(Lα) and Zn(Kα) XRF maps. Figure S6:
Detail of the eyes of John the Evangelist, with relative Fe(Kα), Hg(Kα), Pb(Lα) and Cu(Kα) XRF
maps. Measuring conditions: scanning speed 2 mm/s, pixel size 250 μm.
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Abstract: At present, the use of non-destructive, non-invasive X-ray-based techniques is well estab-
lished in heritage science for the analysis and conservation of works of art. X-ray fluorescence (XRF)
plays a fundamental role since it provides information on the elemental composition, contributing to
the identification of the materials present on the superficial layers of an artwork. Whenever XRF is
combined with the capability of scanning an area to provide the elemental distribution on a surface,
the technique is referred to as macro X-ray fluorescence (MA-XRF). The heritage science field, in
which the technique is extensively applied, presents a large variety of case studies. Typical exam-
ples are paintings, ceramics, metallic objects and manuscripts. This work presents an uncommon
application of MA-XRF analysis to furniture. Measurements have been carried out with the MA-XRF
scanner of the INFN-CHNet collaboration at the Centro di Conservazione e Restauro “La Venaria
Reale”, a leading conservation centre in the field. In particular, a chinoiserie lacquered cabinet of
the 18th century and a desk by Pietro Piffetti (1701–1777) have been analysed with a focus on the
characterisation of decorative layers and different materials (e.g., gilding in the former and ivory
in the latter). The measurements have been carried out using a telemeter for non-planar surfaces,
and with collimators of 0.8 mm and 0.4 mm diameter, depending on the spatial resolution needed.
The combination of the small measuring head with the use of the telemeter and of a small collimator
has guaranteed the ability to scan difficult-to-reach areas with high spatial resolution in a reasonable
time (20 × 10 mm2 with 0.2 mm step in less than 20 min).

Keywords: MA-XRF; conservation studies; furniture; Pietro Piffetti; chinoiserie lacquered cabinet

1. Introduction

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is well established in the non-destructive, non-invasive anal-
ysis for the conservation, characterisation and prevention of works of art [1–5]. Whenever
it is associated with the ability to scan an area, XRF provides the elemental composition
related with the spatial distribution of the scanned area, and it is typically referred as
macro X-ray fluorescence (MA-XRF) [1,4,6]. The MA-XRF technique is widely in use in the
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heritage science field, and a number of research groups have been developing customized
instruments to improve the quality of data obtainable with this technique [6–9].

The MA-XRF technique may be provided by portable instruments or by large-scale
facilities like synchrotrons [10–12]. Despite their higher performances in terms of output
beam parameters (higher intensity, smaller spot size), synchrotron facilities have the lim-
itation of needing the artifacts to be transported to the laboratory, which is not always
feasible.

Among others, the Cultural Heritage Network of the National Institute of Nuclear
Physics (INFN-CHNet) [13–15] is engaged in the development of instruments, methods
and techniques for applications in the heritage science field [16–19]. With this intent,
the INFN-CHNet collaboration has developed its own MA-XRF scanner. The main char-
acteristics of this device are its compactness, light weight, user-friendly interface, and
versatility as described in the next section. It has already been employed for a number of
different applications, including paintings [20–22], illuminated manuscripts [23], coins [24],
mosaics [25] and ceramics [24].

The INFN-CHNet MA-XRF scanner has recently been employed on furniture. This
further application is particularly interesting since, at the present time, the literature on XRF
analysis on furniture is still poor [26–28], and no cases of MA-XRF analysis on furniture
have been reported.

In this paper, the application of the INFN-CHNet MA-XRF scanner on two different
pieces of furniture of the 18th century is presented. One is a chinoiserie wooden cabinet
placed at the Castello e Parco di Masino, property of the Fondo Ambiente Italiano (FAI) in
Piedmont. The other is a writing desk Scrivania con scansia by Pietro Piffetti, placed in the
Palazzo Chiablese in Turin, Piedmont.

Both works of art have been studied in a specific framework at the Centro di Con-
servazione e Restauro (CCR) “La Venaria Reale”. The lacquered cabinet was part of the
research project “Un ponte tra l’Oriente e il Piemonte”, a comparative study between lac-
quered oriental works of art of the 18th and 19th centuries, and their contemporary Western
imitations. The main focus of the study was to determine the manufacturing techniques
and materials employed in order to determine the elements required to date the manu-
factures and to distinguish between “original” oriental works of art and their Western
replicas [29]. The study of the writing desk Scrivania con scansia by Pietro Piffetti from the
Palazzo Chiablese has been realised within the research project on Pietro Piffetti carried out
by the CCR [30,31]. This ongoing project is aimed at studying works of art by Pietro Piffetti
and the Piedmontese cabinetmakers of the second half of the 18th century.

Thanks to the versatility of the INFN-CHNet MA-XRF scanner, it has been possible to
study the decorative layers of the furniture, thus supporting their conservation processes
and providing fundamental information to the research projects in which they are involved.
The present work demonstrates the potentialities of the systematic use of a customized
MA-XRF technique as a first approach to scientific studies on furniture.

2. Materials and Methods

The chinoiserie lacquered cabinet of the Castello di Masino (Figure 1b) is a typical
example of furniture largely diffused throughout Europe in the second half of the 18th
century. Historical research made it possible to date the furniture to 1780 and to attest to its
production by a French workshop that was specialised in making furniture in imitation of
oriental works assembling original Eastern lacquered panels. For this reason, it represents
an important case study that permits the analysis of the aspects of both materials used in
the Western imitations and those of the original oriental lacquers.

The writing desk Scrivania con scansia of Palazzo Chiablese (Figure 1a, 288 × 155.5 × 57.5 cm3)
is a particularly significant work since it is the last documented masterpiece by Pietro Pif-
fetti (Turin, 1701–1777), cabinetmaker of the Savoy court, dated to 1767. As part of the
research on the Piedmontese cabinet-making, in particular on the furnishings by Pietro
Piffetti, over the years, the CCR has been able to establish a database on the techniques
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and materials used, which today makes it possible to accurately document the evolution of
the history of furniture technology, the basis of these great multi-material masterpieces of
international furniture.

 

Figure 1. Pictures of the furniture and of the Cultural Heritage Network of the National Institute of Nuclear Physics
(INFN-CHNet) macro X-ray fluorescence (MA-XRF) scanner during the measurements: (a) Writing desk Scrivania con scansia
by Pietro Piffetti; (b) Chinoiserie wooden cabinet; (c) Scanner placed in front of the chinoiserie wooden cabinet; and (d) in
front of the external side of the scansia.

The desk was created as a corner element of a boiserie inside the alcove hall of the
Palazzo Chiablese. It is entirely inlaid and composed of veneers in violet rosewood and bois
de rose and of polychrome engraved ivories and mother-of-pearl inlays. The cabinet-making
furnishings of this period very rarely show inlays with polychrome engravings. Usually,
they are made with black ink; hence, the possibility of mapping the nature of the inks and
pigments present on this piece has provided an important element of comparison between
the works that have been studied by the CCR in recent years [32,33].

The measurements have been carried out with the INFN-CHNet MA-XRF scanner
at the CCR “La Venaria Reale”. It is a compact (60 × 50 × 50 cm3) and lightweight
(around 10 kg) instrument completely assembled within the INFN-CHNet collaboration.
Its main parts are the measuring head, composed by an X-ray tube (Moxtek© MAGNUM,
40 kV maximum voltage, 0.1 mA maximum anode current, Mo anode) with a collimator
(changeable, typically between 400 μm and 2000 μm diameter), a silicon drift detector
(Amptek© XR100 SDD, 50 mm2 effective active surface, 140 eV FWHM at 5.9 keV), a
telemeter (Keyence, model IA-100), three motor linear stages and a case containing all
the electronics for acquisition and control. The motor stages (Physik Instrumente©, travel
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ranges 30 cm horizontally, x axis; 15 cm vertically, y axis; and 5 cm towards the specimen,
z axis) holding the measuring head are screwed onto the carbon-fibre case containing the
electronic components and the power supplies. The maximum operating voltage is 40 kV.
Signals are collected with a multichannel analyser (model CAEN DT5780, also inside the
carbon-fibre case), and the whole system is controlled by a laptop. The control–acquisition–
analysis software is developed within the collaboration and allows both on-line and off-line
analysis.

The output of the MA-XRF analysis is a file containing the scanning coordinates and,
for each position, the spectrum acquired. As a result, the counts are recorded for each
position. For each scanned area, or a part of it, a single element can be selected by its energy
transition value and shown as an elemental 2D map. For each peak, the energy range is
manually selected around the centroid according to its FWHM. The relative intensity of
each element in a map is shown in greyscale, in which the maximum intensity is in white
and the minimum in black.

Furthermore, multi-elemental maps can be created. In those maps, different elements
are displayed in different colours (red, green, blue). This option permits the association
of one or more pigments, by means of their chemical elements, to the visible features,
allowing an immediate spatial distribution of the pigments (see, for example, Section 3.1).

A scan is carried out on the x axis, and a step size of 1 mm is typically set on the y axis,
resulting in a pixel size of 1 mm2. However, both the measuring speed and the pixel size
can be adjusted depending on the need, as reported in the case of the writing desk. This
ability, combined with the changeable dimension of the collimator, allows optimisation of
the measuring time, and thus the maintenance of an adequate spatial resolution.

During measurements, the distance between the specimen and the measuring head is
kept constant by means of the telemeter. The distance is set to the value of 6 mm, allowing
the detector to point at the area irradiated by the source and to maximise the covered solid
angle. Therefore, the detection efficiency is also improved for non-flat surfaces, especially
for low-energy X-rays subjected to higher absorption by the air.

Moreover, for the detection of low-energy X-rays, helium flow may be conveyed
between the target and the detector system from a nozzle installed close by the detector.

With the set-up described above, maps of elements with atomic numbers higher than
Sodium (Z > 11) are efficiently provided by the instrument. A full review on the instrument
can be found in [34].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Chinoiserie Lacquered Cabinet

For the investigation of this furniture, two areas, one for each panel, have been studied:
one area corresponding to a flower (Figure 2), the other area to a flying bird (Figure 3).

For the two measurements, helium flow has been used. The scanning parameters are
reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Scanning parameters of the areas of the chinoiserie lacquered cabinet.

Area
Dimension

(mm2)
Source Voltage

(kV)
Anode Current

(μA)
Scanning Speed

(mm/s)
Collimator Diameter

(μm)
Step Size

(mm)

Flowers 145 × 105 28 30 3 800 1

Flying bird 175 × 135 28 30 3 800 1

In the first area, the query was related to the possible presence of arsenic-based
compounds in the transparent yellow buds and flowers. Due to the overlap of the As Kα

transition (10,544 keV) with the Pb Lα (10,552 keV), and of the As Kβ (11,726 keV) with the
Hg Lβ (11,823 keV), the presence of arsenic can not be ascertained by a single elemental
map. Therefore, maps of the major overlapping transitions among arsenic, mercury, and
lead have been made and are reported in Figure 2d–f. As can be seen, even though the Hg
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Lβ/As Kβ transition shows a high intensity in the red flower and the transparent yellow
buds (Figure 2d), the Lα of Hg clearly shows its presence only in the red flower (Figure 2e),
indicating that the signals in the area of the transparent yellow buds come from arsenic.
The presence of the Pb Lβ transition has not been detected in the spectrum, confirming
this result.

 

Figure 2. Elemental maps of the first area obtained by the INFN-CHNet MA-XRF scanner. (a) Visible. The maps presented
are: (b) Au; (c) RGB map of Hg Lα (red), Au Lα (green) and As Kα (blue); (d) Hg Lβ/As Kβ transitions; (e) Hg Lα transition;
(f) Pb Lα/As Kα transitions.

The presence of arsenic may be due to orpiment, but the use of realgar, pararealgar, or
arsenic sulphide glass may not be excluded [35,36].

In order to clarify the composition of the different parts of the plant, an RGB map of
Hg Lβ (red), Au Lα (green) and As Kα/Pb Lα (blue) transitions has been created and is
reported in Figure 2c. As can be seen from Figure 2b, the bright yellow flowers, stems,
outlines and highlights over red areas were made with gold. The red flower was likely
realised with cinnabar-vermilion, of which the elemental composition is HgS [37].

The other area, even though it shows similarities with the previous, presents some
essential differences in the decorative palette. The elemental maps of this area are shown
in Figure 3. Compared with the area of the plant, the maps of mercury (Figure 3d) and
gold (Figure 3g) attest to the probable use, respectively, of cinnabar-vermilion in the red
tones, and of gold in the outline of the body and in one of the tails of the bird. The red tail
is highlighted in gold as well.
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As can be seen in the map of iron (Figure 3c), ochres-earths seem to have been used
for the body of the bird. The eight black-blue feathers are related with a higher intensity of
arsenic (Figure 3e), silicon (Figure 3h) and calcium (Figure 3b) compared with the rest of
the area. In this case, with this technique it has not been possible to formulate a conclusive
hypothesis on the decorative palette used by comparing the information with the present
literature [38].

 

Figure 3. Elemental maps of the second area obtained by the INFN-CHNet MA-XRF scanner. (a) Visible. The maps
presented are: (b) Ca Kα transition; (c) Fe Kα transition; (d) Hg Lα transition; (e) Pb Lα/As Kα transitions; (f) Pb Lβ
transition; (g) Au Lα transition; (h) Si Kα transition; (i) RGB map of Hg (red), Au (green) and Pb (blue).
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A different result has been achieved for the longest black tail, in which the presence
of high Pb Lβ transition values reveals the use of Pb (Figure 3f). The literature [39,40]
suggests that the presence of lead in black compounds may indicate the use of galena (PbS).
The presence of sulphur can only be hypothesised since its transition (2.31 keV) overlaps
with the transitions of mercury (M series) and lead (M series). However, with only XRF
analysis, the use of another material like plattnerite (PbO2) cannot be excluded. In addition,
as can be seen from the map of silicon (Figure 3h), this element is present in the area of the
tails, which may indicate a possible fourth tail with a similar composition to black-blue
feathers. Finally, regarding the white small area below the red tail, the presence of a retouch
is clearly visible in the maps of silicon (Figure 3h) and calcium (Figure 3b).

3.2. Writing Desk by Pietro Piffetti

The Scrivania con scansia by Pietro Piffetti has been analysed to characterise the dec-
orating layers up on the marquetry. Three different areas were selected for this purpose:
two areas on a drawer placed inside the writing desk, and one on a side, as shown in
Figure 4. The choice was based on the hypotheses of different materials used and two
possible conservation states inside and outside the writing desk.

Figure 4. Selected areas for the measurements: (a) selected areas outlined in yellow and the two points in the black and red
shades on the drawer; (b) particular of the external side. The scanned areas are outlined in yellow.

The scanning parameters are reported in Table 2. Because of the small size of the
details of the decoration, a better spatial resolution compared to the lacquered cabinet was
required. Since the scanner has an available set of different collimators, for this application
the smallest one, with the diameter of 400 μm, has been used. Thanks to this feature, a
higher spatial resolution has been achieved in the elemental maps.

Table 2. Scanning parameters of the areas analysed on the Scrivania con scansia by Pietro Piffetti.

Area
Dimension

(mm2)
Source Voltage

(kV)
Anode Current

(μA)
Scanning Speed

(mm/s)
Collimator Diameter

(μm)
Step Size

(mm)

Drawer area 1 30 × 13 38 50 1 400 0.2

Drawer area 2 20 × 10 28 50 1 400 0.2

External side 40 × 130 28 70 1 400 0.2
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The elemental maps of the first area of the drawer are shown in Figure 5. From the
maps of lead (Figure 5c,d) it can be seen that its presence is detected in correspondence of
the white highlights of the flower, most likely due to the use of lead white [41].

The shading in the central part of the flower is related to the presence of iron (Figure 5g)
and manganese (Figure 5h), which may lead to the hypothesis of the use of ochres-
earths [39]. In the green leaves, high signals of copper (Figure 5f) and arsenic (Figure 5d,e)
are clearly visible. Even though this can be explained by the presence of a copper-based
pigment or dye mixed with an arsenic-based compound, the literature suggests that this
combination is an unlikely possibility, whereas the green colour may be related to the use
of emerald green or Scheele’s green [39,42]. However, it is reported that the latter has only
been used since 1814, excluding its use for this piece of furniture; therefore, it is plausible
that emerald green was used for the green leaves.

 
Figure 5. Elemental maps of the first area of the drawer obtained by the INFN-CHNet MA-XRF
scanner. (a) Visible. The maps presented are: (b) Ca Kα transition; (c) Pb Lβ transition; (d) Pb Lα/As
Kα transitions; (e) As Kβ transition; (f) Cu Kα transition; (g) Fe Kα transition; (h) Mn Kα transition.

The maps in the second area of the drawer, reported in Figure 6, confirm the same
results of the first map, even though the black-blue flower on the top left shows a higher
contribution of lead and iron. From the present literature, no single pigment is directly
associated with the presence of those two elements [38,39]. Their presence can be explained
by the use of Prussian blue combined with lead white, as reported in [43].

In the second area of the drawer shown in Figure 4, two points have been measured:
one in the red tone and the other in the black tone. The measuring time was set to 120 s
for each one to enhance the statistics of the spectra. As can be seen from Figure 7a, in the
red tone the most intense peak is the calcium peak, probably related to the ivory beneath
the decorative layer, whereas no other element with an atomic number above sodium
was detected with relevant statistics. This result may indicate the use of organic dyes for
this colour. The spectrum of the black-blue point (Figure 7b) shows a different elemental
composition: the most prominent peaks are related to iron and lead (calcium is also present
as a second peak in terms of intensity), confirming the result already discussed above.
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Figure 6. Elemental maps of the second area of the drawer. (a) Visible. The maps presented are:
(b) Ca Kα transition; (c) Pb Lβ transition; (d) Pb Lα/As Kα transitions; (e) Fe Kα transition; (f) Cu
Kα transition.

 

Figure 7. Spectra of the two points analysed with XRF: (a) red tone; (b) black tone. The presence of
Ca probably due to ivory was detected in both.
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On the external side, the two scans have been merged. As a result, elemental maps
of the whole area indicated in Figure 4b were realised and are shown in Figure 8. In the
area are green leaves, a dark blue-black stem and different flowers of red, black-blue and
brown-orange tones. Some similarities with the drawer can be noted.

 
Figure 8. Elemental maps of the external area of the Scrivania con scansia obtained by the INFN-CHNet MA-XRF scanner.
(a) Visible. The maps presented are: (b) Ca Kα transition; (c) Pb Lα transition; (d) Hg Lα transition; (e) Cu Kα transition; (f)
Cl Kα transition; (g) Fe Kα transition; (h) Mn Kα transition.

In the shading of the red flower, mercury has been detected (Figure 8d), possibly
due to the use of cinnabar-vermilion (HgS). Regarding the black-blue flowers, the same
elements as in the black-blue flowers of the drawer—iron (Figure 8g) and lead (Figure 8c)—
are present. Therefore, the decoration may have been realised with Prussian blue and lead
white. In the blue-black stem area, the signals of iron and manganese are present in the
elemental maps due to the probable use of iron-oxide-based compounds enriched with
manganese oxides or other ochres-earths.

Regarding the dull-yellow flower, no map shows evidence of the presence of a charac-
teristic element; therefore, the use of organic compounds can be hypothesised. Conversely,
regarding the green parts in the drawer, a strong signal of copper (Figure 8e) associated
with chlorine traces (Figure 8f) is present in the leaves on the side, whereas the presence of
arsenic was not detected. This result led to the hypothesis of the use of different pigments in
the green areas on the external side compared with the same colour in the drawer. Because
the MA-XRF analysis does not allow the identification of compounds, it is not possible
to determine which of the copper-based pigments has been used, or even if it was due to
degradation effects as reported in [44].

A summary of the pigments hypothesised by the use of MA-XRF analysis is reported
in Table 3.
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Table 3. Summary of the hypothesised materials employed in the different areas.

Area Scanned Colour Elements Detected Materials Hypothesised

Chinoiserie cabinet—flowers
red flower Hg cinnabar-vermilion

bright yellow flowers Au gold
transparent yellow buds As arsenic-based compound

Chinoiserie cabinet—flying bird

red tail and feathers Hg cinnabar-vermilion
bright yellow outlines Au gold

buff body Fe ochres-earths
black-blue feathers As, Si, Ca ?

black tail Pb galena

Writing desk—drawer area 1

green leaves As, Cu emerald green
dark rust tone of the flower Fe, Mn ochres-earths

rust tone of the flower - organic compounds
white highlights Pb lead white

Writing desk—drawer area 2 black-blue flower Pb, Fe Prussian blue and lead white
green leaves As, Cu emerald green

Writing desk—external side

green leaves Cu, Cl copper-based compound
black-blue flower Pb, Fe Prussian blue and lead white

red flower Hg cinnabar-vermilion
blue-black dark stem Fe, Mn ochres-earths

dull yellow flower - organic compounds

4. Conclusions

The use of the MA-XRF technique on furniture has provided information on the
elemental spatial distribution of the decorative layers. In particular, the INFN-CHNet
MA-XRF scanner, due to its versatility in terms of hardware adaptability (different size
of collimators, use of the telemeter) and in terms of software settings (scanning speed
and step size during the measurements, data saving for an off-line analysis) has proved
to be suitable for studies on this genre of works of art. A number of results have been
achieved in identifying materials in the decorative layer. In both cases, the data on the
polychromatic surfaces have provided information on the materials used: for instance, the
use of arsenic-based compounds in the chinoiserie cabinet and the use of different pigments
in the engraved ivories of the writing desk by Pietro Piffetti. However, the detection of
only the elemental composition is a strong limitation for this kind of study. Therefore,
the use of the technique is suggested as a first approach, while a multi-technical study
is advisable for the identification of the compounds, as reported in [28]. For this reason,
the INFN-CHNet group is involved in the development of instruments and techniques to
support conservation processes, characterisation, and dating techniques in the heritage
science field.
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Abstract: Among the possible variants of X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF), applications exploiting scanning
Macro-XRF (MA-XRF) are lately widespread as they allow the visualization of the element distribu-
tion maintaining a non-destructive approach. The surface is scanned with a focused or collimated
X-ray beam of millimeters or less: analyzing the emitted fluorescence radiation, also elements present
below the surface contribute to the elemental distribution image obtained, due to the penetrative
nature of X-rays. The importance of this method in the investigation of historical paintings is so
obvious—as the elemental distribution obtained can reveal hidden sub-surface layers, including
changes made by the artist, or restorations, without any damage to the object—that recently specific
international conferences have been held. The present paper summarizes the advantages and limita-
tions of using MA-XRF considering it as an imaging technique, in synergy with other hyperspectral
methods, or combining it with spot investigations. The most recent applications in the cultural
Heritage field are taken into account, demonstrating how obtained 2D-XRF maps can be of great help
in the diagnostic applied on Cultural Heritage materials. Moreover, a pioneering analysis protocol
based on the Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) algorithm is presented, unifying the MA-XRF standard
approach with punctual XRF, exploiting information from the mapped area as a database to extend
the comprehension to data outside the scanned region, and working independently from the acquisi-
tion set-up. Experimental application on some reference pigment layers and a painting by Giotto are
presented as validation of the proposed method.

Keywords: MA-XRF; SAM; STEAM; pigments; elemental mapping; painting stratigraphy; Giotto

1. Introduction

Until about ten years ago, talking about X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) imaging meant
talking about Synchrotron Radiation of advanced generation for tomography and hologra-
phy [1]. Nowadays, XRF imaging in Cultural Heritage (CH) field immediately recalls XRF
mapping (or Macro-XRF, MA-XRF), which is the recording of XRF spectra together with
their spatial coordinates, so to allow the reconstruction of distribution maps for chemical
elements in the sample. This can be obtained, in principle, by either scanning the sample
or using a pinhole and a 2D detector, the so-called full-field XRF (FF-XRF) [2–4].

MA-XRF mobile instruments scan samples, as painted artworks, with an X-ray beam
whose dimensions can vary from one to several hundred micrometers in diameter. The
detected characteristic X-ray fluorescence emission, stimulated by ingoing radiation, allows
creating the images of the elemental distribution. Technical details are beyond the purpose
of this paper, aiming to discuss the consequences in CH field and the possibilities linked to
a good post-processing of data. Indeed, the physical background of MA-XRF does not differ
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from that of XRF, but the possibility of mapping elemental distribution on samples gives
this technique the dignity of a new analytical method and makes it one of the most useful
tools to support restoration and conservation interventions. One of the characteristics
which makes MA-XRF a routine technique not only on painting or CH materials but
also in many other fields (such as geology, biology, forensic [5–10]), is the multispectral
capabilities and the possibility of visualizing the distribution of chemical elements at and
below the surface of paintings, according to the self-absorption limits for X-rays. Indeed,
maps are a more intuitive tool that can be easily interpreted by outsiders, such as restorers,
art-historians, curators, and conservators.

The first experiments in 2007 were performed with synchrotron radiation [11]. Ten
years until then, MA-XRF regularly applied in museums, archeological sites, conserva-
tion studios, and the first workshop on MA-XRF, Macro X-ray Fluorescence Scanning in
Conservation, Art, and Archaeology was held in Trieste [12].

Nowadays, portable MA-XRF (p-MA-XRF) has moved over, with the possibility of
taking into account also the shape of the scanned surface [13,14] and combining its results
with all the other well-established imaging techniques [15–21]. Recent instrumentation
organizes data in 3D spectral image cubes (one of the axes is the spectral one, the other two
axes describe the position) [22]. Moreover, and this is the focus of our paper, data analysis
has been more and more developed and optimized [23–25] until the interpretation using
neural networks [26].

1.1. State of the Art Instruments and Methods

Cultural Heritage artifacts are known to have a high variability: they have differ-
ent sizes, different shapes, and are made of very different materials. So, as adaptation
is the most important characteristic of a living being, the same can be said for modern
MA-XRF spectrometers. That is why analytical techniques have shown a high develop-
ment in their portable versions, without neglecting the quality of the results. Indeed,
modern spectrometers are required to analyze all kinds of samples with higher sensitivity,
both spatial and analytical, adapting to the characteristic of each single artifact, sometimes
also coupling multiple techniques.

The development of MA-XRF scanners has focused mostly on reducing the dwell time
and on increasing the spatial resolution, as these two parameters are indeed those that
define the measurement time of a surface. The dwell time represents the time required for
the analysis of a pixel, while the spatial resolution represents the size of the pixel so that
the total measurement time can be described as:

T = (dt + mt) N (1)

where dt is the dwell time, mt is the time needed to move to the next pixel and N is
the number of pixels. The higher is the spatial resolution, the higher is the number of
pixels needed to cover the same area; the lower is the dwell time, the lower is the time
of analysis. To exemplify the high improvements made in the last thirty years, we just
need to note that one of the first developed portable instruments had a dwell time of 30 s
(plus 25–30 s to move to the next sample point) and a best spatial resolution of 1 mm
so that hours were needed to analyze a small portion of a painting [27]. For modern
instruments, dwell time is reduced by 1–4 orders of magnitudes, and an improvement
of 2 orders of magnitude in spatial resolution is obtained, so that the same areas can
be analyzed with a higher resolution in less time. To improve the spatial resolution,
capillaries and capillary lens substitute the collimators, ensuring a higher flux. The signal
intensity has also been increased using suitable detectors, especially Silicon Drift Detectors
(SDDs) [24,28–30]. Optimization of geometrical conditions have also been permitted to
reduce the dwell time: minimizing the distance of the detector from the sample, the
absorption of air at low energies is reduced, and at the same time, the acceptance solid
angle is increased [31]. Furthermore, detectors with a larger detection area (or more than
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one detector in combination) highly increase the detected signal, speeding the measurement
time up.

Moreover, the size and the portability of these system allows to analyze samples with
different dimensions, from manuscripts to large paintings [32–36], not only in museums
or archives but also in archaeological sites [37], extending in this way the advantages of
this kind of analysis to all the possible objects of the CH world. Besides, the higher spatial
resolution has opened new possibilities for this technique, which allows not only to analyze
the composition of the artist palette, or the presence of underdrawings, but that is also
capable of recovering degraded and illegible daguerreotypes [38].

1.2. State of the Art. Data Handling and Synergic Applications

The data collected through an MA-XRF analysis are a x × y × N matrices, where x × y
are the pixels (sample points) collected and N are the channels of the ED-XRF (Energy
Dispersive-XRF) spectra. The analysis of each spectrum is not different from the analysis
of the same data collected with other XRF methods, i.e., punctual XRF, thus the data
treatment of each spectrum can follow the same protocol both for a qualitative and for a
quantitative analysis. Yet, we have to face two main problems: the amount of data to be
analyzed, and the inhomogeneity of the data itself, that is the variation of the data caused
by other parameters than sample composition, as variation in the spectrometer–sample
distance, shadowing (of the source and the detectors) due to the sample shape, and changes
in the roughness of the surface [39–41]. These sources of error must be taken into account
to perform a proper data reduction without compromising their correct evaluation.

Some instruments can automatically maintain a constant distance between the spec-
trometer and the sample: this is particularly important when dealing with large paintings,
usually warped, or when analyzing 3D objects, like jewels or other kinds of artifacts [27–29].
Indeed, if the distance is allowed to vary, a post-processing of the spectra is required, es-
pecially if we need to analyze light elements, highly affected by air absorption. A way to
correct the data is proposed by Alfeld et al. [13], exploiting the argon signal, due only to
the interaction of X-rays with air and, as a first approximation, proportional to the sample–
detector distance. Even if this method has been applied to stitch multiple MA-XRF images
of the same paintings, it may also be used to correct small variations in the acquisition
distance.

The data correction for the shadowing effect is more complex: when the analyzed spot
is partially hidden from the detector due to the morphology of the artifact, the artifact
itself causes a reduction of the solid angle of the detector/source, lowering the signal.
Some spectrometers mount two detectors in opposite directions [24] that partially mitigate
this effect.

If some of these sources of errors can neither be corrected in the post-processing of
the spectra, they must be taken into account during the data analysis, with particular
attention to the morphology of the sample.

As already said, the amount of data collected in a MA-XRF scanning is a cubic matrix
with hundreds of spectra; it is obvious that an operator cannot analyze all the spectra. A
data reduction process is thus necessary and can be performed both as a channel data
reduction (reducing the matrix along the N axis) or as a sample data reduction (reducing
the matrix along the x × y axes).

The channel data reduction is probably the simplest to perform, for instance, convert-
ing the spectra into their fitted data, retrieving only the net area of the peaks. This process
can be performed through the analysis of the sum spectrum of all the x × y sample points,
to evaluate the elements present in the whole scanning to be fitted in the following spectral
analysis. The matrix thus obtained can then be treated by simple statistical methods, such
as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), probably one of the most used techniques for
data reduction, especially thanks to the low data loss that it provides. The N channels
can then be represented in a k-dimensional space (where k is lower than N) and grouped
into clusters.
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Different approaches relying on clustering methods can be used for sample data
reduction. Most of these methods aim to cluster similar spectra in groups: each group can
then be represented by an endmember, which summarizes the characteristics (the chemical
composition) of the whole group.

A way to cluster XRF spectra is the use of SAM (Spectra Angle Mapper): in this
method, a spectrum is considered as a point in a space of N dimensions, where N is the
number of the channels. The difference between two spectra can be evaluated as the angle
that divides the vectors heading to the two N-dimensional points:

α(i,j)k
= arccos

⎛
⎝∑N

l=1 ρklρ
′
(i,j)l

LρkLρ
′
(i,j)

⎞
⎠ (2)

where ρl and ρ′l are the values of the channels of the two spectra to confront. This technique
has been widely used for the analysis of multispectral data, but also for XRF data [42,43].
For each group, an endmember can be found, which exemplifies the chemical composition
of all the sample points of the same group.

Another way to obtain the same results is the use of Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs) [44,45]. Usually, ANNs require training to calculate the weights associated with
each neuron, and then the weights can be employed to analyze the dataset. In the work
of Kogou et al. [26], the authors use a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) method that skips
the training process using the same dataset as a training set, allowing a fully automated
clustering.

As an example of the flexibility and of the enormous potential of XRF mapping, we
are introducing and discussing a pioneering analysis protocol called STEAM, Statistically
Tailored Elemental Angle Mapper. Based on the SAM algorithm and on the Global Spec-
trum (GS) analysis introduced by Galli and co-workers [46], STEAM first accomplishes the
tasks of the MA-XRF typical approach (i.e., it maps the elemental distribution [10,14]) and
then, in synergy with punctual XRF, it exploits the information gathered from the mapped
area(s) as a database to extend the comprehension to data outside the scanned region(s).
The protocol works independently from the acquisition set-up and, once defined the main
features of the database, it sheds light on uncharacterized data, disregarding their origin
and their relationships with the scanned region(s).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Instrumentation

The experimental data are X-ray fluorescence spectra, collected with two different spec-
trometers, ELIO by XGLab srl, Bruker Nano Analytics Division, and ARTAX 200 by Bruker.
Even if the operative range of both the instruments is wider than 2.5–14.5 keV, the analyzed
data were limited to this interval to exclude from the spectra the emission lines of both
the X-ray excitation tubes; in fact, spectrometers employ anodes in Rhodium (ELIO) or
Molybdenum (ARTAX 200), two elements that present K- and L-series at energies higher
than 15 keV and lower than 2.5 keV.

2.1.1. ELIO Spectrometer by XGLab Srl

This spectrometer is based on 25 mm2 area, Peltier-cooled, Silicon Drift Detector
characterized by an energy resolution of 130 eV on the Mn-kα line at 0.5 μs shaping time, a
peak-to-background ratio of the order of 15,000, and by silicon thickness of 500 μm. The
excitation source is a low power (4 W), 50 kV, transmission X-ray tube with Rh anode,
coupled to a 1 mm collimator. The source exploits interchangeable filters and provides a
1.2 mm spatial resolution on the sample at the focusing position. The design of the source
and detection system and the large solid angle of X-ray collection are optimized to obtain a
high counting-rate capability even if a low power X-ray tube is used. The compact detection
head is completed by an integrated microscope camera (magnification ×10, field of view
about 8 × 6 mm), an external video-camera, focal and axial lasers for fine positioning,
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and LEDs light for sample illumination on the analysis region with dimming adjustment.
The system can be equipped with an XY translation stage (with 100 mm total travel and
100 μm step size), for 2D mapping. For a typical XRF map (50 × 50 mm of scanned
area, 1 mm step, and 1 s acquisition per step) the total measurement time is less than
1 h. Since the excitation scheme does not require poly-capillary optics, the spectrometer
is highly sensitive in the full range of 1–40 keV. A tripod with 3D orientation makes the
instrument portable and compatible with almost any measurement geometry (horizontal,
vertical, tilted). Mapping measurements have been performed on the gable “God the Father
with Angels” by Giotto, employing a tube voltage of 50 kV, a tube anode current of 80 μA,
and an acquisition d-well time of 1 s for each point. The total XRF map, 60 × 30 mm with
a lateral step of 1 × 1 mm, has been recorded in about 50 min. The isolated XRF single-
point spectra have been collected with slightly different acquisition parameters: acquisition
time of 120 s, tube voltage between 20 and 50 kV, tube anode current between 40 and
200 μA depending on the point.

2.1.2. ARTAX 200 Spectrometer by Bruker

Bruker portable EDXRF spectrometer is equipped with an X-ray tube (Mo anode)
with a beam collimated at 0.65 mm in diameter corresponding to an excited sample area
of 0.33 mm2. The characteristic X-ray radiation emitted by the sample is passed to a semi-
conductor detector, which works according to the drift chamber principle (SDD). The idea
of optical triangulation is applied for the adjustment of the working distance between
the sample and the measuring head. The excitation beam and the optical axis of the de-
tector meet at the measuring point when the laser spot matches cross hairs reported on
the service CCD camera of the system; this procedure guarantees the reproducibility of
the experimental conditions. The system presents an exchangeable filter slide with three
positions and its sensitivity ranges from 2 to 40 keV. In this study, the Mo filter (12.5 μm
thick) has been used, the tube voltage and the anode current of the tube have been fixed,
respectively, to 40 kV and 800 μA, the acquisition time was 60 s while the acquisition
window was 1–25 keV.

2.2. Data Handling and Samples

The idea behind the design of STEAM is to extend the information contained in a
well-characterized area(s) of the sample outside its edge. In this perspective, it requires
the region’s data to be referred to as a starting point (i.e., a database) for investigating
new spectra and the portions of the surface they belong to. Therefore, before the application
of the protocol to uncharacterized works of art, the capabilities of STEAM were checked on
an ad-hoc prepared sample.

2.2.1. The MA-XRF Database

The database is constituted by 1800 spectra mapped over a 60 × 30 mm area (yellow
rectangle and zooms in Figure 1) of the surface of the gable of San Diego by the spectrometer
ELIO.

This choice finds its rationale in the fact that the features of the database must con-
stitute the starting point for STEAM, and therefore they must be well characterized. The
area in Figure 1 has been exhaustively described by Galli and co-workers [46]; therefore,
its main features can be considered as known. For what concerns the application of our
protocol, the main results of the quoted paper can be summarized as follow: the results
referring to the left half of the scanned area mainly compliant with the technique used by
Giotto in the Croce of Santa Maria Novella, a double layer providing a Cinnabar-White
Lead mixture (elementally dominated by the couple Pb-Hg) superimposed to a gypsum-
Verdaccio lower layer (Ca-Sr and Fe-K couples) [47]. On the contrary, the right half reveals
heavy restorations characterized by the presence of Ti and Cr; nothing can be said about
the stratigraphy within the restoration areas other than the original layers have been lost or,
at best, altered. The greenish tone of the infra-red false-color image (right zoom in Figure 1)
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highlights the original work by Giotto from the principal retouches which, for clarity, have
been segmented and surrounded by red profiles.

2.2.2. The Reference Panel

Table 1 summarizes the ad-hoc layer sequences used to test the capabilities of STEAM.
All of them were made with pure red pigments spread in egg tempera or oil on a panel
board prepared with White Lead over gypsum. The mockup paintings, drawn in separate
areas, are made of a few layers combined in different ways to verify if the method was able
to discern within similar, but different, cases. Pigment choice has been based on the palette
used by Giotto for the flesh tones of the gable of San Diego [15,46]. In order to account
for the irregular thickness of the painted panel, three XRF spectra have been acquired by
Bruker Artax 200 spectrometer for each layers’ sequence and the average spectra have been
used to test the performance of the protocol.

 
Figure 1. The gable of San Diego; the yellow rectangle surrounds the area of the X-ray fluorescence
(XRF)-mapping used as a database. The Left Zoom of the scanned area highlights the locations
of the isolated spectra collected within the mapped zone; the numbers refer to Table 2. The Right
Zoom shows the infrared false-color image of the scan: the greenish tone reveals the original layers
while the red profiles outline the principal zones affected by restorations.

2.2.3. Punctual XRF Test Set

Twenty-three isolated XRF spectra have been collected by ELIO on the gable of San
Diego, inside and outside the area considered for MA-XRF scanning, as detailed later. The
location of the acquisition points (Figure 2 and left zoom in Figure 1) has been chosen by
art historians on the basis of the available documentation about the conservation history of
the painting.
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Table 1. Sequences of the pigments used in the reference panel. Every sequence is reported from the bottom to the upper
layer. Reference numbers used in results are indicated in brackets.

� Red Lake(oil) (1) � Cinnabar (oil) (2) � Hematite (oil) (3) � Red Ocrhe (oil) (4)

� Carmine (oil) (5) � Carmine (tempera) (6) � Red Ocrhe (tempera)
� Cinnabar (tempera) (7)

� Cinnabar (tempera)
� Red Ocrhe (tempera) (8)

� Red Lake (tempera) (9) � Cinnabar (tempera) (10) � Red Ocrhe
(tempera) (11) � Hematite (tempera) (12)

� Cinnabar (tempera)
� Red Lake (tempera) (13)

� Red Ocrhe (tempera)
� Red Lake (tempera) (14)

� Cinnabar with White
Lead (tempera) (15)

� Cinnabar, Red Lake with
White Lead (tempera)

� Red Lake (tempera) (16)

� Hematite with White
Lead (tempera)

� Red Lake (tempera) (17)

� Cinnabar, Red Lake with
White Lead (oil)

� Red Lake (oil) (18)

� Red Lake, Cinnabar
with White Lead
(tempera) (19)

� Verderame, Yellow Lead,
Red Lake with White
Lead (tempera)

� Red Lake (tempera) (20)

 
Figure 2. Location of the isolated XRF spectra collected outside the mapped area. The numbers refer to Table 2.

The choice of these points follows the twofold purpose to verify hypotheses from
previous studies [15,46,48] and, if possible, to gather new insights into the gable’s features.
Since the right part was supposed to be more affected by restorations with respect to the
left one, the same tones have been collected on both groups of angels to compare the used
pigments. Moreover, the book held by God has been investigated because the authenticity
of the letters typed on the pages is still debated. The details of the points where the spectra
have been detected are listed in Table 2 and can be visualized in Figures 1 and 2. Points
from 20 to 23 have been collected within the scanned region to guarantee a connection
between the punctual and mapping XRF acquisition in this validation phase.
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Table 2. Points of the gable of San Diego where the punctual XRF spectra have been collected. The
numbers between the parentheses refer to Figure 1 (from 20 to 23) and Figure 2 (1 to 19).

Right Angels
Green dress (1)

Right Angels
Blue dress (2)

Right Angels
Face of the green

dressed (3)

Right Angels
Hair of the green

dressed (4)

Right Angels
Halo of the

green dressed (5)

Right Angels
Sleeve of the

green dressed (6)

Right Angels
Red dress (7)

Right Angels
Hair of the blue

dressed (8)

Left Angels
Green dress (9)

Left Angels
Blue dress (10)

Left Angels
Sleeve of the

bleu dressed (11)

Left Angels
Red dress (12)

Left Angels
Face of the red

dressed (13)

Book
Black Ink (14)

Book
White of the
pages (15)

Book
Red ink (16)

God the Father
Yellow dress (17)

God the Father
Blue hat I (18)

God the Father
Blue hat II (19)

God the Father
Pupil (20)

God the father
Iris (21)

God the Father
Sclera (22)

God the Father
Face (23)

2.3. The STEAM Protocol

An X-ray fluorescence spectrum reflects the elemental composition of the materials
used in the painting in the volume around the acquisition point [49]. Organizing the
acquired spectra into maps (XRF mapping) [15,46], thus, allows to retrieve the spatial
distribution of the elements. Global Spectrum (GS) [15] can be a statistical tool for the
analysis of the scanned area(s), as it highlights the statistical weight of each element in
the dataset. It allows to evaluate how frequently a particular element is found in a group
of spectra: the intensity of a channel of the GS represents how many times that channel
brings information within the spectra, so how many times a particular fluorescence signal
is detected in the dataset. All these inputs not only provide an exhaustive description
of the original and restored regions (including the used pigments) of a work of art but,
when supported by appropriate statistical tools, also permit inferences of the stratigraphy
of the mapped area(s) [17,46,50,51]. Unluckily, the achieved knowledge remains confined
within the edge of the scan(s) and no significant conclusions can be deduced regarding data
from outside the mapped area(s). Applying our STEAM protocol, the evidence retrieved
from the scanned area(s) create the database, which can be employed to characterize
the spectra outside the mapped region(s), even belonging to a different sample. Thus,
the XRF study of the objects of interest can be initially performed without the need for a
complete scan of the sample(s)’ surface; indeed, the MA-XRF can be planned in a second
time and tailored on the base of the results of STEAM on the single points spectra.

STEAM protocol was developed exploiting Matlab programming (MATLAB and
Statistic Toolbox Release 2019b, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) with the aim of
becoming an automatic process useful also to non-expert users.

2.3.1. STEAM vs. SAMs

As evident by the acronym, STEAM is inspired by SAM [43]. As mappers, the protocol
processes X-ray spectra as N-dimensional vectors, where N is the number of acquisition
channels of the spectrometer and assesses the similarity between a specific spectrum, ρk,
and the ρ′(i,j) spectra belonging to the mapped region(s) by calculating the angle α(i,j)k

between the spectra, that, accordingly to Equation (2), is:

α(i,j)k
= arccos

⎛
⎝∑N

l=1 ρkl
ρ′(i,j)l

Lρk Lρ′
(i,j)

⎞
⎠ (3)
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where:

Lρk =

√
∑N

l=1 ρ2
kl

(4)

and

Lρ′
(i,j)

=

√
∑N

l=1 ρ′2
(i,j)l

(5)

are the lengths of the vectors, and ρkl
, ρ′(i,j)l

, are the counts at the l-th channel of the spec-
trometer (i.e., the l-th coordinate of the vectors). In SAMs, Lρk refers to the length of the
k-th endmember where k is an integer between one and the number of identified endmem-
bers; i.e., the idealized members of the elements’ classes recognized within the data [52].
The task of SAMs is to reformulate the ρ′(i,j) as linear combinations of ρk with coefficients
dependent on the angles α(i,j)k

. When mapping refers to paintings, the set of ρk is a pool
of independent spectra identified by the user as the best descriptors of the investigated
palette [53], while the ρ′(i,j) are MA-XRF acquisition organized into a 3D spatial-energy
matrix. Therefore, every endmember corresponds to a so-called similarity map [A]k, an
image that describes the spatial affinity of the k-th endmember with the spectra within
the scanned region(s) [54]. The lower is the angle α(i,j)k

the higher is the brightness of the
image (i.e., of the matrix element α(i,j)k

in [A]k) and the higher is the similarity of the k-th
endmember with that point of the scan. Since the endmembers are independent of each
other, the [A]k identifies the map distribution of the pigments chosen as k-th endmembers
for the dataset.

STEAM still evaluates angles between vectors in N dimensions, but it does not refer
to endmembers; ρk are the spectra of k uncharacterized isolated points that can be equally
acquired within the mapped zone, into another area of the same sample or, even, derived
from other object(s) of interest. In this case, every [A]k still shows which portion(s) of
the scan best matches the features of the associated ρk, but since the isolated spectra are
not necessarily independent of each other, an exhaustive description of the ρ′(i,j) in terms
of ρk or vice versa is not feasible. Indeed, the most intense channel shared with the k-
th spectrum dominates every element of the matrices [A]k: elements that are abundant and
present in the whole map quite never correspond to the most enlightening ones; in fact,
the peculiar chemical element for a pigment (hereafter referred as the “signature”) of an
artwork is often a minor component in the mixture that constitutes the applied layer(s).
The small, but significant coordinates, ρkl

, bound to the signature, risks to be underrated or
darkened by the higher ones. As an example, in the case of various colored pigments in a
mixture with a high quantity of the same white pigment, the small quantity of chromophore
pigment would be hidden from the high signal identifying the white used. The absence of
endmembers seems to be a pitfall of STEAM; however, the developed protocol compensates
for the lack of independent endmembers employing an innovative use of the statistical
features describing the XRF spectra and summarized by the GS. Here, the role of ρk and
ρ′(i,j) is switched as the map itself describes the isolated points, thus no effort for the search
of descriptors should be done and the database potentially works for an unlimited number
of datasets.

2.3.2. STEAM and GS

In the GS, the intensity of each fluorescence peak represents the frequency of observa-
tion of that peak within the dataset [15]. However, the global spectrum does not merely
highlight the q main fluorescence lines within the dataset (where q ranges between 0 and
the number of series gathered by the GS): it is easy to build a hierarchy within the GS,
based on the rational hypothesis that the channels characterized by the highest counts
will be barely meaningful for classification purposes since a high intensity within the GS
means that the corresponding fluorescence line has been detected in quite all the spectra.
Therefore, the related element will result useless for inferring the significant features of the
regions surrounding the isolated points (i.e., these elements do not belong to the signature).
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The Statistically Tailored Elemental Angle Mapper translates the statistical abundance into
a criterion for manipulating the spectra before the evaluation of α(i,j)k

: the components ρkl

and ρ′(i,j)l
(corresponding to the ranked channels) are sequentially deleted, starting from

the most recurrent, in this way the role of the low rated components is emphasized. Thus,
every ρk is associated with a set of q similarity maps, [A]kq

. The value of q represents both
the place hold by the fluorescence line within the ranking and the order of deletion (q = 0
means that no channel has been removed). The abundance has been assumed as the first
ranking mode, indeed it is the more direct statistical parameter a ranking criterion can be
based on. In fact, the deleting order depends on the counts in the GS and the rationale
is straightforward to understand: a fluorescence peak detected in almost all the spectra
cannot be effective for discerning between similar spectra and should be removed as
first. Besides the abundance, STEAM can be tuned on a second-ranking mode defined
as the incidence criterion: the fluorescence peaks have been ordered on the basis of how
much their removal would affect the similarity distributions. The method compares the
differences between [A]k0

, the set of similarity maps obtained by the original spectra, and
the possible q [A]k1

, the sets of similarity maps obtained after that one of the q detected
fluorescence peaks have been removed from the original spectra. Then, the brightness
change (corresponding to a similarity change in STEAM) of the maps is evaluated as the
number of pixels undergoing a brightness change bigger than the 10%. The fluorescence
peak that corresponds to the maximum brightness change is ranked as the first of the
removal list, the second place is assigned to the series that records the second biggest
numbers of matrix elements that present a brightness change of 10% of their original value
and so on. The rationale of the incidence criterion relies on the fact that the bigger is
the number of scanned area’s points affected, the lesser is the distinguishing power of a
fluorescence peak.

Note that no new concepts need to be invoked for understanding STEAM. Every [A]kq

remains a set of similarity maps obtained evaluating the angle between couples of vectors,
the only difference within the [A]kq

relies on the fact that the length of the vectors used
for the evaluation of the α(i,j)kq

decreases at the increasing of q, due to the removal of a

fluorescence peak at each step. A critical observation of the resulting sets of similarity
maps potentially enables the users to exploit the database for inferring a description of the
new data points and their local surrounding regions; the only sure exception is constituted
by those isolated acquisitions situated at the dividing lines between two distinct areas of
the sample (e.g., the border between two shades of paint); in this case, the description of
the nearby region has to be considered as partial. Figure 3 shows a diagram that resumes
as STEAM works.
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Figure 3. Statistically Tailored Elemental Angle Mapper (STEAM) flow chart.

3. Results

3.1. Characterization of the Reference Panel

The capabilities of STEAM have been tested by applying the protocol to a panel
containing a set of samples whose characteristics were known (see Table 1). Table 3 reports
the series emerging from the GS obtained from the spectra of the reference panel and
ranked following the abundance criterion. The list establishes the order of removal for
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the series (ranking equal to zero, q = 0, means that no channels have been deleted from
the spectra before the evaluation of the corresponding set of similarity maps, [A]k0

).

Table 3. The principal energies (i.e., elements’ emission series) emerging from the GS relating to the
reference panel data. The series has been ordered following their abundance from the most to the less
detected. The energy of the emission has been reported in keV and classified according to the X-ray
nomenclature. The letters refer to Figure 4 and specify the series that have been removed before the
calculation of the corresponding set of similarity maps.

Panel A B C D

Ranking (q) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Energy (keV) 10.5 12.6 9.2 13.8 8.8 6.4 11.8 10.0 11.3

X-ray transition
Lα

(Pb)
Lβ

(Pb)
LI

(Pb)
Lγ

(Hg)
LI

(Hg)
Kα

(Fe)
Lβ

(Hg)
Lα

(Hg)
Lη

(Pb)

The first places of the ranking are a prerogative of the series of the Pb and this
is straightforward: Lead should appear in nearly all the analyzed spectra since the pig-
ments’ sequences have been spread on a panel prepared with a layer of White Lead over
gypsum. On the other hand, the peaks related to the X-ray lines of elements such as Hg (Lα

at 10.0 and Lβ at 11.8 keV) or Fe (Kα at 6.4 keV), which characterize, respectively, cinnabar
and the couple hematite/red ochre (red ochre is a clay colored by a variable amount of
hematite), come toward the end of the list because their contributions have been detected
in a limited number of sequences.

Figure 4 shows the sets of similarity maps, [A]kq
, resulting from the comparison be-

tween the spectra of the database (the Giotto’s gable) and those collected on the reference
panel. Figure 4A shows the results obtained without manipulating the spectra. It is possible
to observe the presence of different groups of similarity distributions within [A]k0

, but
any partition is easily ascribable to the features reported in Table 1. Being hematite/red
ochre and red lake pigments with very different composition, the sequences they be-
long should be distinguishable, but this does not arise from [A]k0

even if hematite/red
ochre is characterized by Fe while red lake does not contain elements detectable by either
the spectrometers. Cinnabar-based sequences cannot be clearly recognized too; even if
Hg should be a distinctive element, from Figure 4 it is quite difficult to suppose a significant
difference between the sequences 15 (Cinnabar) and 5 (Carmine/Red Lake) or argue that
15 and 10 both contain Cinnabar (Hg). The fact that Hg and Fe do not constitute a peculiar
feature is not due to the low sensibility of the instruments, otherwise, these elements
would not be noticed within the global spectrum; it could be that the counts for the peaks
at 6.4 (Kα emission of Fe), 10, and 11.8 keV (respectively, Lα and Lβ emissions of Hg)
are too low for making iron or mercury a distinctive characteristic of the related spectra.
Essentially, Hg and Fe cannot be a real signature because mercury and iron’s X-ray main se-
ries have low counts in comparison with Lead which, in turn, dominates and flattens the
[A]k0

similarity maps as foregone since the panel has been prepared with White Lead.
Figure 4B shows what happens not considering the 10.5 and 12.6 keV peaks (respectively,
Lα and Lβ emissions of Pb) in the data. Three principal groups appear and strikingly they
fit the description of Table 1 quite at all: 2, 10, 13, 15, 16, 18, and 19 reflect the presence
of cinnabar; 3, 11, 12, 14, and 17 individuate the hematite/red ochre group, while 1, 5, 6,
9, and 20 correspond to Red Lake. The remaining sequences, 4, 7, and 8, deserve further
discussion. Sequence 4 is Red Ochre over White Lead, therefore, it should be characterized
by Fe and resemble the similarity distribution of the Hematite/Red Ochre group. Probably,
the intensity of Kα of Fe for sample 4 is particularly weak in comparison with the intensity
of Pb’s lines even if the principal lines in Pb L series have been already removed. This
hypothesis finds a double confirmation in Figure 4C, obtained by deleting the 9.2 keV peak,
Pb Ll line: firstly, the similarity distribution of sequence 4 approaches that of 3 and, in
addition, the removal of 9.2 keV line also affects 11, 14, and 17, which contain red ochre
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too. It must be noticed that, after deleting the 3rd series of the ranking, a slight change
can be observed for all the multi-layers as could be expected for a peak belonging to Pb.
Even if [A]k3

do not suggest relations between sequences 7 and 8 (both containing Red
Ochre; 7 below, 8 above Cinnabar) and the Hematite/Red Ochre group, the similarity
maps of Figure 4C can be definitively grouped into 3 sets related, respectively, to Red Lake,
Cinnabar and to the couple Hematite/Red Ochre. Once Iron has been eliminated ([A]k6

,
Figure 4D) Hematite/Red Ochre’s group vanishes since it loses its peculiarity. The Red
Lake set behaves in the same way probably because of the absence of Fe, a condition which
marks this group and that, without the channels referred to Iron, stops to be significant.
Summarizing, STEAM discerns three principal sets within the sequences of the reference
panel dominated, respectively, by Hg, Fe, and the absence of Fe. Moreover, kept out the
comments about 7 and 8, every consideration about the sequences of these samples’ results
is reliable also with any a priori knowledge of the reference panel’ layers. The behavior
of 7 and 8 is probably due to the shading action of Hg over Fe; thesis which finds prompt
confirmation by manually switching the removal order for Iron and Mercury. If the 10 keV
Lα and the 11.8 keV Lβ of Hg are removed before the 6.4 keV Kα of Fe ([A]k6∗ , Figure 4E)
the Cinnabar group vanishes, 7 and 8 reveal the presence of Fe, and their similarity maps
can be associated with the Hematite/Red Ochre’s group. Simultaneously, 2, 10, 13, 15, 16,
18, and 19 lose their signature and assimilate to the Red Lake’s group consistently with the
fact that Cinnabar itself does not contain Iron.

Figure 4. The sets of similarity maps, [A]kq
, for the reference panel obtained following the abundance criterion. The numbers

within the panels refer to Table 1, the letters to Table 3. The color bar illustrates the level of similarity (expressed in terms
of the angle between vectors). (A) shows [A]k0

, the set of similarity maps obtained without manipulating the spectra.
(B) shows [A]k2

, obtained after that the channels related to 10.5 and 12.6 keV have been suppressed. (C) shows [A]k3
, where

the 9.2 keV peak has been removed too. (D) shows [A]k6
, the similarity maps after the removal of Fe related energies.

(E), [A]k6∗ , shows what happens manually switching the order of removal for Hg and Fe.

The same conclusions can be inferred by changing the STEAM’s ranking criterion
from abundance to incidence.

Figure 5 shows what happens using as ranking’s rationale the number of pixels in-
volved by a significant similarity change (greater than the 10% in terms of image brightness)
after the removal of one of the detected X-ray series. Again, the first positions of the ranking
reflect the omnipresence of Lead while the signature elements, Hg and Fe, come later in
the list (Table 4). Following the removal order reported in Table 4, it is straightforward that
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Figure 5B,C, that refers to the similarity maps’ sets [A]k2
and [A]k4

, uncover the shading
effect of Mercury over Iron with any ad-hoc manipulation of the ranking. Figure 5B con-
firms the splitting of the sequences into the Red Lake, Cinnabar, and Hematite/Red Ochre
groups. Figure 5C unveils the presence of Iron simultaneously with Mercury for sequences
7 and 8. Analogously to the previous discussion, the Cinnabar’s sequences do not contain
Fe and, therefore, assimilate to Red Lake because of the lack of Fe. Since it is the most
intuitive and the easiest to be implemented, the abundance criterion remains the first
option for listing the removal order, but the discussion about sequences 7 and 8 proves the
importance of exploiting both the available ranking criteria.

Figure 5. The sets of similarity maps, [A]kq
, for the reference panel obtained following the incidence criterion. The numbers

within the panels refer to Table 1, the letters to Table 4. The color bar illustrates the level of similarity (in terms of the angle
between vectors). (A) shows [A]k0

, the set of similarity maps obtained without manipulating the spectra. (B) shows [A]k2
,

obtained after that the channels around 12.6 and 10.5 keV have been suppressed. (C) shows [A]k4
, the 11.8 and 10 keV series

have been removed too.

Table 4. The principal energies (i.e., elements’ emission series) emerging from the GS evaluated from
the reference panel data. The series has been ordered following the incidence criterion: the first
position is occupied by the series, which, if removed, generates a similarity change of more than 10%
with respect to the value of [A]k0

involving the largest number of pixels; the second place is held by
the series which involves the second larger number of pixels and so on. The energy of the emission
has been reported in keV and classified according to the X-ray nomenclature. The letters refer to
Figure 5 and specify the series that have been removed before the calculation of the corresponding set
of similarity maps.

Panel A B C

Ranking (q) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Energy (keV) 10.5 12.6 11.8 10 6.4 9.2 11.3 13.8 8.8

X-ray transition
Lα

(Pb)
Lβ

(Pb)
Lβ

(Hg)
Lα

(Hg)
Kα

(Fe)
LI

(Pb)
Lη

(Pb)
Lγ

(Hg)
LI

(Hg)

3.2. Characterization of the Punctual XRF Test Set from the Gable “God the Father with Angels”

Once the effectiveness of both the STEAM’s ranking criteria has been demonstrated,
the protocol has been applied to the case study of the isolated spectra of Giotto’s gable
“God the Father with Angels”. In Table 5, the series has been listed following the abundance
criterion and, therefore, they are ordered from the most to the less detected. Spectra from
20 to 23 have been chosen within the scanned area (see Figure 1) following a twofold
rationale: on one hand, they should assure a link between the database and the isolated
points; on the other, they should work as internal references for discussing the application
of the statistically tailored elemental angle mapper.
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Table 5. The principal energies (elements’ emission series) emerging from the GS are evaluated from the isolated spectra.
The series has been ordered following their abundance from the most to the less detected. The energy of the emission has
been reported in keV and classified according to the X-ray nomenclature. The letters refer to Figure 6 and specify the series
that has been removed before the calculation of the corresponding set of similarity maps.

Panel A B C D E F G H I

Ranking (q) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Energy (keV) 10.5 4 14.1 3.6 6.4 12.6 4.5 10 3.3 7 4.9 9.1 6.9

X-ray transition
Lα

(Pb)
Kβ

(Ca)
Kα

(Sr)
Kα

(Ca)
Kα

(Fe)
Lβ

(Pb)
Kα

(Ti)
Lα

(Hg)
Kα

(K)
Kβ

(Fe)
Kβ

(Ti)
LI

(Pb)
Kα

(Co)

The first positions of the ranking reflect the elements indicated by Galli and co-workers
as the main components of the two layers used by Giotto: Pb (Lα at 10.5 keV), Ca (3.7 and
4 keV refer, respectively, to the kα and the Kβ of Ca) and Sr (Kα at 14.1 keV) [15,46]. The
X-ray lines of Fe, Hg, and Ti do not compare in all the spectra and, analogously to the case
of the reference panel (Table 3), they occupy lower places in the list of Table 5. Despite
the stratigraphy below the isolated spectra is not available, STEAM is still able to exploit
the database for unveiling significant features of the local areas the points belong.

Figure 6A depicts the similarity maps calculated without manipulating the spectra.
Some differences can be easily observed, but it is quite difficult to classify the spectra
referring to the appearance of the painting (see Table 2): neither the tones nor the locations
or whatever self-evidence could drive the user toward a reliable data assignment. Once
the peak at 10.5 keV (Lα of Pb) has been deleted (Figure 6B), no sensational improvements
can be observed, but some maps show little uneven regions (purple arrows in Figure 6),
not noticeable in the [A]k0

set, which will become important hereafter. [A]k4
(Figure 6C)

are the key turn for the analysis of this group of isolated points; the 4th set of similarity
maps shows how the scenario promptly clears up after the removal of Ca peaks at 3.7 (Kα)
and 4 keV (Kβ) and Sr peak at 14.1 keV (Kα). The couple Ca-Sr and Pb are probably the
main components of the preparation layers and, once they have been deleted, the elements
that define the tones of the pigments remain. Figure 6C suggests the first classification by
means of the database’s features graphically resumed in Figure 1. For clarity, it should
be reminded that the red edged areas in Figure 1 have been obtained segmenting the
average projection of the normalized elemental maps of Ti and Cr and, therefore, these
regions refer to recent intervention(s) [15]. Since they show very low or even no similarity
with the areas ascribed to the original palette, some spectra within the isolated points
can be assigned to restoration event(s), such as numbers 2, corresponding to the blue
dress of the angel at the right side, and 19, from the blue hat. Other points are consistent
with the regions assigned to Giotto’s work and can be considered as part of the original
project of the master (points 10, 11, or 20, for instance). At this step of data elaboration,
nothing can still be said about a few points: 5 and 7 seem to depict an impossible mix
of original and modern pigments while, if on one hand 12 and 16 can be excluded from
restorations, on the other hand, their similarity with the original areas is so low that any
kind of assignment would be a hazard. Following the removal of the Kα line of Fe (6.4 keV,
Figure 6D), the distinction between original and restoration areas results improved: 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 8, 9, and 19 can be assigned to recent intervention(s) while 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20,
21, 22, and 23 to the Giotto’s palette. 12 and 16 are probably two different kinds of reds
ascribable to the Florentine master, but their characterization cannot be fully accomplished
using the available database. The remaining red tone, 7, gives up some doubts about its
collocation within the original pigments and, finally, nothing can still be inferred about
point 5. After the removal of the 12.6 keV peak (Lβ of Pb, Figure 6E), deductions from
Figure 6D are confirmed and a further classification within the supposed original spectra
is suggested. Areas around points 20 and 21 are characterized by Fe. Spectra 13, 14, 15,
22, 23 and their surrounding area can be exhaustively described in terms of the pigments
identified by Galli and co-workers [15,46]: 13 and 23 as flash tones; 15, 22, and 14 in
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terms of the preparation layers because whites have no hues and the lines related to the
black ink emissions are not detectable in the used energy range. The classification of 10,
11, 17, and 18 cannot go beyond their assignment to the original palette because blue or
yellow hues do not appear in the database used. The low similarity for the maps of 12 and
16 suggests that both the mixtures used for these reds would employ the same materials
used within the mapped region but mixed with different proportions. The removal of
Kα line of Ti (4.5 keV) finally defines the classification of the isolated spectra (Figure 6F):
the similarity within the maps of the points ascribed to the original palette increases in
the same areas where it decreases for points assigned to restoration (red arrows in Figure 6)
making this behavior a discriminant factor between Giotto and modern pigments. Even if
the removal of the Ti series at 4.5 keV affects all the spectra, particularly eye catching is the
behavior of some points, namely 2, 19, and 8. The first two completely lose the connection
with the database confirming that neither restoration pigments can be fully characterized
by this database alone. The similarity distribution of the latter is of great significance
for spectra classification: it not only supports the need for expanding the database to get
a full description of the pigments, but it also suggests the assignation of 7 to restoration
because [A]77

similarity map for point 7 resembles quite faithfully the features of the map
related to 8, [A]78

. The deletion of Lα of Hg (Figure 6G) makes the original reds 12 and 16
lose their signature and become very similar to flash tones, vanishing one of the subsets
identified by Figure 6D. Figure 6H follows the removal of the Kβ line of Fe and, as by now
expectable, the original spectra reduce into a single set while 7 can be finally associated with
restoration(s). The definitive removal of Ti (Figure 6I) reveals another interesting aspect
regarding the restoration areas. Modern pigments could be different even if they have been
used to correct the same tone: 9 is not the same as 1 and 6 even if they have been employed
to retouch the green dresses of the Angels. This suggests the presence of restorations made
in different periods or performed by more than one restorer. Besides the classification of
the data, STEAM promotes the discussion about the stratigraphy of the gable; in fact, the
comparison between Figure 6A–C,E explains the small areas spotted by the purple arrows
in Figure 6. The removal of the Pb Lα at 10.5 keV unveils the presence of uneven little
areas in Figure 6B where the region was homogeneous in Figure 6A. Once removed, the
Kα and the Kβ of Calcium and the Kα of the Sr, the same regions disappear (Figure 6C) for
being back after the removal of the Lβ of Pb (Figure 6E). It seems quite evident that the
contributions of Pb hide the couple Ca-Sr supporting the idea of a two-layers stratigraphy
for the scanned zone, where the first containing Pb lies over the Ca-Sr-based one as argued
by Galli and co-workers [46]. Switching from the abundance to the incidence criterion (see
Table 6 for the list of the series), it is possible to support and extend the observation about
the isolated point’s dataset.

Table 6. The principal energies (elements’ emission series) emerging from the GS evaluated from the isolated spectra.
The series has been ordered following the incidence criterion: the first position is occupied by the series, which, if removed,
generates a similarity change of more than 10% with respect to the value of [A]k0

involving the largest number of pixels;
the second place is held by the series, which involves the second largest number of pixels and so on. The energy of
the emission has been reported in keV and classified according to the X-ray nomenclature. The letters refer to Figure 7
and specify the series that have been removed before the calculation of the corresponding set of similarity maps.

Panel A B C D E

Ranking (q) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Energy (keV) 10.5 12.6 4 3.6 9.1 14.1 3.3 6.4 7 4.8 4.4 10 6.9

X-ray transition
Lα

(Pb)
Lβ

(Pb)
Kβ

(Ca)
Kα

(Ca)
LI

(Pb)
Kα

(Sr)
Kα

(K)
Kα

(Fe)
Kβ

(Fe)
Kβ

(Ti)
Kα

(Ti)
Lα

(Hg)
Kα

(Co)
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Figure 6. The sets of similarity maps, [A]kq
, for the isolated test spectra of the Gable of San Diego obtained following the

abundance criterion. The numbers within the panels refer to Table 2, the letters to Table 5. The color bar illustrates the
level of similarity (in terms of the angle between vectors). (A) shows [A]k0

, the set of similarity maps obtained without
manipulating the spectra. (B) shows [A]k1

, obtained after the channels related to 10.5 keV series of Pb has been suppressed.
(C) shows [A]k4

which depicts what happens on removing the Ca series at 3.7 and 4 keV and the Sr series at 14.1. (D) shows
[A]k5

that follows the removal of Fe. (E) shows [A]k6
, the similarity maps after the removal of the 12.6 keV series of Pb.

(F), [A]k7
, follows the removal of the 4.4 series of Ti. (G) reports [A]k8

, the similarity maps after the removal of the Hg series
at 10 keV. (H), [A]k10

, shows what happens if Fe is completely deleted. (I), [A]k11
, corresponds to the removal of the residual

Titanium series. Purple arrows in A–C and E and red arrows in (F) highlight the areas of interest discussed in the text.

Figure 7B promptly confirms the assignment of sequence 12 and 16 to the original
palette of Giotto even if the mixtures used for these reds instantly appear different from
the one in the scanned area. The sequential removal of Pb, Ca, and Sr recognizes red 7
as part of the restoration(s) (Figure 7C) basing on the observation of the areas identified
by the red arrows (confirming what is inferred discussing Figure 6). [A]k7

(Figure 7D)
marks the suppression of all the low energy contributions (minor or equal to 3.3 keV
corresponding to the Kα emission of K) and allows to classify the couples formed by 11
and 18 and by 20 and 21, respectively, as original blues and blacks. The scenario for points
13, 14, 15, 17, 22, and 23 is only apparently more complex with respect to the situation
depicted by the abundance criterion; once removed the Fe Kα series at 6.4 keV (Figure 7E),
what we inferred observing the panels of Figure 6 can be proposed again. The agreement
between abundance and incidence criterion is broken only by sequences 5 and 10 which
assignment as unclassifiable and original switches, respectively, to original and restorations.
The uncertainty about the nature of these two isolated points stresses once again the need
for a larger database for achieving a full description for all the isolated spectra. Besides the
data’s assignment, the incidence criterion also confirms the mutual relationship between
Pb and the couple Ca-Sr: the purple arrows in Figure 7 again highlights how the removal
of Pb (Figure 7B) unveils the presence of an underlying layer basically constituted by Ca-Sr
and linked to Fe detection (Figure 7C–E).
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Figure 7. The sets of similarity maps, [A]kq
, for the isolated test spectra of the Gable of San Diego obtained following the

incidence criterion. The numbers within the panels refer to Table 2, the letters to Table 6. The color bar illustrates the
level of similarity (in terms of the angle between vectors). (A) shows [A]k0

, the set of similarity maps obtained without
manipulating the spectra. (B) shows [A]k2

, obtained after that the channels around 12.6 and 10.5 keV have been suppressed.
(C) shows [A]k4

, the kα and the kβ series of Ca at 3.7 and 4 keV have been removed. (D) shows [A]k7
, the contributions

minor or equal to 3.3 keV have been all removed. (E) shows [A]k8
, the similarity maps obtained after the removal of the

6.4 keV kα series of Iron. Purple arrows in (A–C and E) and red arrows in (C) highlight the areas of interest discussed in the
text (in (C) one of the purple arrows on point 11 has not been reported in order to not interfere with the details highlighted
by the red arrows).

Excluding points number 5 and 10, the STEAM splits the isolated spectra dataset
into two main groups: restoration(s) and original pigments which can be further di-
vided into subsets depending on how their features match those of the database. The
method solves, at least partially, ambiguous assignments, such as those of 7, 12, or 16,
and, finally, it is a useful support in the determination of the stratigraphy. The removal
rankings must be intended as deduced starting from the GSs of the datasets to be studied,
but nothing forbids to reformulate the removal lists employing the database’s GS or, even,
the global spectrum obtained by the combination of both the GSs; obviously, if combined,
the two global spectra have to be normalized to the number of spectra they have been
calculated from, otherwise abundance criterion cannot be considered significant.

4. Discussion

The application of STEAM to the reference panel widely tested the capabilities of the
protocol for recovering the main features of the sequences. Starting from an unclear situa-
tion (Figures 4A and 5A) the protocol gradually reaches a description of the reference panel
coherent with Table 1 (Figure 4C or Figure 5B). The partial lack of information regarding
the role of Fe in sequences 7 and 8 can be overcome by exploiting the intriguing observation
that the Kα of Fe, the Lβ of Hg, and the Lα of Hg are ranked one after the other. This
evidence suggests changing the removal order of Table 3 and, indeed, the switching of Fe
with Hg promptly unveils the presence of Red Ochre in sequences 7 and 8 (Figure 4D,E),
allowing the user to associate them to the Hematite/Red Ochre group too. If a manual
change driven by a practical observation can be charged to be a discretional choice to the
operator, changing the STEAM ranking mode to the incidence criterion returns a removal
order (Table 4), which not only confirms the conclusions provided by the abundance cri-
terion (Figure 5B) but also automatically elicits the similarity distribution of Fe within 7
and 8 (Figure 5C). Since there is nothing to prevent the sequential or simultaneous use of
the two criteria, the capability of changing the ranking mode enhances the effectiveness of
STEAM suggesting the user always reviews both the resulting sets of similarity maps. The
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application of the protocol to the case of 23 punctual spectra collected from different zones
of the gable of San Diego (Figures 1 and 2) illustrates the STEAM’s capabilities for a much
more complex experimental situation with respect to the reference panel. The discussion of
the panels of Figures 6 and 7 clarifies how the systematic use of both the ranking criteria of
STEAM describes the features of the isolated points. The protocol reliably classifies 21 of
23 spectra into two main groups, original and restoration(s) pigments, which in turn can be
divided into sub-groups on the base of their signature elements. It would be inappropriate
to consider the points’ description as complete because the database at our disposal was
too small (see Figure 1 to qualitatively compare the dimension of the scanned area with
those of the gable) to account for all the significant pigments of the sample, however, a clas-
sification of the spectra coherent with Table 2 is achieved (Panel F and E in Figures 6 and 7,
respectively). The uncertainties about the assignment of points 5 and 10, or the lack of some
features for other spectra (2, 7, 12, or 16 for example) cannot be down-listed as mere fails of
the protocol but, rather, considered as areas of the sample worthy of further investigation
and at least for new measurements’ campaigns. Besides the description of the isolated
points and their surrounding regions in terms of main elements’ spatial distributions, the
application of the protocol to the gable of San Diego proves how STEAM can support the
debate about other characteristics of the investigated item: in this case, the protocol fosters
the discussion on a crucial issue such as the stratigraphy of the scanned area. A careful
evaluation of the sets of similarity maps sheds light on the mutual relationship between Pb
and the couple Ca-Sr, the behavior spotted within the small areas pointed out by the purple
arrows in Figures 6 and 7 provides confirmation for the hypothesis of stratigraphy given
by Galli and co-workers [46]: two superimposed layers where the lower is characterized
by Ca-Sr while the upper by Pb.

Finally, we notice that, in both application the panel and the gable cases, the abun-
dance criterion shows an unexpected behavior concerning the ranking of the series. The
abundances of Hg Lγ in Table 3 and of Ca Kβ in Table 5 are greater than those of the
principal lines of their series, namely Hg Lα and Lβ, and Ca Kα, respectively. This is
probably due to the low number (i.e., low statistic) of spectra (respectively, 20 for the
panel and 23 for the gable) used for evaluating the GSs. The low statistic, together with
the weakness of the counts within the energy ranges of the Hg Lγ and of the Ca Kβ, can
generate false positives (for spectra from painted regions without Hg or Ca) or missed
peaks (for spectra from painted regions containing Hg or Ca) at the energies corresponding
to these two series. Considering 20 spectra, a single false-positive or missed peak alters not
only the GS but also the evaluation of the abundance for at least the 5% and, consequently,
changes the positions of the relative series in the rankings. In general, this issue would
deserve a deepen discussion; luckily, the un-expected ranking position for both Hg Lγ

and Ca Kβ affect none of the classification steps of the experimental data, as no panel
in Figure 4 or Figure 6 deals with Hg Lγ or Ca Kβ. We thus consider this issue of low
relevance in the present case.

5. Conclusions

The information returned by macro-X-ray fluorescence mapping is identified with
the spatial distributions of the main elements in the region of the scan and, if SAM’s analysis
is available, with the description of the spectra as linear combinations of the endmembers.
In this general case, the obtained results help to extract the features of the mapped region
and, with the support of other experimental and/or statistical methods, the palette of the
master, the presence of restorations, or even the stratigraphy of the painting can be inferred
with great benefit for both art historians and scientists. The main limitation is that what can
be concluded remains constrained within the edges of the scanned area. The Statistically
Tailored Elemental Angle Mapper is born in the attempt of extending the knowledge
returned by p-MA-XRF imaging outside the acquisition’s area(s). In the contest of STEAM,
the mapped region becomes a database operating as a starting point for exploring the prop-
erties of new sets of data. Starting from the statistical picture given by the global spectrum,
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STEAM distinguishes the significant series, orders the emission peaks through a suitable
criterion, creates a hierarchy, and finally manipulates the spectra enabling the user to
extract information evaluating sets of similarity maps. The test performed on the reference
panel demonstrates the capabilities of STEAM. Starting from a scenario flattened by the
emissions of Pb, the protocol gradually unveils the peculiarities of the sequences until the
elemental description of the panel substantially reproduces the properties of the samples.
The discussion on the multilayers containing both Red Ochre and Cinnabar shows how
the availability of different ranking criteria is a key-turn rather than an optional for the
effectiveness of the protocol. The subsequent application of STEAM to the sparse spectra
from the gable of San Diego confirms that, even if the mapped region(s) cannot account
for all the significant pigments, the protocol reliably classifies most of the isolated points
providing a base for discussing and designing a new strategy for the characterization
of the sample. In this case, the non-complete answers are due to a lack of a complete
and specific spectra database. Besides the description of the XRF spectra, the application to
the gable again shows how STEAM can be successfully involved in the determination of
a complex issue such as the stratigraphy of the scanned area: the results seem to confirm
the hypothesis given by Galli and co-workers [46]. In the shed of these considerations,
STEAM can be adopted as an effective tool for extending the information from XRF map(s)
outside the narrow edges of the scan(s); moreover, the statistically driven manipulation
of the spectra not only points out peculiar details but also can take part in the discussion
of several issues related to the experimental system. Surely, the protocol finds its main
cue in the pioneering way employed for handling the spectra, but STEAM introduces
also other significant novelties. The protocol is independent of the instrument used for
acquiring the data; in fact, even if they have been simultaneously used, the spectra from
the gable and from the reference panel have been obtained by two different spectrometers.
Every database can be employed any time a new characterization is required; it is straight-
forward that a database can be extensively useful only if the uncharacterized spectra and
the database share their principal chemical elements but, also in the unlucky case in which
this does not occur, STEAM can even enable the user to exclude some hypotheses in favor of
others with an obvious advantage for the time and design of the experimental and analysis
campaign. Finally, the possibility of applying multiple criteria gives an essential boost to
the power of the protocol: even if the properties of a sample can be considered as largely
known, the exclusion of one of the criteria could lower the effectiveness of the analysis
as shown discussing the properties of the reference panel. In summary, the statistically
tailored elemental angle mapper provides the first attempt to answer one of the new needs
of applied X-ray fluorescence: a generalized way for exploiting the big amount of data
made available by MA-XRF portable instrumentation. STEAM leaves aside the interest
for the single case study or the taste for technological development for introducing an
original statistical data handling method. STEAM has been proven to be effective but, at
the same time, it has been designed to be always improved by increasing the database with
the addictions of even more maps and updating the number or modality of the ranking
criteria; therefore, the statistically tailored elemental angle mapper candidates for being
the benchmark for the whole p-MA-XRF imaging community.
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Abstract: Synchrotron X-ray μ- and nano-probes are increasingly affirming their relevance in cultural
heritage applications, especially in material characterization of tiny and complex micro-samples
which are typical from archaeological and artistic artifacts. For such purposes, synchrotron radiation
facilities are tailoring and optimizing beamlines and set-ups for CH, taking also advantages from the
challenges offered by the third-generation radiation sources. In ancient ceramics studies, relevant
information for the identification of production centers and manufacture technology can be obtained
in a non-invasive and non-destructive way at the micro-sample level by combining different SR based
methods. However, the selection of appropriate beamlines, techniques and set-ups are critical for the
success of the experiments. Fine and varnished wares (e.g., Attic and western-Greek colonial prod-
ucts) are an excellent case study for exploring challenges offered by synchrotron X-ray microprobes
optimized to collect microchemical and phase-distribution maps. The determination of provenance
and/or technological tracers is relevant in correctly classifying productions, often based only on
ceramic paste, gloss macroscopic features or style. In addition, when these vessels are preserved
in Museums as masterpieces or intact pieces the application of non-invasive approach at the micro
sample is strictly required. Well-designed synchrotron μXRF and μXANES mapping experiments
are able providing relevant clues for discriminating workshops and exploring technological aspects,
which are fundamental in answering the current archaeological questions on varnished Greek or
western-Greek colonial products.

Keywords: X-ray fluorescence; synchrotron radiation; μXRF; μXANES; black gloss; ancient ceramics

1. Introduction

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) for cultural heritage materials is a widely used and well-
assessed technique for compositional characterization of archaeological and artistic objects.
It enables the elemental analysis of materials and provides an easy way to determine the
materiality of artifacts [1–4].

In ancient ceramics studies, laboratory XRF is traditionally used for provenance
issues. XRF is a non-invasive technique, this means that it can be used directly on the
object without the need of sampling. However, when used with a non-focused X-ray
beam, as it is often provided by laboratory instruments, sampling might be needed to
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obtain meaningful and reliable bulk analysis. This typically consists of the preparation
of pressed pellets from a few grams of powdered sample. In addition, it is sometimes
combined with other destructive analytical tools for trace elements determination, such as
ICP-MS, ICP-OES, NAA [5]. For provenance studies, geochemical data are often processed
by using statistical methods able to create correlation among group of samples, also in
comparison with databases [6,7]. When geochemical tracers fail in group classification
and provenance discrimination, recent studies have demonstrated the merits of isotopic
analysis as clay provenance fingerprint [8,9]. Ceramics are the most numerous records in
archaeological excavations and are often expendable for destructive analysis. However, in
some cases, the artistic and cultural value of ceramic objects—especially when preserved
and exhibited in Museums as masterpieces—prevents macro-sampling needed for such
destructive XRF analyses. The use of portable XRF systems enables to overcome this limit.
Being nondestructive and noninvasive they offer the advantage of material characterization
without sampling and directly in situ [10–13]. Indeed, the advent of new powerful and
focused X-ray tubes in the last decades, together with performant detectors, which do not
require liquid nitrogen cooling, has pushed to use and the performance of both portable
and laboratory XRF systems. Single point XRF equipment is currently available in the
majority of diagnostic laboratories. Moreover, the accessibility of advanced macro-XRF
systems introduced in laboratories—pioneering set-ups designed at synchrotron radiation
facilities—allows determining and localizing the distribution of chemical elements at the
sample surface [14–16]. Detection limits and element ranges are the most common limits of
portable and lab-based systems. Thus, when micro-sampling is allowed (for example, from
hidden part of the ceramic vessel) the use of synchrotron-based (SR) X-ray sources appears
quite valuable. It is non-invasive and non-destructive on the micro-samples, which can be
later on used for further investigations. SR X-ray sources offer numerous advantages. They
are brilliant sources assuring intense X-ray radiation, providing a quasi-monochromatic
beam and an energy selection over a wide range, which can be chosen according to elements
of interest [17,18].

In the last decades, one of the main innovations at SR-based X-ray sources are micro-
and nano-focusing systems aimed at obtaining micro- and nanometric lateral resolution
for both qualitative and quantitative analysis in complex and/or tiny samples [19–21].
Soft and hard X-ray microprobes are available at synchrotron radiation sources. The
selection of the probes depends on the energy range of interest—and thus the elements
to detect. In ceramic studies, elements with emission energies below 10 keV are common
constituents. However, the use of harder X-ray microprobes appears suitable for the
determination of elements usually present in traces and also relevant in provenance or
technological studies. Among SR-based X-ray microbeam techniques, μXRF mapping
systems appear particularly useful in analyzing ceramic decorations (slip, glazes, etc.) or
to detect enrichment/depletion of specific elements across ceramic section for provenance
or technological purposes [22,23]. Being heterogenous materials, the analysis of ceramics
can benefit from the combination of different SR-based X-ray methods with micrometric or
sub-micrometric spatial resolutions. For example, μXRF can be combined with micro-X-ray
diffraction (μXRD) for the determination of crystalline phases in both the ceramic body
and decorative layers or nano-XRD for single crystal studies even in not-crystalline matrix,
such as in glazes [24–26]. μXRF can be also coupled with μ- or nano-XANES, enabling the
determination and even the distribution of the valence state of an element [27]. Usually,
this method requires the preliminary acquisition of a μXRF map for the selection of areas of
interest. The XANES measurement consists of scans in fluorescence or transmission (TXM)
mode—depending on sample preparation and characteristics—at defined energies across
the adsorption edge of the element of interest. μ- and nano-XANES are still relatively
recent application in the CH field and therefore poorly explored [20]. In literature, very
few examples discuss the merits of μXANES in the mild or hard X-ray range, particularly
suitable for technological studies on slips and gloss layers in decorated vessels [28–30].
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The combination of SR-based X-ray methods, such as fluorescence, diffraction and ab-
sorption, appears relevant for different purposes in ancient ceramics studies. For provenance
issues, SR-based μXRF mapping might provide insights on the chemical distribution of ele-
ments across the sample section. It can highlight enrichment/depletion of minor and trace
elements in ceramic paste vs. surface decoration, also in comparison with other productions
and/or reference data. Additionally, SR-based X-ray methods are suited for technological
studies. The microanalysis of slip or varnished surfaces might provide information on chemi-
cal composition, elemental distribution, presence of crystallites in glossy matrix and speciation
of elements (metals) for the better understanding of manufacture procedures.

For such applications, the sampling of small fragments or even a more refined sample
preparation (e.g., cross-section or thin section) depends on the field of view required in the
investigation. XRF or XANES maps acquired with μbeams in fluorescence mode can be
carried out on small fragments. The sample can be positioned in cross-sectional geometry
to acquire information on both the clay paste and the surface slip. Otherwise, the use of
nano-beams for acquiring details on single layers, characterize crystallites, investigating
the element distribution at sub-micrometric scale, or performing transmission XANES
maps require the preparation of thin sections or microtome sections. The use of μ and
nano-beams implies in general higher localized radiation doses in the sample, as the flux is
focused on a smaller spot size. However, in ceramic studies radiation damage is usually not
a big issue. Sample preparation depends also on beamline set-up; for example, it is possible
to perform the analysis in air—even on big objects or entire vessels—or in vacuum—which
often requires microtome sections. Looking at the International Synchrotron Radiation
Facilities, Table 1 reports a list of beamlines particularly suitable for material sciences
applications, some of which are specifically optimized for cultural heritage studies, with
details about energy range (which elements can be detected, mapped and for which the
speciation can be determined), beam size (level of resolution) and sample environment
(sample preparation required, vacuum or air, big or small samples). The overall listed
information appears quite relevant in designing a successfully experiment, depending on
the archaeological question to be answered.

Among ancient Greek ceramics, red and black figures wares and black-gloss wares
have a great interest both from the stylistic/typological point of view and the provenance
and technological aspects. In fact, their analysis might draw the mobility of goods and/or
painters and artisans through Greece and the western-Greek colonies. The identification of
specific chemical markers to discriminate productions—especially among western-Greek
colonies—is not straightforward due to high depuration of raw materials. In addition, even
if the current literature mainly agrees on the technological routine applied in ancient time
to obtain well manufactured red, black or red and black gloss wares, some issues remain
still open [29,31,32]. To explore the challenges offered by SR-based X-ray microbeams in
provenance and technological studies of ancient ceramics, fragments of black-gloss ware from
different Greek and western Greek colonial products have been selected—as examples—and
investigated at PUMA beamline of the SOLEIL Synchrotron Radiation Facility [33].

The selection of this beamline allowed (i) the determination of elements with emission
energies higher than 10 keV, relevant in provenance and technological studies; (ii) obtaining
micrometric lateral resolution (microbeam) for the determination of enrichment/depletion
of elements in layers micrometric in thickness (black gloss); (iii) collecting both XRF and
XANES maps at micrometric scale; (iv) to use samples without specific sample preparation
due to the analysis being carried out in air, with a relatively flexible sample stage to
accommodate fragments with different shapes or even entire vessels.

For the purpose of comparison, other classical non-destructive and non-invasive
(at micro-sample level) microchemical methods were used and the results are discussed in
the light of the SR X-ray data.
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Table 1. List of synchrotron beamlines suitable for materials science applications (especially cultural heritage) with the
indication of available techniques and some practical and useful set-up information.

Beamline Facility Country
Energy

Range [keV]
Available

Techniques
Beam Size

[um]
Sample

Environment
Applications

PUMA SOLEIL France 7–22 μXRF, μXANES,
μXRD 3.5 × 3.5 Air

CH (70%),
Environmental sciences

(30%)

LUCIA SOLEIL France 0.8–8 μXRF, μXANES 2 × 3 Vacuum Life Sciences, Materials
sciences, CH

ID21 ESRF France 2–11 μXRF, μXANES,
μXRD 0.03 × 0.07 Vacuum Life Sciences, Materials

sciences, CH

ID16B ESRF France 6–65 μXRF, μXANES,
μXRD 0.05 × 0.05 Air Life Sciences, Materials

sciences, CH

TwinMic Elettra Italy 0.2–2.2 μXRF, μXANES,
STXM

circular,
diameter from

0.1 to 2.5
Vacuum Life Sciences, Materials

sciences, CH

XFM Australian
Synchrotron Australia 4.1–27 μXRF, μXANES

circular,
diameter from

1 to 5
Air CH, Life Sciences,

Materials Science

I08 Diamond UK 0.2–4.2 μXRF, μXANES,
STXM

circular,
diameter from

0.1 to 2
Vacuum Life Sciences, Materials

sciences, CH

NanoMAX MAXIV Sweden 6–28 μXRF, μXANES,
ptychography 0.05 to 0.2 Air Life Sciences, Materials

sciences, CH

SoftiMAX MAXIV Sweden 0.275–2.5 μXRF, μXANES,
STXM 0.01 to 0.1 Vacuum Life Sciences, Materials

sciences, CH

26-ID APS USA 6–12 μXRF, μXRD 0.03 × 0.03 Air Life Sciences, Materials
sciences, CH

20-BM-B APS USA 2.7–32.7 μXRF, μXANES 5 × 5 or 25 ×
25 Air Life Sciences, Materials

sciences, CH

20-ID-B,C APS USA 4.3–27 or
8–50 μXRF, μXANES 2 × 2 Air Life Sciences, Materials

sciences, CH

SM CLS Canada 0.13–2.7 μXRF, μXANES,
STXM 0.03 Vacuum Life Sciences, Materials

sciences, CH

SGM CLS Canada 0.25–2 μXRF, μXANES 1 × 0.1 Vacuum Life Sciences, Materials
sciences, CH

VESPER CLS Canada 6–30 μXRF, μXANES,
μXRD from 2 to 4 Air Life Sciences, Materials

sciences, CH

HXN NSLS II USA 12–17 μXRF, μXANES,
μXRD, 3D XRF from 0.1 to 0.4 Air Life Sciences, Materials

sciences, CH

XFM NSLS II USA 4–20 μXRF, μXANES from 1 to 10 Air Life Sciences, Materials
sciences, CH

2. Materials and Methods

In this case, 14 samples of black-gloss ceramics from the excavations of the Greek
colonies of Gela and Messina (Sicily, Italy) have been selected for this study. They are
representative of two different productions, Laconian (GEL 1–8) and so-called Chalciadian
(ME 67–70, 73, 133). The classification was preliminarily based on the morphological and
typological features of the selected specimens and on macroscopic observations of the
black-gloss and the paste (Table 2). Attic products and Sicilian (Geloan) and south-Italian
(Locrian?) colonial products already characterized in a previous research [22] were also
re-considered for the purpose of comparison.

The so-called Chalcidian pottery is known in literature for both figurative and aniconic
series, dated from the 6th century B.C. to the beginning of the 5th century B.C. According
to the most recent archaeological studies, it is a colonial product that has been located in
the southern Calabria or in the Strait of Messina area [34–37]. Laconian black pottery is
produced in the Greek region of Laconia during the 6th century B.C. and is exported to
different sites in the Mediterranean [38,39].

For the experiments, small fragments were sampled from vessels preserved in Arche-
ological Museums of Gela and at the deposits of the Superintendence of Messina. Vessels
from Messina classified as Chalcidian were also studied by benchtop XRF and ICP-MS
in the frame of previous published research, pointing out some geochemical criteria for
productions discrimination, which are based—however—on destructive methods [35].
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Non-destructive and non-invasive preliminary studies [22] at micro-samples on Attic,
Sicilian and South-Italian colonial products pointed out enrichment-depletion of specific
elements in clay paste and black gloss useful as provenance indicators. Additionally, Zn
has been verified as peculiar of non-Sicilian colonial products and of specific manufacturing
practices [22], of which nature and workshop distribution needs to be verified.

The analysis of the selected corpus by different non-destructive and non-invasive
methods offered the opportunity to explore the challenges offered by the combination of
SR based μXRF and μXANES mapping in providing valuable provenance and technical
features for this ceramic class.

A very preliminary qualitative chemical characterization was obtained by portable
XRF mapping using an Elio Bruker device equipped with an x-y motor stage and an X-ray
tube with Rhodium anode. The measuring spot on the surface was about 1 mm. 2D maps
were acquired on the gloss surface using a 40kV tension of the X-ray tube, 80 μA current,
3 s/point acquisition time. However, the large analysis spot (about 1 mm) prevented the
necessary resolution for accurate determination of the black-gloss features; in addition, the
analysis is expected to be influenced by bulk composition.

Following a successful microchemical approach on black-gloss potteries [22] micro-
samples were analysed at PUMA beamline, Synchrotron Soleil (France). A KB mirror
focuses the X-ray photons to a spot of 3 μm × 3 μm on the sample. The surface to be
analyzed is orientated at an angle of 45◦ in respect to the beam axis, producing an effective
beam size of 3 μm in vertical and 4.3 μm in horizontal direction. The measurements were
performed in ambient air and temperature. The XRF signal was acquired by a SGX Sirius
SD silicon drift detector installed at 90◦ from the incident beam. A visible light microscope
located perpendicularly to the sample surface allowed micrometric visualization and
navigation of the sample. During XRF analyses, the samples were scanned at 18 keV
with a step size of 10 μm using 1 s acquisition time per pixel. Samples were scanned in
two geometries, namely with the gloss facing the beam and in cross-section. On these latter
samples, after XRF mapping, specific points on the surface of the gloss were selected to
perform XANES measurements across the Fe K and Zn K absorption edges. The XANES
spectra were collected in fluorescence mode with 1 s/point acquisition time. For Fe an
energy resolution of 2 eV was chosen in the pre-edge range from 7.03 to 7.08 keV and in
the post-edge zone from 7.2 to 7.33 keV. The area around the edge from 7.08 to 7.2 keV was
scanned with higher resolution in steps of 0.5 eV. For Zn an energy resolution of 2 eV was
used in the pre-edge range from 9.37 to 9.4 keV and in the post-edge range from 9.47 to
9.71 keV, while close to the edge from 9.4 to 9.47 KeV an energy resolution of 0.5 eV/step.

Reference standards of Fe2+ and Fe3+ were used for calibration and to help Fe-
speciation identification, while ZnO and ZnFe2O4 (Gahnite) were used for calibration
and help with Zn-speciation. Collected spectra were compared both to the measured
reference standards and to reference spectra available in the literature.

For a pre-selection of the samples to be mapped in cross-section, XANES maps were
acquired at 4 different energies across Fe and Zn K absorption edges, 7330 eV, 7136 eV,
7132 eV, 7127 eV for Fe and 9872 eV, 9688 eV, 9669 eV and 9665 eV for Zn, respectively.
Some of these energies were used to acquire insights on Fe (7127 eV, 7132 eV) and Zn
(9688 eV, 9669 eV and 9665 eV) speciation distribution in 2D, in addition to the single point
spectra previously acquired. XANES maps were acquired over areas of 150 μm × 150 μm,
with 5 μm step size and 1 s acquisition time per point, centering the area as 50 μm above
surface and 100 μm below surface (that is, inside the sample paste).
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Table 2. List of studied samples.

Sample ID Type and Chronology Provenance
Attribution (Based on
Typology and Black
Gloss Appearance)

GEVN 1–6, GEVN 8, GEVN 11–13 [22]

Cup-skyphos (GEVN 1), skyphoi
(GEVN 4, 8, 12–13), kylikes (GEVN 3,

5–6), small bowls (GEVN 2, 11)
(5th-first quarter 4th cent. B.C.)

Gela, Molino a Vento,
excavation 1955–1956

Sicilian colonial production
(Geloan)

GEVN 14–15, 17–20 [22]
Skyphoi (GEVN 14–15), kylikes (GEVN

18, 20), small bowls (GEVN17, 19)
(5th-first quarter 4th cent. B.C.)

Gela, Old Station,
excavation 1984

Sicilian colonial production
(Geloan)

GEVN 7 [22] Cup-skyphos (last quarter 6th cent. B.C.) Gela, Molino a Vento,
excavation 1956 Attic production

GEVN 9 [22] Saltcellar (Ca. 450 B.C.) Gela, Molino a Vento,
excavation 1956 Attic production

GEVN 10 [22] Stemmed dish
(late 6th-early 5th cent. B.C.)

Gela, Molino a Vento,
excavation 1955 Chalcidian production

GEVN 16 [22,40,41] Skyphos (Ca. 400–380 B.C.) Gela, Old Station,
excavation 1984

South-Italian production
(Locrian?)

GEL 1–8 [22] Kraters (6th cent. B.C.) Gela, Molino a Vento,
excavation 1955–1956, 1974 Laconian production

ME 67 (Inv. 10561), ME 68 (Inv. 10566),
ME 69 (Inv. 10564), ME 70 (Inv 10565),

ME 73 (Inv. 10563), ME 133
(Inv. 10544) [35,37]

Skyphoi (ME 67–69, 73, 133),
krater (ME 70)

(second half 6th–early 5th cent. B.C.)

Messina, Via
Industriale-Isolato S, US 3.

Excavation 1991–1992
Chalcidian production

For comparison, on the same analysis area scanned at PUMA, traditional microchem-
ical investigation was performed by SEM-EDS at IPANEMA facility labs [42] by using a
ZEISS Supra55VP SEM-EDS with a Schottky Field Emission Gun (FEG) equipped with
a Bruker EDS system. Measurements were carried out without any metal coating on the
sample surface to assure a non-invasive and non-destructive testing; nevertheless, to obtain
better images and microanalysis, studied samples were wrapped in aluminum foil leaving
out a small window in the region of interest to analyze.

3. Results

3.1. Portable XRF

Even with obvious limits, a fast and non-destructive scan of the surface provided
some clues on compositional differences among the studied productions. In fact, Attic and
Laconian vessels, and Chalcidian, south-Italian (Locrian?) and Sicilian colonial (Geloan)
samples show different features.

In Attic fragments glaze is mainly Fe-rich with low amounts of silicon and potassium.
Laconian samples are characterized by a Fe-based black-gloss with Mn co-localization,
along with silicon and potassium in lower amount. Sicilian colonial fragments are charac-
terized by Fe-based gloss with potassium and manganese. On the other hand, Chalcidian
and Locrian products show a co-localization of Fe and Zn, along with silica and low amount
of K and Mn. Of course, this qualitative analysis provided a not-univocal classification
criteria. However, a portable XRF approach seems to permit the discrimination between
Attic and colonial products, and between Sicilian and South-Italian colonial products based
on Zn marker (Figure S1).

3.2. SR Based X-ray Methods Using Microprobes
3.2.1. μXRF Maps

μXRF maps collected on representative samples of black gloss ceramics allowed to
distinguish different productions. It also showed the usefulness of the cross-sectional
set-up in data collection to detect enrichment/depletion in gloss vs. clay paste (Figure 1).
The different productions examined were thus non-destructively discriminated based on
microchemical tracers identified on the black gloss vs. the clay paste.
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Figure 1. RGB correlation considering relevant elemental markers in cross-section geometry for (a) At-
tic (GEVN9, 100 × 500 μm), (b) Laconian (GEL5, 150 × 500 μm), (c) Sicilian (GEVN15, 100 × 500 μm),
(d) Chalcidian (ME68, 150 × 500 μm) and (e) Locrian (?) (GEVN10, 150 × 500 μm) products.

The thin (~20 μm) shiny, compact, deep black gloss proper of Attic production is charac-
terized by a prominent Fe-based black-gloss, and a clay paste enriched in Ni and Cr. Laconian
vessels are characterized by a very thin (about 10 μm) matte black gloss characterized by
Fe-rich composition and a clay paste rich in Rb and Ca. The thinner (~15 μm), matte and
brownish (even reddish) gloss typical of vessels from the Sicilian Greek colony of Gela is due
to Fe-based black-gloss enriched in Rb and Mn, and a K-rich clay paste.

South Italian colonial vessels (Chalcidian and probable Locrian products) showed
peculiar features. The matte and compact black/black-bluish gloss is in fact characterized
by Fe- and Zn enrichment and a clay paste marked by Ni, Cr signature (less than in Attic
products), while Rb, K, Mn in Chalcidian black gloss ceramics. Accordingly, previous
mineralogical and geochemical investigations on reference groups assessed characteristics
geochemical fingerprints [35,37] for this production, providing criteria based on destructive
methods useful to locate the products in the south-Italian Greek colonies (Strait of Messina
area and Ionian cost) and discriminate them from Sicilian and Attic ones. However, bulk
analysis could not trace a quite interesting chemical marker, which is also useful for
ceramic technological studies. The SR based non-invasive investigation revealed this to be
a Fe-Zn-rich black gloss.

3.2.2. μXANES Spectra and Maps

XANES Fe K-edge spectra acquired on the black gloss layer—with the sample cross-
section facing the incoming beam—show the presence of both Fe2+ and Fe3+ phases, as
already found in some of these glosses analysed in our previous work [22]. As it can be
seen in Figure 2, spectra collected on Laconian and Chalcidian samples exhibit in some
cases (GEL2, GEL3, GEL5, GEVN10, ME68 and ME70) Fe3+ preferentially, while in others
(GEL1, GEL8, GEVN7, GEVN16, ME67 and ME133) a mixture of both phases. This is visible
both in the pre-edge (panels in Figure 2a,b) and edge analysis (Figure S2).

XANES Fe-K edge maps collected on ME68, ME70, GEVN7, GEVN, GEVN16, GEL2
and GEL5 samples in cross-section geometry add further information to the point XANES
spectra. We collected XRF maps at different energies across Fe K-edge. After normalization,
we could discriminate whether Fe3+ is the dominant phase by differentiating energies E1
and E2 in Figure S3. The processing is shown in Figure 3, where each differential map is
depicted beside its corresponding Fe maps acquired at 18 keV in cross-section geometry.
GEVN7 shows a sharp gloss layer where the ratios between the abovementioned energies
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implies a combination of both Fe2+ and Fe3+, followed by GEVN16 where Fe2+ is present
but in less proportion. It is followed by GEVN10 and GEL2, where the gloss layer is
less defined (see corresponding Fe map) and finally ME68, where the ratio varies along
the gloss layer indicating a slight inhomogeneity between the Fe2+ and Fe3+ distribution.
In GEL2 and ME70 the ratio between the two energies is smaller, highlighting a more
pronounced predominance of Fe3+ over Fe2+. Overall, the Fe XANES maps confirm the
single point XANES spectra but allow a better special visualization of the distribution of
the ratio between the two phases.

Zn-edge XANES spectra were also collected in cross-section mode on a sub-set of
the glosses exhibiting Zn on the gloss surface. All of them show a very similar spectrum
(Figure 4), which can be mainly attributed to ZnAl2O4 (Figure S4). Point XANES spectra
were collected also on other glosses (ME67, ME70 and ME133). Even if the spectra turned
out to be noisy due to lower Zn content they also confirm the presence of mainly ZnAl2O4.

XANES Zn-K edge maps collected on GEVN10, GEVN16, ME68—as example of the
so-called Chalcidian products (southern Calabria and the Strait of Messina area)—show a
predominance of ZnAl2O4 along all the gloss surface layer, as also found in [43]. Figure 5
shows the Zn XRF maps in all three samples and the obtained distribution of ZnAl2O4 phase,
shown in red in panels a, b and c, respectively. The last image was obtained by differential
imaging evaluating the ratios between different peaks identified from reference standards
spectra (Figure S4), as successfully used in [44]. In particular we evaluated the ratios between
the peaks 3 to 2, 3 to 1 and 2 to 1, which turned out to be bigger than one for the first two ratios
and very close to one for the last one, confirming ZnAl2O4 phase on the surface.

 
Figure 2. Fe-XANES spectra acquired on a 3 μm × 4.2 μm spot on the gloss layer of the samples indicated in the legend, all
mounted in cross section geometry. Samples of panels (a) exhibit a mixture of both Fe2+ and Fe3+, while samples on panel
(b) mainly Fe3+.
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Figure 3. Fe XRF maps of sample GEVN7, GEVN10, GEVN16, ME68, ME70, GEL2 and GEL5 in
cross section geometry, together with the corresponding distribution of the ratio between the maps
collected at 7127 eV and 7132 eV. Scale bar is 50 μm and is valid for all images.
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Figure 4. Zn XANES spectra acquired on a 3 μm × 4.2 μm spot on the gloss layer of samples ME68, ME133, ME67, GEVN10
and GEVN16 in cross section geometry.

Figure 5. Zn XRF maps of sample ME68, GEVN10 and GEVN16 in cross section geometry, together with the corresponding
distribution of ZnAl2O4 phase, depicted in red in panels (a–c). Scale bar is 50 μm.

3.3. Comparative SEM-EDS Analysis

Morphological and microchemical characterization of the slip has been determined
by SEM-EDS measurements. SEM images and chemical maps show the distribution of
Al, Si, K, Mg, Ti and Fe both on the slip and the clay paste (Figures 6–8). In all the
inspected samples, the clay paste is highly vitrified, claiming for ~900–950 ◦C maximum
firing temperature at the oxidizing conditions. The gloss is smooth and mainly composed
by Si, Al, Fe and K. It is quite uniform in Attic production (Figure 6), showing a sharp
separation from the body. In colonial South-Italian (southern Calabria and the Strait of
Messina area; Figure 7) and Laconian (Figure 8) products the gloss layer fades out into
the body, indicating a different technological routine during the first oxidizing stage. In
the black-gloss, Mg and Ti are also present, possibly related to Fe-substitution. Looking
at the silica, alumina and Fe contents, the Laconian products have lower tenors in these
elements, which indicate the provenance of clays used for the black gloss (Figure S5). For
the other products, no substantial differences can be appreciated, while groups are clearly
discriminated by coupled μXRF and μXANES maps (Table 3).
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Figure 6. (a) SEM image of sample GEVN7; maps of (b) Al, (c) Si, (d) K, (e) Mg, (f) Ti and (g) Fe.

 
Figure 7. (a) SEM image of sample ME68; maps of (b) Al, (c) Si, (d) K, (e) Mg, (f) Ti and (g) Fe.

 

Figure 8. (a) SEM image of sample GEL02; maps of (b) Al, (c) Si, (d) K, (e) Mg, (f) Ti and (g) Fe.
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4. Discussion

From experimental studies it is known that in order to obtain a good quality black
gloss ceramic a multi-phase firing process it is required, with a precise control of tempera-
ture and firing duration during each ORO (oxidizing-reducing-oxidizing) phase. These
parameters also affect the final appearance of the black gloss, turning from bluish to brown-
ish red [31,45]. Generally speaking, if the slip is «well-made», no hematite or maghemite
(Fe3+) is formed and only Fe2+ should be present. Otherwise, if Fe3+ phases are present,
the location of the different Fe-phases inside the gloss is of interest. Fe3+ phases usually
form a thin slip under/on the top of the black-gloss. When other phases are present—likely
the Zn-spinel phases observed in south-Italian products—it is relevant to investigate their
mineralogical nature and their location inside the gloss thickness.

The results of this investigation evidenced that in Attic vessels the Fe-based black gloss
is mainly due to magnetite and hercynite, indicating an ideal and well-made production
routine. On the other hand, in Sicilian colonial vessels (Geloan) prevalently hematite has
been found, indicating a different technological signature for the black-gloss, which in
fact appears quite different in its aesthetical features (matte and brownish red). As per
South-Italian workshops and Laconian products, in some cases only hercynite has been
found, indicating well-made pieces. In other cases, Fe3+—diffusely distributed on the
gloss thickness—would indicate not perfectly assessed production routines or unstable
conditions in ancient kilns.

Overall, South-Italian workshops (Chalcidian and probably Locrian) seem to be dis-
criminated for their Zn signature, indicating a shared fabrication method in these colonies.
In fact, as suggested by the literature, Zn could be considered not only a provenance tracer
but a technological marker, related to the clay refinement methods [43]. Other studies
would correlate the Zn occurrence as typical of specific Greek clays used for the black
gloss [46], however, from our characterization studies, such higher Zn traces have to be
considered as specific of South-Italian products. XANES spectra and maps collected on
these samples revealed the nature of Zn-spinel as ZnAl2O4 (Gahnite) which is localized
over the entire gloss thickness. Experimental studies would be highly useful to better
understand the technological choices behind these specific colonial products.

5. Conclusions

Synchrotron X-ray microprobes offers challenging methods for ancient materials
characterization studies. In the last years, numerous set-ups have been optimized for CH
applications, thus enlarging the current research perspectives.

In ancient ceramics studies, X-ray SR based methods might be able to help answering
relevant question related to provenance and technology. Such information can be achieved
by combining at least two different methods, with the selection primarily being dependent
on (i) the availability of samples/sampling allowance (e.g., entire vessels vs. micro-samples,
or cross-sections and microtome samples) (ii) sample preparation and (iii) the length scale
required (from the whole clay paste or glaze composition to the detection of crystallites or
other textural/composition features into micro or nano layers).

μXRF and μXANES mapping at synchrotron X-ray microprobes can be an ideal combi-
nation, especially when no sample preparation is allowed, small fragments are available and
a non-destructive approach of the samples is required. Samples can be scanned rapidly in
different geometries, for example in cross-section to map elements localization on different
layers. The 2D micro-chemical and phase-distribution maps might reveal the location of
relevant geochemical tracers—both provenance and technology related—and can be also used
for selecting regions of interest in XANES analysis in fluorescence mode. Then, μXANES
spectra and maps can be useful in localizing mineral phase distributions and provide relevant
information to the better understanding of technological issues in specific ceramic class man-
ufacture. All this work can be carried out by the guidance and screening provided by XRF
analyses, which, by being a multi-elemental technique, allows inspecting the samples and
determining which sites are the most relevant for μXANES spectra and maps.
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The selected case study appears quite meaningful, both in term of archaeological
relevance and practical issues. Black gloss ceramics—along with red and black figures
vessels—usually include particularly exquisite corpora and rare masterpieces that cannot
be sampled or sacrificed for destructive analysis. In addition, classification is still based on
typological or style features, thus imposing the development of a new and—hopefully—
non-destructive approach for the correct production site identification, especially among
the well-known colonial workshops. The combination of XRF and XANES mapping
methods with micrometric resolution was able to provide geochemical fingerprints for
provenance determination and phase analysis for technological studies, which would
benefit by experimental archaeology tests for further information. The comparison with
classical microchemical methods pointed out the merits of such an approach, suggesting
that even portable X-ray methods might enable fast and preliminary classification useful in
defining criteria for micro-sampling operation.

Continuous advances in X-ray microprobes associated with SR source upgrades will
allow for even more powerful imaging and spectroscopic methods. In the coming future,
the third and fourth generation SR sources will offer increasing opportunities for analyzing
tiny and complex objects, which are typical among cultural heritage materials, in a faster
way and with higher resolutions.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2076-341
7/11/17/8052/s1, Figure S1: portable XRF maps acquired by Elio ©Bruker. Figure S2: Fe-XANES
point spectra collected on the gloss in cross-section geometry for GEVN (a), GEL (b) and ME (c)
samples. The spectra were collected on a 3 μm × 5 μm area, across Fe K-edge, as detailed in materials
and methods. Figure S3: Fe-XANES spectra of Fe2+ and Fe3+ standard with the indication of the
two energies E1 (7127 eV) and E2 (7132 eV), used to differentiate the contribution of the two phases
in the XRF Fe XANES maps shown in Figure 3. Figure S4: Zn K-edge XANES reference spectra
from [43] where we indicated the energies chosen for the Zn XANES maps, later used to identify the
predominant phase. Figure S5: Si/Al and Fe(Si+Al) tenors in a selection of black gloss representative
of the different identified products.
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